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Abstract

Epistemological Articulations:
Blebaol, Klomengelungel, ma Tekoi er a Belau

Isebong Maura Asang

The departure of the 20th century left an indelible stain in both the cosmological remains and the

ontological priorities that are intimately linked to the articulation of Palauan epistemology. This

qualitative study examines the plethora of written ethnographic observations and descriptions on

Palau, to cull for socio-cultural values and beliefs, narratives and proverbs that articulate

responses to the epistemological question: "What are the methods or sources that Palauans utilize

to solve their problems and acquire knowledge?"

This dissertation engages the notions of blebaol (gift, gift of life), klomengelungel (to carry

on shoulder, back), ma tekoi er a Belau (words of Belau) to form the philosophical framework from

which to critically discuss and articulate a "way of knowing" organic to Palau. In the written

words of Western and European research, blebaol and klomengelungel are construed and conveyed

as the primarily cultural practices of head-hunting and prostitution respectively. This

dissertation argues that blebaol and klomengelungel are more complex than mere socio-cultural

practices. Beneath the cortex of the socio-cultural-practices of head-hunting and prostitution lie a

philosophical vortex of knowledge delineated and articulated as male and female forms of

knowing.

This work draws on the voices of ten Palauan mentors to navigate the labyrinth of

cultural values and beliefs that constitute identity and place, and thus consistently link to blebaol

and klomengelungel. Illuminating upon traditional forms and sites of knowledge production and

exchange this work expands on the ontological priorities and values that inform the

philosophical sinew woven through the socio-cultural values and beliefs, and ways of knowing,

that are at once complex, multifaceted, and profound.
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Word

Belkul a tekoi er a Belau (Selected Palauan Language Glossary)

Meaning/Definition

Abai
beluu
blebaol
chad er a Belau
chad ra ngebard

cheldebebechel
chilid
Chuab
deleuill
eaul saus
kebliil
kelulau
klaingeseu
klechibelau
klomengelungel
kotel
mekekerei el rael
mekull
melach
mengol
merutch
mesei
Miladeldil

olangch
oldanges
omelau
omelengmes
omengull
omtab
orrenges
tekoi er a Belau
telooch
ulekdubs
ulsemuul

men's meeting house
village, community
decapitated head, gift
Palauan
person(s) from the west; comes from traditional Palau when all
foreigners entered the waters of Palau from the west.
society, organization, group, association
god; something that has been snapped, twisted or turned
Goddess from whose ashes emerged the islands of Belau
relations, relationships
four corner-post
clan
whisper or confidential and important beluu matters
mutual assistance
being a Palauan; traditional customs

to carryon back; institutional prostitution/concubinage
village of one's birth; village of one's mother; or one's lineage

small paths
forbidden or taboo
teach, discipline
to carry upon shoulders
to touch, to give texture to knowledge
taro patch
Woman who died in the great flood, brought back to life to give
birth to the four corner-posts of Palau: Ngaremlengui, Melekeok,
Orear, and Aimeliik (only daughter).
signs
praise
the way is nameless
share
respect
to grasp knowledge with the mind
listen
language, words, culture of Belau
masticated food fed to the young
cultural values and beliefs; custom
a person who is knowledgeable, articulate, talented, skilled, and
respected in their specific community
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Preface

Moon Sickness, Green Card and the Taro Patch

Nineteen hundred and sixty three was a very tumultuous year for me. An unknown

sniper assassinated President John F. Kennedy a year after he declared Guam a major disaster

area in the wake of typhoon Karen, and the dreaded moon sickness (smecher ra buil) arrived. The

year began with concentrated efforts on recovery and rebuilding from the aftermath of Karen, a

murderous lady who stormed over Guam packing winds up to 250 mph, on 11 November 1962

(Coye,1963). The tin roof of our home along with the homes of my friends speckled the hillside

of Sinajana. I was excited when Governor Manuel Leon Guerrero declared all the schools closed

indefinitely, but then it quickly dawned on me that we did not have water or power, and no

power meant no Ed Sullivan Show on Sunday nights. Made of concrete and sustaining minimal

damage, Sinajana Elementary School, as it was called then, provided shelter for the many

homeless families in the village. It also served as the nerve center for the Red Cross, Navy hot

meals and potable water distribution.

In a year's time, the village had undergone a major clean up, families had returned to

reconstructed homes, and school was once again in session, making up for lost time. November

was an unpredictable month on Guam, it was what the weather lady called tropical depression

month, ripe for typhoonsl, and on this Saturday afternoon, it was particularly hot and muggy. I

sweated and squatted behind home plate beneath the catcher's mask waiting for the ball. We

were no professional team, just a group of village girls getting together after our chores to playa

little game of softball. Instead of pitching the ball, my girlfriend yelled, "Isebong you are

bleeding!" I looked and for a moment, I felt dazed and disoriented as I slowly stood up in what

seemed like an eternity. My heart started racing, and my mind reeled with questions of how I

1 Comes from tai fung (Chinese for Great Wind).
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could have injured myself there? Coming to no logical conclusion, I dropped my glove and the

mask and raced home not far from the schoolyard we used as a softball field. Like the cold blast

preceding the winds of a typhoon, it hit me I had the dreaded moon sickness! I tore through the

house making a beeline for the bathroom when I realized half of the team was at my heels. I was

the first of our group to get it, so it was an extraordinary moment for all of us. I took cover in the

bathroom, blocked out my friends, and tried desperately to remember my mother's words when

and if this day should come. She was still at the taro patch.

It is the year 2000 and I am back in Ibobang, a small village in the state of Ngatpang on the

west coast of the big island of BabeZdaob in the Republic of Belau archipelago. As I sit looking out

from the air-conditioned library of Ibobang Elementary School, two mechas (elderly woman) soiled

from a day at the taro patch amble by with suaZo or oruikZ (woven coconut basket) packed with

freshly rooted taro sitting atop each of their head's swaying gently to the rhythm of their steps.

An omsangel (basket used by women to store personal effects) under their arm, their appearance

brought back memories of a similar vision the first time I sat in this very library reading to

Ngeluul Karine Taro. Today as before, I can not help but wonder at the inimitable, yet poignant

picture of the two mechas, who through their soiled physical appearance and the objects they

carry, embody a culture and its beliefs many centuries old. But, for a brief moment in time, they

are captured and framed by a glass window encased in a concrete building, floored by synthetic

tile, cooled by air conditioning, and furnished with computers that are linked to the larger global

society by the internet, all products of 20th century. In an instant, centuries collapse and the time

seems to warp as the two notions elide one another.

Mesmerized by the vision of the two mechas, I recall my mother's pleasure in her taro

patch. Now living among those who have gone before her, my mother had three passions in her

life: her admiration for John F. Kennedy, her green card, and her taro patch. I was still in the

bathroom when I heard my father's car pull into the driveway. My friends had all gone home
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and I stayed in the bathroom. My parents came into the house, no, their voices came in first. My

mother was exclaiming about the injustice of everything. How could anyone kill such a

wonderful man, she asked my father. What about that beautiful wife of his, was she hurt? Their

children, are they okay? I could hear their voices, but in my mixed emotions of dread and

excitement of the unknown, their voices faded and I screamed, Mamang! No response. I called

her two more times, before she came to the bathroom door to see what I wanted. I explained my

predicament, and after a few minutes, she returned explaining the functions of the feminine

articles she handed to me and reminded me what I needed to do, and then she was gone. The

death of a man she had never met overshadowed my rites of passage into adulthood! I grieved

into the night.

It was early in the fall of 1998 that I first met Ngeluul. On most Sundays, you would find

her playing Nintendo™ with her 12-year-old sister Sheena or visiting her cousins who lived next

door. Today was a special day though. It was Sunday 27th of September and the kebliil (clan) was

celebrating her aunt's ngasech.2 Her aunts and uncles, cousins, grandparents and relatives had

come from afar to celebrate and welcome the new baby into the family. At eight years of age,

Ngeluul was anxious and excited to visit with her cousins and the other children with whom she

does not have daily interactions. Sometimes sheltered behind long, straight, black hair,

Ngeluul's dark brown eyes quietly observe the preparation and excitement that marked the birth

of her baby cousin. Ngeluul had participated in many celebrations with her cousins, but they all

knew that the birth of a new baby is a very special occasion for both the birth mother and the

biological father. The baby is a living, breathing sanction of the relationships and reciprocal

2 Palauan word that literally means "rising"; but here it connotes the ritual surrounding the celebration of
the health of a mother and her newborn baby after the mother has gone through a regiment of hot bathes
and drinking herbs. It is usually a ritual reserved for a married woman after she has given birth to her first
born.
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exchanges between the families of the birth parents,3 a cultural practice dating to the pre-contact

period.

NgeluuYs great-grandmother, one of the mentors for this dissertation, had invited me to

live my research by engaging in the life of her village. "Place is important to knowing," she had

explained, "the smell, the spirits, the feel of the place all influence how one comes to know the

world" (Dirrababelblai Emesiochl, 1998, personal conversation). She had arranged with

NgeluuYs mother for me to live with them that year. "Ngeluul, rnei e bo rno chotii a blai ra Isebong, ,,4

her mother called. I had arrived just after noon and celebrants filled the village. The new mother

was married to a European and so his friends attended as well. Ngeluul came out from behind

the outdoor kitchen where she was visiting with a group of young boys and girls her age. I noted

that it would be one of the few times I will see Ngeluul participate in any activity with a group of

girls and boys outside the classroom. In the traditional education structure, children are

encouraged to matriculate in groups comprised of the same gender and developmental age. I

will discuss this way of knowing and learning in detail elsewhere in this dissertation. During my

stay, I observed that Ngeluul and the other young girls that belong to her age group emulated the

behaviors of her older sister, Sheena and her group. The older girls, in teaching the younger

girls, hone and refine how they complete their task and develop their critical thinking skills.

I did not belong to any social group growing up because there were no other Palauan

girls and boys in our village of Sinajana on Guam. My primary source and only link to the

understanding of and usage of the Palauan language, knowledge, and cultural values and beliefs

were my parents. My grief over the onset of my moon sickness competing with the assassination

of JFK was short lived. To my dismay, my mother curtailed my movements so that I no longer

had the freedom to go fishing with my father, fix cars with him, play softball with my friends and

3 See DeVerne Smith (1977) for an in depth discussion on the transactional nature of social relationships
and parenthood in Palau.
4 "Ngeluul come and show the house to Isebong."
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any other activity deemed by her to be men's work or domain. Growing up on Guam, my

mother believed it was critical for me to spend my summers in Palau to connect to my

cosmological roots, and breath the essence of being a female, a Palauan female. The importance

of place, like a bull in a fine porcelain shop, pushed its way to the forefront of the "Isebong must

learn" list.

In preparation for that inevitable return home, cultural practices based on a cosmology

and ontology of being a Palauan female filtered into my everyday life. My diet suddenly

changed, for example, and my mother prohibited me from eating extremely ripe fruits during the

moon sickness. It will give you bad body odor, my mother would hiss at me if I hinted at

throwing a tantrum. Our conversations were private, away from my father and the other males

in the house, and often took place at the taro patch. Yes the taro patch! Every day that I was not

in school, I now had to accompany my mother to the taro patch, to observe her work, but more

for those "private" conversations.

In 1951, my father settled our family in Tamuning, a small village in the center of Guam.

Guam, an unincorporated territory of the United States, is 700 miles northeast of Palau. Home

for overseas military bases representing each branch of armed forces of the United States

southwest of Honolulu in the Pacific, Guam developed faster than her Micronesian neighbors

devastated from the ravages of World War II. The end of the US. Naval Administration of

Micronesia, including the passage of the Organic Act of Guam in 1950, opened a small window

that enabled a few Micronesian migrants to apply for a "green card" from the U.s. Immigration

and Naturalization Service. The"green card" or permanent resident cardS allowed the holder to

seek employment and"a better way of life," but they could not own land or vote in local

elections. This was a right reserved for US citizens, namely the Chamoru people of Guam,

5 Younger Palauans entered Guam on student visas for educational purpose, and lived with host families or
sponsors. Some who entered on student visas went on to join the armed forces.
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civilians and active-duty military personnel and their families. Chamoru distinguished

themselves from other Micronesians due to their special political relationship with the United

States. Through my mother's incessant philosophy of the virtues of respecting the first people of

land, decedents of the maga'lahe and the maga'haga6, I remain a "green card" holder today.

It was no accident that my father, the eldest son of a Chinese migrant laborer brought to

Palau by the Germans at the turn of the 20th century and a gentle woman from Pelelieu, was also

a "green card" holder the day he passed away in 1995 at the age of seventy-eight. In 1947, he

traveled as an engineer on board the many vessels that traveled the waters of the Pacific

connecting the islands of Micronesia with occasional stops at distant port of calls along the coast

of Japan. His last voyage ended on board the MIS. Reliable, a reefer type sea going vessel

weighing a gross tonnage of 163 tons in 1951. You can say he followed his father's footsteps and

looked for adventure on the high seas, but I know better. Grounded in his identity as the eldest

son in his family, his leaving home was to provide a means for goods to flow back to his family,

and a route for others in his family to forge out into the world.

For my parents the "green card" represented something deeper than its primary purpose

of allowing my parents to live and work on Guam. Over the years in the course of their travels,

each had been encouraged, asked, and sometimes prodded to seek permanent status in the U.s.,

namely citizenship, by the Immigration and Naturalization Officers at each port of entrance into

the United States and its territories. However, to them the "green card" represented their last

tangible link to their roots. To replace it with a more permanent status such as citizenship would

seem to sever all possibilities of returning home and access to whatever land or property they

still had in Palau. It was a daily reminder of our roots, and while my family lived on Guam for

close to five decades, the"green card" represented a provision that not only were we transients,

6 Highest ranking male or female, respectively, usually the oldest brother and sister of a the clan. See Anne
Perez Hattori (1999), and, Robert Anacletus Underwood (1987) for a discussion on the Chamoru history,
culture, and education.
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we would go home one day. This is a belief that has perplexed researchers wanting to anchor

movement to a statistically tangible quota. The"green card" suggests a transient state of mind, it

provides an aperture into the cultural values and beliefs of home thereby transcending time and

borders. It is not the physical manifestation visible in the mobility of the body or the

Immigration and Naturalization Officer checking the" green card" as one enters or exits the

border of another place. Home then is not only the physical space that one inhabits, it is also the

cultural values and beliefs that shape and guide how one sees and understands the world. It

involves knowing that you are a guest, and transient whether it is in a physical place such as

Guam or Hawaii, someone's home, or from this world to the next, and respecting the land and

those who walked before you.

Lastly, linked to the theme of this dissertation, the "green card" symbolized the cultural

values and beliefs brought from Palau. Leading the list is the notion of omengull or respect for the

first people of the land. The notion of omengull is applicable to a variety of cultural context, but

for our purposes here, omengull is fundamentally an inherent deference to those that have come

before you. For my parents, that translated into showing a respect when entering someone's

home, island, or space. It is the sense of respecting the essence, the cosmological origins of the

Chamoru people informed by their cultural values and beliefs that is intimately link to the

ownership of their land and in my parents mind's eye the Chamoru identity. Over the years, the

laws have changed and permanent residents can now own land. However, they still do not have

a right to vote.

Ngeluul acknowledged my presence with her eyes, then took one of my bags and started

walking up the dirt road towards what would be my home for the next 6 months. A truck

carting two coolers of frozen goods I had brought for Ngeluul's family in reciprocity for allowing

me to live with them, preceded us to the house. It was the first time we met so we walked in

silence and stole guarded glances at each other until we reached the house. She showed me to
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my room and asked if she could help me unpack before we headed back to the celebration. liKe

kmal mesaul, eng di becherei e dorail mor seriou eng sowak lomes a bol tobed a Freida, adang."7 I replied.

I was not only excited to witness this momentous occasion, but humbled by the graciousness of

this family and needed time to reflect on the arrangements. She nodded and we left the house

with the doors and windows wide open.

In comparison to my friends at school, our home had a revolving door. I grew up with

aunts, uncles, cousins, and distant family members sharing our table. It was always exciting to

come home from school and someone new would be there. I remember my parents sending

needed items to Palau whenever someone sailed or flew home. It was also inevitable that visitors

brought with them all kinds of Palauan goods, mostly fresh fish or seafood that was not available

or too expensive on Guam. Sometimes their stay was shortt a day or so, other times they stayed

for years. It did not matter how long they resided in our house. What stayed with me were the

stories and the knowledge that they brought with them including the cultural practices that they

exhibited. I also looked forward to each new arrival, not because I delighted in the pickled

eremrum (beche de mer, trepang or sea cucumber) bottled in recycled Mayonaise™ jars, but their

arrival gave me a reprieve from my mother's gaze and the taro patch. Like watching well-oiled

machinery, each person knew their place and what was expected of them based primarily on

their biological ties to either my father or mother, and if they were male or female.

My journey into this gendered land of knowing took place the summer after JFK's

assassination on my 13 th birthday. That summer I accompanied my mother to Palau, she

deposited me at the doorstep of her only living maternal aunt so that I could learn the many

ways of being a Palauan woman. I began my journey on the hills of Ngerkebesang, the land that

birthed my mother's mothers. Through my great aunt, I observed the sites where traditional

knowledge emerged. I carried her baskets as we climbed the hills of Ngerkebesang to her

7 "Thank you, but why don't we go down, I want to watch when Frieda comes out, okay."
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cassava plots at Ketund. I also carried her organic compost to the taro patch at Vltil a Dub where

submerged to her waist she turned the sludge to cover the compost, to prepare the mesei for

future taro cultivations. Environmentally based communities flourished around these taro-

cultivated sites, putting an end to the nomadic gathering society. Categorically speaking, taro

serves more than a utilitarian purpose. You will find the taro and the taro patch an example of

specificity, place, time, space, and Palauan women's cosmology. Men on the other hand, culled

specific knowledge that spoke to the life beyond and death. This is not to say that all truths

passed through these two paths. On the contrary, the way to knowing is not only complex and

esoteric, it represents an intricate labyrinth with many layers.

On Guam, my mother cultivated a taro patch and a cassava farm to supplement the

starch requirements of our growing extended family. My mother believed that the cassava plant

did not hold the same ontological significance as the taro because of its short history as an

introduced source of food8. As a female, and more importantly, as the mother of the house, the

food supply rested upon her shoulders and by extension her family, as well, in relation to my

father and his family. However, in her own family of origin she is the source and path for which

all economic security flows. For example, during the funeral or passing away of an immediate

family member, her role would be a mengol (to carry upon shoulders). On a purely utilitarian

level, a mengol in this sense is one that feeds the mourners. However, the task of this dissertation

is to flesh out the ontological facts that inform a mengol and it begins with her passion for the taro

patch.

While my father's role changed slightly - he now had to work for a wage - expectations

of him as the protector of the house and the eldest in his family remained the same. Each of my

parent had a specific role that was utilitarian. Fundamentally, it was my father's house.

8 It is believed that the cassava or tapioca was introduced as a commercial product during the German
administration as discussed in Vidich's report to the Office of Naval Research (1949:57).
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However, the relations that connect him to those that chose to appear at our doorstep is traceable

through his siblings, mother, uncles, his home island of Pelelieu, and some relations that were

formed before he was born. Some of these relations trace to the pre-contact period, a time when

men initiated war and relations were reinforced with a blebaol or the decapitated head of an

enemy. This is also true of my mother. However, my mother's side of the guest list provided the

manual labor around the house.

"Ngeluul, morrechedau el melcholb eked duob ra skuul,"9 cried Sheena from the kitchen door.

It was 6:30 in the morning and a haze hovered among the betelnut trees surrounding the house.

We had returned from the ngasech after everyone had left and Ngeluul had gone to bed very late.

Although they each had their own rooms, the two girls preferred to sleep on futons on the bright

yellow wooden floor in the living room furnished with a television and a Nintendo on top of a

beat up desk in one corner. Very early into the ways of knowing their world, young girls care

and educate their younger siblings. In addition to teaching Ngeluul basic chores around the

house, Sheena is obligated with the larger task of easing Ngeluul into adolescence.

Traditionally, young women enter adulthood with the subject of sexuality an important

aspect of their education, equally important as a means for procreating, as a sexual partner, and

as part of knowing the wider world in relation to their role in the many relationships they will

nurture throughout their life. However this is not a topic that is freely engaged in between

mother and daughter, and this communication gap becomes extremely pronounced at the onset

of the moon sickness. A third party, either an aunt or a grandmother, will be sought to ground

the young woman in the fundamentals of biology, then the girl-clubs that are of the same age and

physical development (and for some a trip to the men's abai as a mengol) will provide the balance

of information for the inquisitive mind.

9 "Ngeluul, hurry and take a shower or we will be late for school!"
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The concept of mekull (forbidden or taboo) prohibited me from sitting and discussing

sexual topics with my mother, but more so with my father and/or siblings and/or cousins of the

opposite sex. Elders took extreme care to deter any form of incestuous behavior between siblings

and, between parent and child. Women as the luuk (nest) had the task of preventing at all cost

genetic aberrations resulting from incestuous behavior. The birth of a deformed baby was either

a sign of a calamity waiting to happen, or a revelation of a past transgression. Marrying the

premonition of the spiritual world with the possible consequence of defective genes required the

society to educate young women and men in the ways of sexuality and the responsibility that

came with it. The taro patch is a rich learning site for constructing the ontological framework of

womanhood. However, although there are multiple sites with many teachers, this dissertation

will focus on two sites of import to the mentors and the narratives uncovered in this research.

When asked to share their personal stories, most mentors spoke about learning from an elder of

the same sex. For the men it was a father, uncle, grandfather, and/ or cheldebechel (men's or

women's club), but few cited learning from a parent beyond adolescence. It was mekull for the

young adolescents to socialize publicly with the opposite sex. Most of those interviewed told

stories of warriors and mengols learned as children, adolescents, and as descendents of a complex

socio-culturallearning society. These narratives linked these mentors to organizations that

separated the men and the women into distinct groups of socialization and knowledge

production. There is not a more pronounced way to separate young women from young men

than at the onset of the moon sickness.

Most homes in Ibobang10 village have running water pumped from Ngebeduul River, but

none have water heaters. Therefore, on a cold morning like this one, in a society that thrives on

personal hygiene, everyone has to endure a cold shower-something that did not sit too well

with Ngeluul. Like all showers in the other homes, the shower was in a separate smaller

10 A hamlet ofNgatpang State built by the members of the Modekngei religion.
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building. The shower building located dimes (south) of the main house had corrugated tin walls

with a wooden door and poured concrete flooring. Directly outside the kitchen was the outdoor

kitchen sink. In the ongos (east) corner of the property stood the outside benjo.ll

After some prodding Ngeluul finally finished her shower and got dressed in her school

uniform consisting of a long white sleeve shirt and a navy-blue jumper skirt. She completed her

ensemble with a pair of white socks and white walking shoes. Her black hair tied tightly behind

the nape of her neck left a wet shadow on her uniform as she struggled to sling her backpack full

of books over her shoulder. Sheena handed her a cinnamon roll (bought in the main town,

Koror) as they left walking diluches (north) toward the main dirt road that would take them to

Ibobang Elementary School at the entrance of and ongos of the village, all the while eating their

breakfast and talking quietly. One main road intersected the village from ongos elmo ra ngebard

(east to west) with homes on both sides.

This morning, Ngeluul who is in the 3rd grade arrives at school at 7:30am with her sister,

each sister flanked with a group of girls of the same age picked up along the way. The school is

coed, replicating the borrowed educational system from the West. However, outside the school

Ngeluul and Sheena continue to keep within the traditional gendered groupings. It is mandatory

for all the students attending both sessions to attend the morning gathering that starts promptly

at 7:45am. The principle makes important announcements after the students sing the Palau

National Anthem. When the bell rings at 8am, the younger students go home to do their chores

before returning to school in the afternoon. Because her mother is the school cook and her sister

attends the morning session, Ngeluul comes to school early and stays for the whole day.

Ngeluul's father lives and works in Koror as a boat operator for the Department of

Education. The family does not have the means to buy a car so he does not commute between

11 Japanese for toilet.
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Ibobang and Koror, an hour's drive on a good day due to the jagged road. Instead, he stays in

Koror at his sister's home and visits on weekends when he can.

On most school days, Ngeluul helps her mother in the cafeteria or runs errands for the

teachers. Other times she goes to her grandmother's house, about three-door ngebard of the

school, and visits or runs errands for her. Today, however, was different. Because I tagged along

with her and Sheena, we decided to spend the morning at the library. Before leaving for work,

her mother had informed me that Ngeluul had not had the time to study over the weekend

because of the ngasech and asked if I could see to it that she reviewed her schoolwork. At the

library, Ngeluullooked over her notebook. After we determined that she did not have any

schoolwork to do, I asked, "Diak el sowam a donguiu ra tara cheldecheduch ra ikal babier er tial

library?"12 Her eyes lit up and she squealed, "Ochoi! Sebechek el mo ngiltii a sowak?"13 "Ochoi," I

replied. I read Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes with character and in some parts we sang the songs.

The oral traditions of Palau utilize cheldecheduch el chelid14 to both entertain and teach traditional

knowledge to children. Reading aloud is not a practiced activity in Ngeluul's life and the novelty

of it delighted her.

After lunch, I accompanied Ngeluul to class and sat in the back observing. The teacher

taught in Palauan, but the books and the contents were in English. The course offered followed

the national curriculum, which included four basic subject areas: language (Palauan, and

English), mathematics, social studies, and science. In addition, the curriculum sometimes

includes health, agriculture, community education, population education, and special education

programs (Palau 2000 Task Force, 1994). During my stay, except for an occasional softball game

12 "Would you not like if we read a story from these papers in this library?" "Bahier" is the Palauan
version for paper, letter, or book, from the German "papier"
13 "Yes! Could I choose what I want?"
14 Story, folktale, myth, legend. Literal translation: story of the gods.
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on Friday afternoons, the main courses offered were language, science, social studies,

mathematics and health.

Classrooms mirror the common classroom in the US and teachers arrange desks in rows

and columns facing the blackboard. In contrast to US classrooms, these walls are bare and if you

glanced through the window you could see a woman or two returning from a morning at the

mesei (taro patch) or sers (garden). The contrast between traditional education and the formal

education that takes place in the classroom is stark in Ibobang. Ngeluul's experiences in the

classroom is not too different from mine. However, Ngeluul has the advantage of living in a

community that anchors her in the ontological threads of being a young Palauan girl.

As we walked home that Monday afternoon, women and smaller children tended their

cassava sers. The children played by imitating their mothers carry plantings, weeding the garden,

talking story or just exploring. Some mothers were talking under the shade, while another was

taking down her laundry from the clothesline. "Ngeluul morchedau el mo remuul a urrerem!"15

Sheena called as we approached the house. "Choi," (Yes) Ngeluul responded with a grunt as she

dropped her schoolbag on the kitchen floor. Their mother had already gone to the mesei and

Sheena was preparing the evening meal.

With their chores completed, dinner dishes washed, and another cold shower, Ngeluul

and Sheena settled in to do their homework. Lying on the floor with her books and papers

scattered about her, Ngeluul attempted to read a story about a squirrel lost in some city park in

the United States to the humming of the refrigerator. "Auntie, ngara (what is a) squirrel?" she

turned to me with tired eyes. "Yes indeed, what is a squirrel?" I asked myself as I listened to the

gecko chirping under the blanket of a starless night, remembering another night many moons

earlier.

15 "Ngeluul, hurry up and do your chores!"
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I remember the early evenings, when I would sit across from my father at the dinner

table, after my mother and I had just returned from the taro patch. He would tell stories about

the old days. He would tell a short story or two that his mother had told him also at dinner. The

quiet time at the end of the day just before nightfall provided the ambience for storytelling and

families. With food in their mouth, children were apt to listen to the lessons that glide together

with the tales and swallowed with the food. The place, the smell, the time, the taste, and the

speaker all add multiple and complex dimensions to these forms and sites of knowledge

production and exchanges. I am decades from those evenings, but my quest is more urgent than

then. My parents are not here to guide this journey, so it is at the hands of the mentors that time

and place has put me in their path and guidance. Perhaps it is a coincidence or chance that I am

writing about a way of knowing linked to a cosmology and ontology obscured by a departed

time, but I would like to believe that it is my destiny to be here at this time foreshadowed by the

moon sickness and my mother's passion for her taro patch.
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Uchelel a Tekoi: Chuab, Kotel Belau1

It is said, in the beginning Uchelianged foremost of the heavens

Roamed the earth and the sea amidst the stars, in the age of darkness.

Before giants walked this land, the stars came down with the wind and the rain

Creating the island of Ngeriab, and the shoals of Mekaeb, from its sacredness.

In the shallows of Mekaeb, the light gave birth to a baby clam Latmikaik, who grew

Until the soft petals that line her shell, swelled with the life that was to crown the sea.

Union with a male god not, Latimikiak birthed the life teeming the ocean bowels, and,

Her only begotten girl-child, Obechad, sent to land, mother to man, chad from the sea.

Obechad gave birth to the goddess Turang, Turang gave birth to the goddess Chuab,

Who grew until her head grazed the thatch that sheltered her from the wind and the rain.

The land, the sea, and the sky fed Chuab until only the corms of the taro roots remained,

And, so the people starved, until Chuab'5 short life ended through the people's pain.

Coconut sheaths the people brought, piled high reaching the top of the grassy mound,

Embracing her length from head to toe, and back again, until she was snug and tight.

Sensing the heat from the fervor of the people, Chuab asked, "Ngera chised e sechelei?"2

Averting her gaze, them of the same womb lulled her with dirges into the cool of night.

The blaze of the sun, and the heat of the flames from the pyre, made known to Chuab

The conundrum the people would not name, for the way is nameless, the way is omelau.

Chuab trashed and kicked as she fell into the sea, the course of the pendulum known

For, from the ashes, from the felled body of the goddess Chuab, an island is born Belau.

lWords of Cosmology or Origin: Chuab, the origins of Palau. Katel implies the village of one's birth;
village of one's mother; or one's lineage. In line with the cosmological origins of Palau, I have composed
this poetic narrative embodying Chuab as a woman and a mother from whose ashes emerged the islands of
Belau.
2 "What is all the excitement?"



Chapter 1: Introduction

The departure of the 20th century left an indelible stain on both the cosmological remains

and the ontological truths intimately linked to the articulation of Palauan epistemology. The

ideologies and policies of five colonizing nations have had an enduring impact on the cultural

practices, rituals, as well as the values and beliefs of Palauans, compelling them to adopt and

even adapt new ways. The "mythopoetic narrative" (Bowers, 1997, p. 4) of Chuab that begins this

chapter is my adaptation of the stories that relate the cosmological origins of Belau.

This chapter expands on the concept of omelau and the conundrum faced by Chuab. It

introduces some of the implications of the practice of naming in the written word for the

philosophical landscape of Palau, specifically the socio-cultural rituals of blebaol and

klomengelungel. Anchored in the cultural values and beliefs of the writer, the concept of omelau

redefines empiricism as a cultural construct and rejects the illusion of the non-biased relationship

we may think we have with objects, people, ideas, and the written word. Historically the written

word has held oral traditions hostage regarding issues of validity. The fundamental thread that

runs through this thesis is the notion that the language of representation is grounded in the

experiences of the writer, and the oral narratives of the mentors.3 My understandings as an

"insider-outsider" under the concept of omelau compels me to be an interpreter rather than a

philosopher.

The task of this dissertation is to search the plethora of written ethnographic observations

and descriptions of Palau for values, beliefs, narratives and proverbs to articulate a response to

the epistemological question: "What methods do Palauans utilize to solve their problems and

acquire knowledge?" Acknowledging that it is impossible for me to answer all aspects of this

3 I choose to call the informants in this research my "mentors" from the onset based on a Palauan proverb:
al sawam el mesuub, eka ba bechachau el sualau or "ifyou want to learn, come with an empty basket." As
someone seeking knowledge, I was the student and the informants were my teachers and over time became
my mentors.
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question, I choose to engage the concepts of blebaol, klomengelungel ma tekoi er a Belau to form the

philosophical framework from which to address and articulate my responses. Spanning more

than three hundred years, and five colonial regimes, the written words provide the ethnographic

rib on which to append the complex socio-cultural values and beliefs of a rechad er a Belau

articulating Palauan epistemology.

Observations of socio-cultural rituals found in the early written works of European and

other Western writers corroborate the oral narratives found in the memories of present day

Palauans. The written words of the chad ra ngebard (persons from the west) provide an essential

link to the socio-cultural rituals at the heart of this dissertation, terminated at the margins of

contact. First, the now obsolete male socio-cultural ritual of warfare resulting in a blebaol (gift,

decapitated head) to build social relations between beluu (villages) ended at the hands of a British

ship captain. Klomengelungel (organized to carryon the back or shoulder), a female socio-cultural

ritual, on the other hand, met its demise at the hands of Spanish priests and German missionaries

in their quest to cleanse the heathens of their "un-Christian" ways. I argue that the coming to an

end of these two socio-cultural rituals did not eliminate the ontological truths that informed these

traditions. Relegated by Western and European researchers and writers simply as cultural

practices of head-hunting and prostitution4 respectively, blebaol and klomengelungel are intimately

linked to the cosmological remains that form a philosophical framework for Palauans. The thesis

is that the epistemological categories for contemporary Belau developed here are not merely

abstract or theoretical, but are articulated in a significant way with the concepts of blebaol,

klomengelungel, and tekoi er a Belau.

4 Throughout its history klomengelungel is translated by non-Palauan writers to mean prostitution,
concubine, institutional prostitution, and institutional concubinage, I will use these terms interchangeably
when I discuss the works of non-Palauan. However, klomengelungel is complex and full of meaning
beyond this one-dimensional interpretation and the task of Chapter 4.
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By webbing the written ethnographic observations of the 20th century to the

contemporary narratives of the mentors, the dissertation provides a source of knowledge that

testifies to the validity of our ontological truths. Traditionally, our environment and our isolate

location shaped much of how we saw and interacted with the world. Our first glimpse into this

isolated way of knowing is through the written narrative of George Keate after the shipwreck of

Captain Henry Wilson's Antelope on Ulong Island in 1783. There are indications that other ships

observed the shores of Palau before Wilson (Rechebei & McPhetres, 1997, p. 59), but Keate's

account is the first that details the "first prolonged contact between Palauans" (Ferreira, 1987)

and chad ra ngebard. It also provides a glimpse into Wilson's unwitting involvement in the socio

cultural practice of mekemad or village warfare when he introduced military hardware. Following

Keate's romanticized narrative, the ethnographic observations of Karl Semper (1862), Johann S.

Kubary (1871), and Augustin Kramer (1909) over a century later add critical data to our

awareness of Palau at the edge of time. Today, these written observations of ancient Palau, while

descriptive in nature, are perhaps the most studied, analyzed, and quoted in the annals of

Palauan literature. Parmentier (1987) probably states it best when he refers to them as "classics":

Belau is not only one of the most studied island groups in the Pacific, but it is also one of

the best studied. The prospect of writing an ethnography dealing to some degree with

"traditional" Belau in the shadows of the magisterial studies by J.5. Kubary and Augustin

Kramer is certainly daunting. But in addition to these classics... (p. xviii).

These written observations provide a bird's eye view of traditional Palau and the socio

cultural rituals that ground this work. But, while these works represent a tangible link to an
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earlier time, I would like to pause for a moment and discuss their implications for the socio-

cultural values, beliefs, rituals, and practices of chad er Belau5•

First, the primary task of the earlier written work was a form of naming. The written

word demands that what the reader reads rings true in her/his conception of the world. The

writer has to name a way that is both familiar and understandable to herself/himself and her/his

audience. However, in the oral traditions of Palau the concept of omelau implies that the way is

nameless. Names imply political movements and political movements are part of a pendulum

course informed by ideologies and empirical experience. These names had political implications

and warranted a political expression. According to the ideologies that informed the colonizer's

experience, it was important to "save" the Palauans from themselves and eliminate cultural

practices that did not mirror their own ideologies. This process of naming in the written text

defines the socio-cultural rituals of the observed in terms of the ideologies and experiences of the

writer. It overlooks the ontological truths that constitute the ways of knowing for a Palauan.

Secondly, critical to this process of naming is the ideology that informs the task of

translating. The two socio-cultural rituals central to this thesis have been translated into

superficial categories, but the philosophical premises that inform them have been ignored:

warfare to obtain a blebaol as a cultural practice of head hunting; and, klomengelungel a cultural

practice of institutional concubinage. Naming in the written works placed a levee on the cultural

values and beliefs that informed the philosophical framework of these two social institutions

(Barnett, 1949, 1960; Hisakatsu, 1993; Josephs, 1990; Kramer, 1926; Kubary, 1851; McManus, 1977;

Nero, 1987; Parmentier, 1987; Rechebei & McPhetres, 1997; Ritzenthaler, 1954; Semper, 1873;

Shuster, 1982; Vidich, 1980; Wilson, 1995). In other words, the process of translating and naming

in the written record limit and silence the voices of those who articulate these ways of knowing.

5 Person(s) from Belau. Belau and Palau are both acceptable in the language of the Constitution when
referring to the Republic of Belau and I will use them interchangeably. However, when referring to
someone from Palau it is either Palauan (English version) or person from Belau, not Belauan.
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Lastly, "names breed myopia" (Dening, 2001, p. 208) because they silence the voices of

others by evoking meanings that mayor may not be relevant. Having no historical reference for

these socio-cultural rituals, these cultural practices, were and are, viewed as superficial and

quaint experiences of natives of distant lands (Geertz, 1983; Meyer, 1998). This myopic

misunderstanding that naming and translating creates is brought about by collapsing complex,

multi-layered and difficult-to-understand methodologies into the corporeal cultural practices of

head-hunting and prostitution.

It is my hope that this work will expand upon and add another layer to the many written

words of those that have observed and studied a way of life that is uniquely Palauan.

Omelau: The Way

The notion of ome/au is one of the many Palauan concepts that I have struggled to grasp

in writing this paper. To contextualize the way or process employed in this dissertation it is

appropriate to begin at the beginning by discussing on the notion of ome/au. In the cosmological

story of Chuab (to spread with ashes), ome/au is a way. When Chuab asked her caretakers what

they were doing, they lulled her by singing. In the end, as she burned in the flames, it became

clear that it was too painful for her tribe to tell her of their intentions. Due to her mammoth

appetite, she was endangering everyone and the only resolution was to end her life. Chuab

realized this in the end, and her last words were ome/au, or you did not name the way. This

cosmological narrative of Chuab identifies ome/au as a way to knowing, and a way of being

without ever naming it.

In this vein, omelau paves the way to discuss the multiple ideologies that at times will be

competing, and at other times, will complement one another in this dissertation. Describing the

way or process informing this work is one of the more challenging and difficult aspects of the

project. It is difficult not because I do not have the words to name the way, but because it is not
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my people's way of doing things. I use the term "epistemology" to negotiate a place for this

work in the world of academia. This term does not hold currency in the language of Palauans.

For centuries, for generations, my people have been cultivating a way that allows for diverse,

critical forms of thinking and knowing the world. To now use a name to capture the truth at the

heart of this project is to politicize the effort. This is not the rationale behind this study.

It is this un-naming that allows Palauans to borrow foreign ways of knowing, and even

construct new meanings for existing forms of knowledge. This is particularly true in the

adaptation of the educational system and the law governing agencies of Palau.

The signing of the Compact of Free Association6 between the RepUblic of Palau and the

United States proved to be one of the great watersheds in Palau's history. The Compact

precipitated a complex form of knowing and identity formation fostered for over a century by the

colonial arms of Spain, Germany, Japan and the United States. Hierarchically organized and

structured, Belau historically consisted of individual communities called beluu (village) within

the archipelago.? All beluu shared the same general culture and language; and social organization

was parallel from one beluu to the next. But there was no evidence that a nation existed.

Essentially, there was no equivalentto a "centralized state" (Gellner, 1997).

The Constitution (1979), on the other hand, defined a new sense of national identity and

called for nation building under the notion of klechibelauB• In the language of the Constitution

(Preamble, 1979), klechibelau means to "preserve and enhance our traditional heritage"

marginalized by modernity. The notion of klechibelau is not new, but the push towards

6 Herein the Compact (agreement between the United States and the Republic of Palau providing
sovereignty, self-government and financial assistance in exchange for military and territorial denial rights
for the US).
7 The socio-cultural values and beliefs discussed in this dissertation do not include those practiced on the
islands of Sonsorol, Hatohobei and Merii which are part of the Palau archipelago, but differ linguistically
and in cultural practices. They are however included in the overall demography of the Republic of Belau.
8 Being a Palauan.
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homogeneity in the form of a national identity and nation building is. Ironically, it is a product of

modernity (Dirlik, 1996).

"A Belau a kirel el merael el mo ruchei engdi ngkirel el ngara teido erngii e ultuil ra Kle-Belau ma

uIekdubs (siukang) ma delodau el omengetmeklel a beluU."9 On July 16, 2000, then Vice President

Tommy E. Remengesau, Jr. addressed over a thousand of his political constituents at the Peleliu

Club in a bid to become the 6th elected president of Palau. Appealing to the ontological priorities

and values of the Palauan voters, Remengesau imagined a Palau that needed to move forward in

moderation based on the notion of klechibelau - being a Palauan. Appealing to a way of knowing

that is organic to Palau, Remengesau advocated a type of growth that is dependent on the

stewardship of the land and informed by Palauan cultural mores and cosmologies. Furthermore,

as the youngest elected president of Palau, 44-year-old Remengesau described himself as the

"grassroot candidate" - koted 'I Beli:zu,lO capturing the imagination of a majority of Palauans.

In one swoop, the Constitution "standardized" klechibelau, while Remengesau redefined

it as a political tool to band the voting public together on the basis of their cultural values and

beliefs. The sense of urgency in the Constitution to unite under a discourse of nationalism in the

face of modernity pale in significance compared to Remengesau's exploitation of Palauan

ontological truths. Nonetheless, fostering nationalism and garnering votes are two examples on

how naming a certain discourse can subtly loop two ideologies and shift meanings to serve

particular purposes.

In 1999, Ngesechel a Cherechar (Belau National Museum) published Kerresel a Klechibelaull a

PaIauan Language Lexicon to protect "a klechad er a BeIau" (a way of life) by preserving the

9 "Palau needs to move forward in moderation based on being a Palauan, our customs, and stewardship of
the land." Quoted in Tia Belau, July 22-28, 2000 p.l?
10 From katel which implies village of one's birth; heritage through the birth mother.
11 Kerresel possessed noun from kerreas meaning precious, dear, valuable, and hoard, however when
coupled with klechibelau the phrase presages 'Essence of being and knowing as a Palauan' (my
interpretation).
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language of Palau. This is the first Palauan language lexicon published entirely in Palauan, and

the title infers the preservation of a specific way of knowing, and can only be preserved through

the Palauan language. In other words, trying to protect a klechibelau without using the language

of Palau, will not produce the desired results.

A dongeluolu er a klechibelau e de metitur a tekoi er a Belau me dousbech a tekoi er a Merikel e a

omengeluolu a kuk di tekoi er a ngor me ng diak el mecheluolu a beluu (Ramarui, 1999, p. X).12

Attributing the attrition of Palauan values, culture and language to over a century of

colonialism, Ngesechel a Cherechar emphasized the need to preserve the knowledge of the elderly

so that the notion of klechibelau can be passed onto forthcoming generations.

The Constitution, Remengesau's speech and the Ngesechel a Cherechar's lexicon convey an

energy that redefines the notion of klechibelau in three different ways. The accumulation of

knowledge or ulekdubs (custom) becomes framed by the borrowed ideologies of the West-that of

nationalism, elections, and the written word. These three examples provide a glimpse into how

Palauans have adapted the naming process to politicize a cultural value in a push towards

modernity and homogeneity. The chapter on blebaol illuminates further how constant change

fosters difference and the ability to adapt. Homogeneity, on the other hand, resists differences

and breeds prescriptivism. Prescriptivism influences the naming process based on binary

idealism of "right and wrong." In the process of translation, prescriptivism filters what is

deemed appropriate in the written language, and what is not. Consequently, what comes

through are observations that are filtered and edited for consumption by others with like mind,

and the "named" is silenced into the margins.

12 "To preserve the Palauan ways of knowing and being by using the language of the Americans because
we are not well versed in our own language, then the preservation is only word of mouth [lip-service] and
does not preserve the community."
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Naming, the Nemesis of Omelau

Naming as prescriptivism in the task of translating defines the socio-cultural rituals of

the observed based on the translator's ideologies and experience. It glosses over the values and

beliefs that inform the philosophical framework of blebaol and klomengelungel, the two central

notions examined in this dissertation. The challenges of translation covered extensively in this

introduction and woven throughout this dissertation play an integral part to this work. To grasp

the philosophical framework that house blebaol, klomengelungel, tekoi er a Belau (language,

traditions), resulting in varying degrees of deleiull (relationships), I ask that we suspend naming

the way-the nemesis of omelau- and attempt to understand those cultural practices that may go

against the cultural codes of the reader.

At its most basic level, blebaol is synonymous with chelolt, a decapitated or severed head

of an opponent taken during an inter village raid, competition (sport), or warfare. In this sense,

blebaol is merely a physical object that serves as a trophy in a primarily male domain. Primeval

images such as that of blebaol have captured the imagination of researchers and writers not only

on Palau, but in other parts of the Pacific. Beginning with Magellan's description of Guam as

"Isla de los Ladrones" (Island of Thieves) (Carano & Sanchez, 1964) in the 16th century and Jean

Jacques Rousseau's ideas of the "noble savage" (Rechebei & McPhetres, 1997), translation has

involved incorporating the "savage" into the imperial gaze. The process of translating the

"Other" -which includes the "civilizing" ideology of liberal humanism found in the

ethnographic works of cultural anthropologist-has continued to be a feature of the empiricist

idealist framework shaped by "Western philosophical notions of reality, representation, and

knowledge" (Niranjana, 1992, p. 2). In other words, the language of representation has remained

rooted in the empirical experience of the translator preceded and interpreted by what Catherine

Belsey (1980) calls the "mind, reason or thought, the property of a transcendent human nature
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whose essence is the attribute of each individual (idealism)" (p. 6). In this light, blebaol is a

primitive cultural practice that needed to end. What eluded these scripts are the values and

beliefs that conceived blebaol as a gift or an offering to articulate relations between villages or

political factions. Rooted in the belief that there is no greater gift on this earth than the gift of life,

blebaol is an essential component of building deluill (relations, relationships) between and among

beluu. On a third level, blebaol represent those cultural values, practices, and beliefs that inform

the complex and intricate notions of knowing and being a man.

This "power of translation" (Niranjana, 1992, p. 1) has further defined klomengelungel as

concubinage or prostitution based on world views which assume women have no agency over

their bodies. Klomengelungel is translated into various forms of prostitution. Prostitution,

however, implies a state of destitution where the players are strangers exchanging sexual services

for a pittance. This narrow view of klomengelungel represents one side of Antonio Gramsci's

notion of ideology. For Gramci, ideology represents two "sides of the same coin" or in

Gramscian terms "floor" (Loomba,1998). Klomengelungel does not fit tidily into broadly defined

ideologies that posit a "conception of the world, any philosophy, which becomes a cultural

movement, a "religion," a "faith", that has produced a form of practical activity or will in which a

philosophy is contained as an implicit theoretical "premiss" "(Hall, 1986, p. 20). However,

Gramsci is more concerned with the"common sense" or the practical and"organic" component

of ideology-the second side-which Stuart Hall (1986) cogently clarifies as the "traditional

wisdom or truth of all ages ... to be found when and where philosophical currents enter into,

modify and transform the practical, everyday consciousness or popular thought of the masses"

(p. 20). In this respect the Palauan word equivalent to that of prostitute is uulech, a discarded

grass skirt used to clean the feet before entering a home. The implication, not far from its

Western counterpart, is of someone used and discarded by anyone and rarely adequately

compensated for their services. Although the "traditional wisdom" of the colonizing nations
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ostensibly stopped the corporeal practice of klomengelungel, the cosmological and ontological

remains continue to inform the socio-cultural rituals of women in each beluu.

Not all women were mengol, just as not all men were warriors capable of securing a

blebaol. Unlike prostitution, in klomengelungel the hosting village was obliged to pair women and

men according to their village rank. Normally a klomengelungellived in the abai of the man's beluu

for no less than three months. Klomengelungel, (Chapter 4) is the counterpart of building beluu

relations that men engage with in a blebaol (Chapter 3). There values and beliefs that inform the

notions of blebaol and klomengelungel, practices which have been named, glossed over and

silenced by the philosophical assumptions or ideologies of the cultural translator. It is this

philosophical assumption of "common sense" that situates empiricism, a building block for

epistemology and the heart of socia-cultural translation, as natural, neutral and beneficial. It

obscures the hegemonic relationship between the cultural translator and the "other."

This hegemonic relationship can also be seen in contemporary institutions which draw

on words and concepts from the named for personal gains. Institutions such as The Palau

National Communications Corporation (PNCC) take advantage of indigenous concepts to market

their products. For example, prepaid phone cards are called Debusch. In Palau, a debusch refers to

either the sound or the conch shell blown to salute a solemn occasion, to announce the arrival of a

visiting klechedaol (invited guest, groups of travelers), or the onset of warfare between beluu. A

public organization, PNCC's utilization of debusch seems natural and beneficial, yet Palauans pay

one of the highest rates for direct dial long distance calls in the northern Pacific at 99 cents per

minute (PNCC, 2003). Debusch, a concept that at one time belonged to the Palauan society is now

a registered trademark of a corporation restricting its public and private use.
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"Names Breed Myopia"

In the Afterword of Cultural Memory, edited by Jeannette Marie Mageo (2001), Greg

Dening expands on the consequence of naming in the"ebb and flow of discourse about cultural

encounters" (p. 209). The name of this discourse, according to Dening, has undergone

continuous change over the years including "ethnohistory... cultural contact. .. Pacific

history...Subaltern studies ... [but not limited to] Postcolonial studies." Names and name

changing, Dening asserts, has created a commotion that "breed conferences. Names breed

journals. Names breed myopia" (2001, p. 208). Names collapse complex, multi-layered

methodologies, that are not only fluid, but may be difficult to understand as articulated by

Palauan epistemologies, into corporeal cultural practices such as "head hunting" and

"prostitution."

Further, names are limiting in that each of us tow luggages full of definitions and

meanings rooted in our experiences and along the routes from whence we come. Based on those

experiences, naming, either a proper name or a name for a school of thought, precludes other

views or forms of expressions. At one time, a proper name for a Palauan child was a meaningful

expression that mapped an intricate, sometimes ambiguous, labyrinth of kinship and relations.

In the custom of choltngakl (request the use of a name), a father prepares food for a person not

related to him, but whose name he would like to use for his child (The Palau Society of

Historians, 1997, p. 35; Josephs, 1990, p. 242). In return, if the person so desires he will pay a

kldait (Palauan valuable) for the honor of having his/her memory perpetuated in the name

(Ritzenthaler, 1954). Proper names were part of the intricate plots informing genealogical

narratives in families.

Today, however, names are a reverberation of the many competing ideologies that exist

in Palau. Each name demonstrates the ebb and flow of ideological movements into Palau, and
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influence the genealogical stories that bind families together. Influenced by colonialism, names

such as Wilson (England), Isabella and Senior (Spain), Wilhelm and Hitler (Germany), Yoichi and

Adachi (Japan), and, Harry and Steven (United States) reflect the ideologies of the nations that

had at one time or another colonized Palau. At once these names overshadow the genealogical

narratives of Palau, while, introducing a single story line, one that speaks to colonialism.

Moreover, names such as Bravo, March and Sherman reflect the ideologies of militarism and a

war in which Palauans were innocent bystanders on their own soil. However, there are no names

that reflect the warfare of a departed time of which blebaol was a feature. Proper names are

examples of the luggage we carry and how what they mean both shape who we are and how we

interpret the world, as well as creating myopia. A name creates definition, a definition creates

description, a description creates prescriptivism, and prescriptivism breeds myopia. This

prescriptivism saw blebaol and klomengelungel through a myopic cultural lens, blind to the socio

cultural values and beliefs that informed the essence of what it means to be a Palauan woman or

man. To name a way of thinking runs the risk of limiting other possible truths.

Contesting the Myopic Gaze of Translation

Those who have been the object of its myopic gaze are contesting the currency of this

hegemonic tradition of translating in multiple registers around the world today. Interestingly

enough some of the gazers are also interrogating their own ideologies and methodologies.

Across the globe, Natives (Teaiwa, 2001) are contesting the notions of reality and representation

in language that allows "anthropologist. .. historians and translators to assume the totalizing,

teleological concept of a universal history" (Niranjana, 1992, p. 71). For example, in Kwara'ae,

Solomon Islands, villagers are actively engaged in "undertaking the recording and writing of

their own cultures based on their indigenous epistemologies" (Gegeo & Watson-Gegeo, 2001, p.

55). Similarly, indigenous scholars are asserting their right to decide how their societies are
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defined and described. Indigenous representation-specifically where indigenous knowledge is

exhibited-is still a fairly new phenomenon in scholarship and one that is being conceptualized

relative to "context of power, cultural politics, and liberating pedagogy" as delineated in the

seminal works of Kiinaka 'Oiwi13 Manulani Aluli Meyer (1998) and Maori Linda Tuhiwai Smith

(1999). Finally, in a courageous move to "rethink area studies," The School of Hawaiian, Asian,

and Pacific Studies (SHAPS) at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa recently completed a six-year

initiative to "correct some of the power imbalances between agents (researchers and students)

and objects (studied communities) of inquiry still inherent in much area studies work... "

(Wesley-Smith, 2000, p. 312). Pushing the envelope on innovative pedagogical methods, Terence

Wesley-Smith guided the Moving Cultures Project funded by the Ford Foundation into uncharted

territory in area studies. By bridging six universities-UH included-and two community colleges

through interactive (dis)courses on the web, student, and, professor exchange, and exploratory

conferences that spanned two continents and six Pacific island nations, Wesley-Smith ruptured

cultural boundaries that were "firmly committed to a particular intellectual tradition and

ontology" (Ibid, p. 313).

The efficacy of political representation and naming is influenced by and dependent on a

multiplicity of social institutions and their ideological tendencies as well as the relationships that

arise within and outside of these institutions. Edward Said reminds us-in articulating the

economy that makes Orientalism a coherent subject matter-that

fields of learning... are constrained and acted upon by society, by cultural traditions, by

worldly circumstances, and by stabilizing influences like schools, libraries and

governments; moreover, that both learned and imaginative writing are never free, but are

limited in their imagery, assumptions and intentions; and finally, that the advances made

13 Native Hawaiian
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by a "science" like Orientalism in its academic form are less objectively true than we

often like to think (1978, pp. 201-2).

The"school of representation" in Orientalism is embedded and delivered by language, a

language that has over time accrued a layers of meaning that does not refer to the real Orient but

to the field surrounding the word. Said asks rhetorically,

what is the truth of language, Nietzsche once said, but a mobile army of metaphors,

metonyms, and anthropomorphisms - in short, a sum of human relations, which have

been enhanced, transposed, and embellished poetically and rhetorically, and which after

long use seem firm, canonical, and obligatory to a people: truths are illusions about

which one has forgotten that this is what they are (as cited in Said, 1978, p. 203).

BlebaoL Klumenzelunzl ma Tekoi er a Belau: Methodologies?

This dissertation is a qualitative inquiry that examined the narratives of ten Palauan

elders and educators to elicit a response to the epistemological question: "What methods do

Palauans utilize to solve their problems and acquire knowledge?" Rather than respond directly

to the questions posed, narratives of two obsolete socio-cultural rituals form the center of the

field of inquiry. While this research is housed in the field of education, the variables required

that I utilize an interdisciplinary approach. The decision to explore the socio-cultural rituals of

blebaol and klomengelungel as organizations and sites of knowledge production was determined by

the numerous historical narratives, chants, family genealogies, migrations, relationships and

language that each mentor was only too willing to share. In an isolated society such as Belau, the

objective is to live harmoniously while respecting the environment: both people and non-people.

Omengull (respect) became the foundation from which to approach this line of inquiry. It also

became evident that the responses not only addressed the generality of the first epistemological

question; specific narratives addressed a second epistemological question that appeared to
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closely resemble the first but differed markedly in that it had a more specific, utilitarian aim:

"What methods do Palauans employ to solve their problems and acquire knowledge?" In a

world where inquiry and learning is a product of the cheldebechel (peers, groups, associations,

villages), this question became important to me in that it provided a lens from which to filter this

paper. The challenges were numerous.

My first challenge was internal, Palauans view "knowledge as power ... power is truth."

The very idea of "research" implies a hegemonic relationship between researcher and those

researched. As a Palauan raised outside of the beluu er Belau, I am sensitive to the messages that

this position may introduce to my work. Undoubtedly it will taint it-positively or negatively

depending on which side of the aisle you happen to be sitting on. The word "hegemony" brings

to mind the many critical theories that draw on post-colonialism, neo-colonialism, post

structuralism, post-modernism and Marxism by way of Gramsci. Since I began this chapter with

an analysis of translation and interpretation, Heiddegger's theory of hermeneutics sounds

promising. Moreover, would the critical theory more relevant to my field of education of the sort

that Henry Giroux (1996), Peter McClaren (1996) and Paulo Freire (1996) espouse provide the

methodological construct to analyze this study? Then there is John Dewey's pragmatism (1938),

which I will always remember from a comment made by a Palauan elder in response to a

question I posed: "Do you ever think of sending someone to the moon?" The response was,

"Will going to the moon put food on the table? If I can't eat the moon, what is the sense of going

there?"

The second challenge I faced is a gendered one. The two socio-cultural organizations and

rituals that I am examining to articulate Palauan epistemology are, in fact separated according to

gender and purpose. Feminist theory such as those put forward in Donna Harraway's Situated

Knowledge, Sandra Harding's Standpoint Epistemology provide alternative ways to examine,

analyze and interpret data. The transparency of the socio-cultural rituals of blebaol and
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klomengelungel are "rooted in real places, states of embodiment, and felt relations with others"

(Mageo, 2001, p. 18) and outside the purview of feminism and feminist theory.

Third, while this dissertation is a partial fulfillment of the requirements for a doctor in

philosophy degree in education, it crosses many borders. It utilizes the ethnographic

observations of Aoyagi (1977, 2002), Hijikata (1996, 1997), Kramer (1919, 1929), Kubary (1888,

1990), and Semper (1873). It borrows cultural interpretations from Clifford (2001), Geertz (1973),

and Hall (1986). Historical examples are extracted from the works of Hanlon (1998), Hattori

(1999), Parmentier (1987), Peacock (1990) and Teiwa (2001). The work borrows sociological

interpretations from Smith (1977), ruptures the borders of Pacific Islands Studies as represented

by Wesley-Smith (2002) and draws on oral traditions in language as explicated by Hau'ofa (1996).

Lastly, I am using the concept of articulation as found in the cultural works of Clifford

(2001), Grossberg (1986), Hall (in Fiske & Watts, 1986), and modeled by Teiwa (2001). Rather

than grounding Militarism, Tourism and the Native: Articulations in Oceania, Teiwa utilizes

"particular [Pacfic] cultures and national histories to function as flotation devices" to argue and

identify the Native as a "complex social, cultural and political category of identity" when

articulated with militarism and tourism (Ibid, p. 11). Militarism and tourism are represented as

discrete entities that constitute "ambivalent joints" between the Native and others. Teaiwa

"illustrates the many possibilities for disarticulating and rearticulating the critical relations of the

Native in contemporary Oceania" (Ibid, p. 80). It is in this sense, that I articulate a specific way of

knowing through the notions of blebaol, klomengelungel ma tekoi er Belau.

Limitations to Doing Research in Palau

When I decided five years ago that I wanted to research Palauan epistemology, the first

thought that came to my mind was who to interview to get the necessary information. While I

have never lived in Palau for an extended period, I knew that knowledge represents power in
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Palau.14 Before the introduction of the concept of private property or individualism, Palauans

were guardians over their own lands. Materialism was not a common concept. Consequently, to

"own" specific knowledge is to possess a power that is both personal and priceless. The second

thought that came to my mind was a question. "Is writing about Palauan epistemology

important to the people of Palau?" Or, "Is this something that is only interesting to me?"

Burdened by these two questions I started sending email and letters to family and friends. The

initial response I received was often in the form of a question, "What is epistemology?!!!" With

three or more exclamation marks! One person wrote to say that it sounded like a medical

procedure and asked me, why I would want to study such a thing? After multiple exchanges and

clarifications, the overwhelming response was positive. For the interviews, I left the word

"epistemology" sitting on my bookshelves in Honolulu.

Here, I will discuss three challenges I encountered during the initial phase of this

research. First, is the value that knowledge is intimately tied to relationships. From 1997 to 2002,

I made 15 visits to Palau. In two of those visits I stayed there for 8-months (1998) and 6-months

(2000), respectively. I utilized considerable forethought, strategic planning, time and personal

resources to identify interviewees (sources). Ten Palauan adults were interviewed for this

research. The youngest was 48 years old and the oldest was 75 years old. The average age was

approximately 60 years old. The interviewees were leaders, educators and respected elders in

their community. I had to interview family, friends, acquaintances, and in several instances their

acquaintances to identify interviewees for this research. I found through these initial interviews

that I needed to find a person who is ulsemuul. Ulsemuul is a person who is knowledgeable,

articulate, talented, skilled, and respected in their specific community. In other words, by

14 See William H. Alkire's (1980) ethnography on Yap. Alkire noted that knowledge was manipulated in
central and western Caroline Islands of Micronesia to "either improve their own status or the status of the
community from which they came." (p. 229)
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Palauan standards an ulsemuul person is a knowledgeable, well-rounded person. Each buai or

beluu including the kebliil (clan) had its own ulsemuul rubak or mechas.

I also observed that having the names of possible interviewees was not enough. I needed

to find a thread of "commonness" with each potential interviewee. I needed to establish a

relationship. I either had to be related by blood or "related" through a mutual acquaintance.

Where none was found, I needed a liaison to "open the door." I started with a list of seventeen

possible ulsemuul elders for this project. Seven elders declined to be interviewed deferring to one

or another elder that was on the final list of ten.

Next, I needed to build, nurture and sustain my relations with the interviewees before

the actual interviews took place. In three of the cases it took two years before an initial meeting

took place. Two had agreed to meet at the onset. I nurtured and sustained my relations with the

elders in many ways for example: mutual assistance, food, financial assistance in time of need,

betelnut, or just dropping by their home or place of work for a visit. I also nurtured relationships

with their families, extended families and close acquaintance.

Lastly, in all the cases, because I grew up outside of Palau, each interviewee needed to

know who I was, what kebliil (clan) I belonged to, what village I was from including the names of

my children. I was not asked directly for these details, instead, my family, friends and

acquaintances were accosted. One elder informed me that this step was necessary to determine

my credibility. In other words, the elders needed to know if I could be entrusted with their

knowledge. The quality of the relationship I had with each elder determined my entree into tekoi

er Belau. Knowledge acquisition or inquiry is a privilege developed over a period of time.

The second challenge I encountered was in formulating the questions for my interviews.

I began by identifying the fundamental issues that I felt would answer the overarching question:

"What methods do Palauans utilize to solve their problems and acquire knowledge?"

• What is Palauan knowledge?
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• Who has access to this knowledge?

• How do Palauans know it is knowledge?

• What are the sources of evidence for constructing knowledge? and,

• How is this knowledge encoded for future generations.

I then drafted some questions that I could use to get at those issues in the interviews:

1. Where are you from?

2. Who is the significant person in your

a. Family? Why?

b. School (education)? Why?

3. Can you describe how you know something?

4. How would you describe an intelligent person? And,

What are some of the ways you have acquired your knowledge?

In 1998, when I stayed in Palau for six months, I tested these questions among family

members and friends. I encountered two problems: the task of translation, and, the focus of the

questions. First, I learned that you never ask where a person is from because it denotes an

umbilical attachment to the mother, and is considered derogatory. Secondly, Palauans are

uncomfortable being in the limelight. In line with the socio-cultural characteristic of humility,

they are taught never to talk or answer questions about themselves in a direct manner such as the

ones I posed. I had to restructure the questions in the third person, which was more neutral and

safe. Lastly, I had to eliminate the second question entirely because the assumption presupposed

that a person naturally described #1 in relation to those who were Significant in their life.

In the year 2000, I conducted my research with the following five guiding questions:

1. Can you describe the village where you grew up?

Sebechem ellouchais a chisel sel beluu el blamgii ra cham kekerei el ngalk?

2. How old were you when you realized you wanted to learn more?
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Bekord el mle tela rekim, eke mlo ngarngii ra uldesuem eng mla mo kirem el mesuub aikal

tekoi?

3. How would you know when a person is ready to move on to the next phase of

learning?

Ngera aikel cholchotel a chad a mla mo meduch e sebechel mesub a beches el chais?

4. What are the characteristics of an intelligent person?

Kedemekerang emo medengei el wasei a chad a chulsemuul?

5. What methods should I use to share this knowledge that you have given me?

A chomom dasu eng ngara ungil rolel eng mo sebechek el loyuid aikal bla beskak el mo ra

mekekerei el ngalk?

Although this has been an ongoing project for the last 5-years, the actual research took

place from July to December of 2000. As a graduate assistant for Moving Cultures Project, I was

sent to Palau to teach a class at Palau Community College. My stay allowed me the opportunity

to meet with 10 elders, educators, and members of the community. They will be referred to as

mentors, and proper names will be used when specific references are made. I was able to meet

with two women and eight men.

By profession, one man was a Rubak in the Modekngei religion15; another was a Jesuit

priest; a third was a retired educator and a deacon with the Seventh Day Adventist; the fourth

man is a world renown environmentalist who is currently a delegate in the Olbiil era Kelulau16; the

fifth man is a retired etymologist; the sixth man was a cultural historian; the seventh man holds

the second chiefly title to his village; and the last is an educator who has spent the last 13-years

working with at risk students at the University of Guam. The first woman is a Mechas who is the

counterpart for the Rubak in the Modekngei religion and the other is an anthropologist-educator

15 Modekngei religion is the first indigenous effort at consolidating the various chelid (gods) into one.
(Ngirchobeketang Wasisang, personal conversation, June 11,2002, Ibobang, Republic of Belau).
16 Palau Congress. Kelulau is 'whisper' or 'confidential and important beluu maters.'
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who works with the Ministry of Education in Palau. Total combined interview time was 213

hours. This is a compilation of the 15 visits before and after July-December 2000, including 18

hours of telephone conversations.

I conducted the interviews in various places: in the home, place of work, restaurants,

Palau Community College, schools, and at a medical referral apartment. This study crossed the

Pacific in that while a majority of the interviews took place in Palau, pre- and post-interview

follow-up sessions took place in Guam and Honolulu. I used audio and videotape recording to

collect the data supported by my field notes, all in Palauan. I also made summary entries after

each interview.

Two Palauan students attending the University of Guam transcribed and translated the

tape recordings. Because I was concerned with capturing the validity of the English translation, I

continued to use two of the mentors to read and reread the drafts of this dissertation.

On a personal level, I encountered many challenges. My first challenge was letting go of

words and ideologies that I had spent the last seven years of my life accumulating at the

University of Hawai'i. I can honestly say I went through a process of "decolonizing the mind"

for over a year after I returned from Palau in the year 2000. And even though I will probably

never be totally decolonized, at least now I can view the video recordings, read the transcriptions,

review my notes and try to make sense of this whole research. I was not able to do that when I

returned from Palau. In fact I did not want to talk about the project at all for over a year.

On the flipside of understanding new ideologies and associated vocabularies is grasping

the complexity of the many notions of relationships. I use the term with a lot of discretion and

forethought. Every word you say or don't say reflects on the relationships you have; every

thought you think or don't think affects the relationships you build; and, every deed you do or

don't do has an effect on the relationships of those you leave behind. And, ultimately these are

intimately and intricately woven in with the concept of tekoi er Belau. Like night and day, they are
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joined at the hip and have profound implications for how knowledge is constructed, formulated,

theorized and articulated in Palau.

Lastly, a dissertation, particularly one on epistemology feeds into a "normative

discipline" that attempts to identify standards to evaluate our values and beliefs (Crumley, 1999,

p. xii). The first part of this chapter has attempted to dismantle this notion by disarticulating the

task of translation as a cultural tool in the field of research. The upcoming chapters on the socio

cultural rituals of blebaol and klomengelungel will continue to contest the basic assumptions of

empiricism by delineating other forms of knowing that are "instinctive, innate, ... [and] inborn... "

(Meyer, 2003, p. 78). It speaks to an empiricism that is intimately tied to relations-with those who

have gone before us, those who are here, and those yet to come-grounded in the omengull

(respect) for all things living and nonliving. In the next section of this chapter, you will find a list

of key words used to bridge this work with other work of similar focus. I end this chapter with a

cursory overview of the upcoming chapters in this dissertation.

Epistemological Articulations and Other Meanings

Epistemology is the "branch of philosophy which investigates the origin, structure, methods

and validity of knowledge" (Runes, 1983, p. 109). It stems from the Greek word,

episteme ("knowledge" or "science") and logos ("knowledge" or "explanation")

(Audi, 1999, Reese, 1996), which suggests "a second order concern with

knowledge about knowledge" or the theory of knowledge. Epistemology is also

synonymous with the philosophy of knowledge. It answers the questions: "What

is knowledge?" "How do we get it?" and "What are the reasons for our beliefs?"

Epistemology is a "normative discipline" because it attempts to identify the

standards to evaluate our beliefs (Crumley, 1999, p. xii). In making a claim to a

specific kind of truth, one is "implicitly endorsing a set of inferences, which
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Articulate

articulates its conceptual content" (Brandom, 2000, p. 19). In the context of this

paper, epistemology is the philosophical framework that draws on the host of

cultural values and beliefs specific and organic to the shores of Palauan

knowledge.

from the Latin word articulatus means to divide into distinct parts; having parts

or distinct areas organized into a coherent or meaningful whole; unified (i.e. an

articulate system of philosophy). Articulation is an act or the process of

articulating (Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, 1998, p. 118).

I use epistemological articulation in this dissertation to engage the complex historical,

political and cultural dynamics of Palauan ontology in relation to understanding and knowing. It

is important at this point to clarify how the specific practices of blebaol, klomengelungel ma tekoi er

Belau may shift the images and meanings of key words that come up throughout this work:

Ontology

Cosmology

Greek, ontos ("being") and logos ("knowledge") or the "knowledge of being".

The science of the essence of things. The science of fundamental principles;

ultimate philosophy; rational cosmology; synonymous with "first philosophy"

and "metaphysics" (Runes, 1983, Reese, 1996). How I use ontology: It is a

synonym for what it means to be Palauan. Tied to the cosmological and the

socio-cultural values and beliefs, ontology upholds a specific way of

understanding and engaging the world. Palauan ontology informs and

incorporates all the socio-cultural beliefs, practices and values that make up

Palauan form and essence-male and female identity.

Greek, kosmos ("world") and logos ("reason concerning" and "knowledge"). That

branch of metaphysics that questions the origin and structure of the universe, its

creation and mechanism in its totality. The nature of law, space, time, and

causality (Reese, 1996, p. 142). How I use cosmology: When I speak of Chuab as the
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Empiricism:

Objectivity:

cosmological root of Belau it talks about the ontological foundation that infers

the origin for how relations, space, time and change are viewed. Cosmology is

the framework in which to discuss ontology and intimately tied to epistemology.

Greek, empeiria ("experienced in"), empeirikos ("experienced"); Latin, experientia

("experience"). A proposition that the sole source of knowledge is experience.

Such empiricism take the form that deny universal and necessary truths; deny

that there is knowledge which hold regardless of past, present, or future

experience; deny that there is instinctive, innate, or inborn knowledge; and deny

that the test of truth is clarity to natural reason (Runes, 1983). How I use

empiricism: Palauan empiricism affirms various forms of knowledge that are

intimately tied to relations and the language, one that embraces instinctive,

innate and/ or ancestral knowledge.

Latin, objectus ptp. of objicere (to throw or put before). The objective/subjective

differentiation that serves to distinguish cognitive achievement. Objectivity

supposes the world to consist of exemplification of universals, which have their

being independent of the mind (Runes, 1983). To be objective is to be without

bias, to be detached. How I use objectivity: This research centers on the

importance of relationships in research inquiry in Palau. The notions of blebaol

and klomengelungel are important in defining how relations are constructed and

knowledge is delineated in ancient Belau. It rejects the illusion of a non-biased

relationship we may think we have with objects, people, and ideas. The dynamic

subjectivity of values, contexts and judgments constitute all relationships.
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The Socio-Cultural Order of Things

In concert with sacred Western notions, a dissertation is not a dissertation unless it has a

section that discusses the technical aspects, the why, who, what, when, where, and how of things.

This was such a chapter. We have discussed the multiple methods and tools employed to gather

and analyze data for this work. Additionally, limitations to this research have been discussed.

" Knowledge is power, power is truth... there is a variety of knowledge, but ultimately

only few people can be called "truly knowledgeable."" 17 Tekoi er Belau functions to position

people in the world, to shape the range of possible representations, to define meanings

surrounding a concept, as a tool to actively theorize and construct reality, to encode truths rather

than merely reflect them. It is the focus of Chapter 2. By understanding these relationships we

can begin to understand the epistemological articulations of Belau.

As a concept tekoi er a Be/au is more than mere words. It represents an ontological

landscape that embraces a certain way of viewing, understanding and engaging the world

beyond the shores of Belau. And while this dissertation does not discount the fact that tekoi er a

Be/au also represents a way of communicating and interacting, its importance is as a vehicle that

brings with it insight into the lives of those who have come before us. In Chapter 2, I will lay the

groundwork for those cultural beliefs that have traveled over time and space to the center of this

dissertation. I dismantle and discuss the notion tekoi er a Belau through the many proverbs,

chants, songs, stories, practices, and other socio-cultural rituals and practices that remotely

address tekoi er a Be/au. I argue that while tekoi er a Be/au is not an active part of the formal

educational system today, it remains an integral part of relationships and continues to inform the

ontological values and beliefs that reflect Palauan epistemology.

17 Katherine Kesolei, personal interview, 01 August 2000, Koror, Palau.
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In Chapter 3, I locate blebaol in three very distinct and contradictory places in the socio

cultural rituals of Palau; as a trophy, a gift, and, a vortex of male epistemological articulations.

While blebaol occupies three seemingly incongruent places, by tracing its bloody history we can

get a better understanding of the contemporary use of the word. I argue that the notion of

relationships places blebaol in a distinctly male domain that both defines and delineates male

cultural identity.

Philosophical assumptions that inform the notion of blebaol did not disappear along with

the end of the socio-cultural practices of inter-village warfare. On the contrary, blebaol exist today

in many forms and in many places and is at the heart of epistemological articulations that

continue to inform male identity. The cessation of village warfare, on the other hand, created a

void which has been filled by a myriad of foreign values and beliefs noticeable in places of

klobak,18 family units, and land ownership. As an integral part of relationships, tekoi er a Belau

helps us peal away the silky layers created by the pens of observers that have insulated the

notions of blebaol for over a century, cocoonlike, waiting to irradiate its wisdom. By utilizing the

various proverbs, stories, and contemporary wisdom of the mentors, tekoi er a Belau seeks to

articulate the epistemological wisdom buried in the socio-cultural rituals of blebaol.

In Chapter 4, I locate klomengelungel in three distinct contradictory places in Palauan

culture: as the cornerstone of families and communities, an object of men's fantasy, and, a vortex

of female epistemological articulations. Like the socio-cultural rituals of blebaol, the socio-cultural

organization of klomengelungel both defined and described a woman's identity in this society. The

end of the socio-cultural practice of klomengelungel has created deep cultural deformities in the

socio-cultural rituals that support both the inter-village relationships, and the circulatory

movement of wealth. However, as in the socio-cultural rituals of blebaol, klomengelungel

continues to inform the philosophical framework that informs the ontological values and beliefs

18 Chiefly title.
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of being a woman, a Palauan woman. The same philosophical assumptions that define the socio

cultural identity of a Palauan woman, encourages her to embrace other forms of knowing,

sometimes to her detriment. Hegemony over women's identity is reinforced with the presence of

foreign ideologies and ways of knowing, including socio-cultural practices that continuously

challenge existing forms of kinship, land ownership, and klobak.

In Chapter 5, I conclude with a synthesis of the various ways of knowing inherent in

blebaol, klomengelungel ma tekoi er a Belau. By contrasting these rather incongruous forms of socio

cultural organizations, this dissertation identifies, describes and articulates the multiple ways of

knowing that have constructed and sustained this land called Belau. The mentors who so

graciously gave of their time and wisdom, to teach and to share their knowledge and life stories

with me, make this study possible. Thus, these are the lenses that I have used to filter uchetemel a

klechad er a Belau, the /I earth, soil, ground, or foundation of intellect and wisdom for being a

Palauan." But, at the end of the day, the pen is mine and so are the errors.
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Chapter 2: Tekoi er a Belau: Words of Palau

Ngkora osechel a rnengur el di ngara rnilkolk el rnora rnilkolk.

-Belkul a tekoi er a Belau

It is like the juice of a young coconut that goes from the dark (of the inside

of the coconut) to the dark (of the inside of the drinker's mouth).

-Palauan proverb

Traditionally an oral society, Palau's knowledge is conveyed verbally from parent to

child, mentor to apprentice, and from generation to generation often times under the cloak of

night. Knowledge is passed like the juice of a young coconut, "secretly" from mouth to mouth,

without being exposed to the public or light. This is particularly true of genealogies, information

about historical migrations, property and land ownership obtained or inherited in the ancient

time under the intrigue of warfare resulting in a blebaol and klornengelungel. These narratives

privileged the knower with olangch (markers, place names, signs, events) and confirmed the

validity of ownership (Ngiraklang Skebong, personal conversation, November 23, 2001,

Ngaremlengui, Palau). In the deleuill (political relations) between beluu, specific members cull

and transmit knowledge from generation to generation. However, they create public spaces to

inform and disclose aspects of the relations to educe the support of the community. An example

would be a boid, which are songs composed about specific relations between specific beluu (not all

beluu can or have relations). Relationships between two or more beluu as articulated in a boid

represent a historical event that draws reciprocal considerations from its members. Boid are

performed either by men or women, or both at a beluu event: klechedaol (celebration) or a chelbuul

(times of loss, funerals, war).
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"Aikang a mle loyak ar dimla chad, mar chelid,"19 stated Ngirchobeketang Wasisang

(personal interview, Koror, Palau, November 26, 2001). Speaking to the concept of empiricism,

Ngirchobeketang (Rubak to those close to him) observed that Palauans based their knowledge on

tested experiences of the past. To help a neophyte preserve the intricate and complex narratives

of traditional knowledge, an olangch functions not only as a mnemonic tool, but also serves as a

cognitive device carrying ontological truths embedded in time. "If there is a name, a place in the

story.. .for example, Otul-ai-Bars, that place, that place is there (Kathy Kesolei, personal interview,

Koror, Palau November 30, 2000)." In a far-reaching ethnographic study of Palau from the

"vantage point of Ngeremlengui," Parmentier (1987) explains the significance of olangch in the

comprehension of the historical narratives of his informants:

Of particular importance in all of these stories is the narrative device of concentrating on

the olangch, such as stones, trees, valuables, place names, titles, and customary privileges,

all of which function not just as signs of history, that is, as commemorative markers of

events, but also as signs in history, that is, as foci of ongoing political struggle (p. 257-8).

Fr. Yoach expanded on the capacity that ancient Palauans had in committing to memory the vast

knowledge explicated in the oral traditions of preliterate societies:

We were highly developed in that we were able to mentally absorb and retain many

things. Our brain had the capacity to remember many details that were handed down to

us" (Fr. Felix Yoach, personal interview, Honolulu, Hawai'i January 30, 2002).

In his observations of the "rhythms of fish and fishermen" of Belau, Johannes (1981) expanded on

the depth of knowledge of the "lunar spawning aggregation" of fish committed to memory by

Ngiraklang Malsol Ngiraibuuch.20 In 1974, Johannes studied under Ngiraklang, "only a few

cases of fish with lunar spawning rhythms had been recorded in the scientific literature and

19 "These truths came from those who lived before us and the gods."
20 Ngiraklang is the title of the second chief ofNgeremlengui.
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biologist were unaware of their prevalence among coral reef fishes." Ngiraklang alone taught

Johannes the lunar spawning cycles of forth-five species committed to memory (p. 33).

Learning and committing to memory the timing and location of these aggregations is an

essential part of becoming a good fisherman in Palau. And many of the older fishermen

retain the formidable memories characteristic of preliterate peoples, despite their

exposure to written languages since Japanese times. As a consequence some of them are

remarkable repositories of knowledge about lunar spawning aggregations (Johannes,

1981, p. 37).

Furthermore, in an earlier study McKnight (1959), suggested that the Palauan notion of an

educated man goes beyond the mere "knowledge of subsistence skills: the mature,

knowledgeable man in the ideal conception knows all that there is to know by way of knowledge

in his culture" (p. 2).

It is a commonplace that the average, mature Palauan knows a vastly larger percent of

the knowledge which is available to him in his environment than the Westerner knows

about his own stock of knowledge. It is not so obvious, especially to the Palauan, that

this scope of knowledge is a phenomenon practically limited to people living in societies

such as his own (McKnight, 1959, p. 3).

The articulation of the ontological truth in the oral traditions of Belau depended on the

reliability of the deleuill (relationship). Relationships were particularly important, if not critical,

in this closed society. Oral traditions allow face-to-face interactions that create spaces to learn the

nuances and meanings beyond the words and the truth (Hau'ofa, 1996). It provides the ability to

"read the other's body language, hear the intonation of the speech stream, question and

challenge, ... and ask for clarification" (Purcell-Gates, 1995, p. 43). Developing relationships is

essential in the oral traditions of Palau to peal away the layers, the flesh, marking out the truth

and articulating Palauan epistemology. "Language," Bakhtin (1981, p. 294) reminds us "is not a
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neutral medium that passes freely and easily into the private property of the speaker's intention;

it is populated - overpopulated - with the intentions of others. Expropriating it, forcing it to

submit to one's own intentions and accents, is a difficult and complicated process." To flesh out

the epistemological articulations of Palau, I examine the notion of tekoi er a Belau as an integral

thread that sustains the complex deleuill (relationships) of beluu ma re chad er a Belau (community

and persons of Palau). Tekoi er a Belau in the spatial and temporal narratives of blebaol and

klomengelungel are chronotope in that "time... thickens, takes on flesh ... [while] space becomes

charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot and history" (Ibid, p. 84).

In all its manifestations tekoi is word, language, culture, action, deed, matter, custom,

advice, speech, issue, case, and event (Josephs, 1990, p. 319). When combined with Belau, tekoi er

a Belau is "word(s) of Belau; language of Belau; culture of Belau; and, so forth." This chapter

frames tekoi er a Belau beyond its obvious function as a tool for communication. Tekoi er a Belau is

an important component of the socio-cultural rituals that form a philosophical framework to

discuss the ontological truth that articulates a complex, political and a specific way of knowing

organic to Belau. Tekoi er a Belau has a dual character: cheldecheduch (communication) and omeruul

(behavior, ways of doing things) (Ramarui & Temael, 2000). First, as a language, cheldecheduch is

the relations people form with one another in the act of being people (Force & Force, 1961, p.

1202). It is the speech or the verbal signs that aid communication; and, the written or

representation of sounds with visual symbols (Thiong'o, 1986). Language is a tool to articulate

ideas, meaning, and thought for clarity and understanding among specific groups based on

building relationships.

In its second role, tekoi er a Belau as omeruul is determined by a specific behavior and a

way of doing things that is explicitly Palauan. It is a carrier of culture. Omeruul is a living artifact

that culls the experiences of a specific people, constructs images, and lastly, transmits truths of a

specific world.
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Indubitably, it will be necessary to delineate tekoi er a Belau as a tool of communication.

Communication involves the depth and breath of building and maintaining relations and

relationships between beluu and among the cheldebechel. The validity of the words and their

meanings are grounded in the language of the socio-cultural institutions that have grown to

signify specific truths. In articulating the language through specific worldviews and beliefs we

will be able to theorize knowledge and how truths are constructed to sustain this society. The

dual characters of tekoi er a Belau as cheldecheduch and omeruul, while exclusive in their specific

purpose, are mutually interdependent.

Cheldecheduch ma Omeruul: Language and Culture

The dual character of tekoi er a Belau evokes the wisdom of conservation by recycling

words and phrases. Rather than invent or borrow new words, recycled words delineate new

concepts and ideologies. This recycling expands on the notions of omelau illustrated in Chapter 1.

Cheldecheduch above further conveys a dual property: as a verb is to communicate, a language of

relationships, a tool to construct meanings and understanding; and, as a noun to represent the

second aspect of tekoi er a Belau, omeruul. As a carrier of culture, cheldecheduch signifies a

gathering of family members to settle the estate of a deceased member of the family. In this

sense, it serves to clarify the essence and meaning behind a life. It brings together the living to

discuss the significance of that life. While it shares similarities with the reading of a will, in an

cheldecheduch the "writers" differ in purpose and intent. In the reading of a will, the deceased

decides who will inherit which assets. In a cheldecheduch, the living decides the outcome of the

estate of the deceased. The cheldecheduch is mengol (shouldered or carried) by the matrilineal line

of origin of the deceased21 . This includes the cost of the funeral-feeding the mourners and

21 See Smith's The Ties That Bind (1977) for an extensive discussion on the transactions grounded in
kinship in Palau.
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paying the funeral expenses. Socio-cultural practices of a mengol include ududir a rengalk

(children's money), techel otungel (money for female spouse), and the dial (ship or passage to the

next world) of the deceased. This is a significant example of the contemporary socio-cultural

rituals practiced today that links its origins to klomengelungel at the turn of the 20th century. The

udoud (both Palauan and the US currency) collected at the cheldecheduch is not a measurement of

the deceased's material wealth, but in how she/he lived. Further, if the deceased is a male the

worth of the valuables tendered at his cheldecheduch weighs on two levels: the wife's contribution

to her husband's family; and, the mengol's contribution to her husband's family. If the deceased

is a female, the distribution is contingent on her marital status and the contribution that she and

her family made to her husband's family.

A iltetel a chad a mo medeboab ra ildisir a rechad el mo mengemeldiil erngi,

E diak lultuil ra ildisel a ududel malchub eng kloklel.

-Belkul a Tekoi er a Belau

A man's worth is not measured by the amount of material wealth he accumulates, but by the

number of people who pay their respect at his funeral.

-Palauan proverb

Ududel malchub eng kloklel (money, or physical belongings; materialism) in the proverb

implies that physical property such as chutem (land), uduod (money) and klalo (physical things)

can't be taken to the next world. It is left behind for chad (man, living) to use. Central to this

belief is the notion that material wealth has no memory. It will not cry at your funeral, nor will it

sing an cheldolm (funeral chant), receive a kelloi (chant sent from the spirits), and provide the diall

(payment to ensure safe passage on the ship to the next world). It is through kinship, relations

and bonded relationships that these necessary funeral rites are made possible for safe passage.
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The diall or the ship that makes possible a safe omerail Gourney, passage) into the next world

defines the ontological meaning of klechibelau and is predominantly a woman's domain.

The cheldecheduch provides the space in which the memory of the deceased is articulated

and measured to a degree in the way she or he lived her or his life (Demei Otobed, personal

conversation, December 6, 2000, Koror, Palau). If she or he did not communicate or build

relations while she or he was alive, her or his omerail (passage) into the next world maybe

stymied. Material wealth does not provide the meaning in life, people do. Meaningful relations

provide the basis to judge a woman or man's character, value and trustworthiness and it is in

these memories that make safe passage possible in a metaphysical sense. In the end,

communications with the spiritual world is the means by which the living knows and constructs

the world he or she lives in, and identifies the truth. Ontological truths are thus informed

through interconnectedness with ar dimla chad (those who have lived before).

Tekoi er a Ngebard: Intruding Ideologies

Formal education and the written word brushed the socio-cultural values and beliefs

culled by the rubekul ma mechesil a beluu (elderly men and women of the village) into the

borderlands of the 20th century. The stroke of the pen brought to the discerning eye of the global

reading public the socio-cultural organizations endemic to Belau. An assembly-line type

educational system replaced the private, personal, gender specific, and hierarchal organizations

for knowledge production.

It takes less time to map a route to Palau, than it takes to map the ontological way of

Palau. Today, it takes about 12 hours on board Continental Air Micronesia22 from Honolulu to

Belau, with a 2-hour layover on Guam. Belau is a group of about 200 hundred islands, of which

22 Subsidiary of Continental Airlines who has the discretionary routes into Micronesia regulated by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ofthe United States.
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only eight are inhabited with a total population of about 19,129 (Pierantozzi, 2003). To the world

at large, Belau is a member of the United Nations and part of a group of islands known as

Micronesia-a category first proposed by Gregoire Louis Domeny de Rienzi in 1831 and

approved, the same year, by the La Societe de Geographie in Paris (Hanlon, 1998, p. 1).

However, to Palauans, Belau is a polity of discrete governing entities inhabited by rubekul ma

mechesil a beluu who define and explicate discreet boundaries of omenged, omelalem, and deleuill. 23

In times gone by, the oral traditions of Belau vested the rubekul ma mechesil a beluu with its

ontological values and beliefs.

Captain Wilson's shipwreck provided Palauans with the first glimpse into the

technological knowledge of chad ra ngebard. Aside from the various tools used by the men of the

Antelope to rebuild the ship, Wilson in his profound ignorance of local politics introduced

firearms into the local warfare. This infusion of firearms tipped the scales of the island's internal

relations and their ways of knowing (Martin, 1980).

... ties of confederations which were traditionally based on positive ideologies of identity

or cooperation became increasingly coercive in the nineteenth century, with the

development of two opposed alliances, one focused on Oreor [Koror] village and the

other on Melekeok village, which channeled competition over access to Wesern arms and

goods (Parmentier, 1987, p. 187).

"This had subsequent effect on the polity of Palau evidenced today in the mis-understandings of

non-Palauans that Ibedul is the paramount chief of Palau" (Yoichi K. Rengiit personal

conversation, Honolulu, September 3, 2001). Further, contacts with foreigners were at the

discretion of the meteet (high-clan) and consequently, they stood to loose the most. Lee BOO'S24

quest for knowledge is a demonstration of the Palauan's passion for knowledge. It also marked

23 Fishing, planting and relationships between villages.
24 Son ofIbedul who sailed to England in November 1783 with Capt. Henry Wilson to learn the ways of the
West. Died of small pox December 1784 without ever seeing Palau again (Peacock, 1987).
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the beginning of over a century of looking to the West for knowledge and ways "to learn the

foreign culture and the reasons for its power, which, in turn, opened avenues to greater power,

prestige and wealth [for the commoner] than was available in the indigenous cultural system"

(Shuster, 1982, p. 146). Today, a statue of Lee Boo stands in front of the Palau Community

College immortalizing him as "Palau's first ambassador for knowledge" (Pierantozzi,2003).

In many respects, this thesis intersects with the works of Chet A. Bowers (1993, 1995,

1997) in the struggle against the oppression of "symbolic knowledge" -indigenous ways of

knowing-in the schools. In a critical analysis of the educational system, Bowers (1997) expounds

on the ideologies that underscore the ranking of multiple forms of cultural knowledge. In as

much as pre-World War II ideologies presaged an egalitarian educational system advancing the

principles of democracy, the "popular white wisdom" (Murray, 1984) in the Reaganomics'

rhetoric resonated with a concern about the economic downturn. This concern demanded an

" .. .ideological surgery on their public schools - cutting them away from the fate of social justice

and political democracy completely and grafting them onto the elite corporate, industrial,

military, and cultural interests" (Finkelstein, 1984, pp. 280-1). These cultural interests directly tie

education to a modernity that sorts multiple ways of knowing into "high and low-status

categories" (Bowers, 1997, p. 1).

"High-status" knowledge supports the philosophical assumptions, values, and ways of

knowing of modernity; traditional ideologies that are not individualistic and not technologically

oriented fall within the "low-status" knowledge, and for the most part are excluded from the

nation's classrooms. Bower advocates the inclusion of traditional knowledge, tried and tested for

centuries, not for egalitarian reasons, but for effective membership in a social and natural

ecological community. He argues that this will diminish what he calls the "double-bind"

situation that undermines the traditional basis of self-reliant communities. Bowers recognizes
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and promotes the importance of language, as well as relationships that develop sustainable

communities in "bioregional" education.

Admirable as Bower's work may seem, I wonder about the viability of bringing symbolic

knowledge-indigenous ways of knowing-into the classroom. Bower's "high and low status of

education," runs parallel to that of Manulani Aluli Meyer's "duality of Educational System"

(1998).

Inspired by Meyer's work, the narratives in this dissertation reiterate the existence and

the value of the duality of the educational system in contemporary island societies. The mentor's

in this study, as those in Meyer's research, speak of the value in the existing forms of education

system, one that is highly structured and patterned after the U.s. educational system and, the

"other" that is organic or grounded in experiences and practices of the home and community. In

line with Bower's "high and low status" categories, the borrowed educational system found in

Palau and other parts of the former Trust Territory,25 as well as the state of Hawai'i and the island

of Guam, are replicas of the U.S. educational system or "formal" education. The attributes of a

"formal" education are the buildings, classrooms, curriculum, textbooks, teachers, and its

increasing alliance with the political whims of corporations. The"other" education most often

referred to as "informal" is organic, found within and beyond the exterior of the formal school

structures, flows in many places, has countless teachers, multiple curricula and the textbook is

life. Moreover, informal education is rooted and grounded in the quality of relationships. Three

traditions-blebaol, klomengelungel, ma tekoi er a Belau (words or language of Belau)-provide the

framework to define relationships and thus Palauan epistemological articulations,26 the

overarching task of this dissertation. The concept of tekoi er a Belau is contrasted against the grain

25 Post World War II the United Nations awarded the United States trusteeship over the Micronesian
Islands.
26 There are many other traditions in Belau, however, I have chosen these three traditions for my
engagement based on the interviews and stories shared by the interviewees.
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of socio-cultural rituals, organizations, traditions, and relationships. While the corporeal

practices of blebaol and klomengelungel have been purged by a succession of colonial rulers like an

infectious disease to be annihilated, they are hauntingly articulated in the many contrasting

imageries of tekoi er a Belau.

Tekoi er a Belau is the "cultural politics" of language I engage as an analytical tool to

mediate the ontological truths that link the socio-cultural notions of blebaol and klomengelungel.

Words derive their meaning from human relations (people) and not from some divine

intervention (Ozmon & Craver, 1992). In this sense, language plays an active role in constructing

reality (Giroux & McLaren, 1996b), in harmony with deleuill (relationships) and not simply a

"mirror of the mind" (Chomsky, 1996, p. 1).

The methods of knowing identified in this study draw a parallel with the six (6)

epistemological themes illuminated by Meyer's (1998) on "Native Hawaiian Epistemology."

Where this works differs markedly from Meyer's study is in the socio-cultural order of

significance of the epistemological themes. Perhaps the most significant is the gender division of

viewing and knowing the world. As mentioned above, Meyer's thesis categorizes education (see

Miladeldil below) in relation to social, class, gender and vocation. From these categories,

epistemological themes are drawn. My dissertation, on the other hand, is grounded in the belief

that men and women view and theorize their world in significantly different ways. Just as

empiricism is culturally informed within each society there are complex layers of socio-cultural

values and beliefs that define methods for solving problems and acquiring knowledge.

Consequently, the structure of this dissertation mirrors the methodological way in which

knowledge is theorized and articulated. Patterned after the eual saus of Miladeldil below, the

meta-epistemological threads or corner-posts that inform this study are: deleuill or deleongel

(relations! relationships); tekoi er a Belau (words of Palau, etc.); blebaol (gift or offering); and,

klomengelungel (organized to carryon back or shoulder). Deleuill, an essential frame in the
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composition of the house of knowledge (eual saus), is an object defined and acted upon by blebaol,

klomengelungel ma tekoi er a Belau. In the context of this thesis, deleuill exist due to, not in spite of

blebaol, klomengelungel ma tekoi er a Belau. Deleuill is the sinew that holds together the house of

knowledge analyzed and synthesized here in order to flesh out and articulate Palauan

epistemology. Consequently, while it is an important piece of this work it is woven in, through,

and around the complex layers of blebaol, klomengelungel ma tekoi er a Belau. Eual saus is a critical

concept that informs the ontological values and beliefs of Belau (Aoyagi, 1977, p. 20).

Miladeldil: Re-birth of Chad er a Belau

Ancient education in Palau traces it roots to the time of meau (naked, nude, bare, untitled)

that followed the time of the chelid (god). The cosmological narratives of Chuab that talk of

knowing and being in the time of the chelid (gods), where beings lawlessly roamed the land, held

residence both in the eouldaob (below sea) and on the Babeldaob (upper seas), and reproduced

asexually, reasoning and truth were externally imposed by the Ruchel (foremost) gods (McKnight,

1969). Because, the Ruchel was disappointed at the lawlessness of the land, the gods decided that

a great flood should wipe out the entire human race, so that a new group of people could rise to

live and obey the law of the land (Parmentier, 1987, p. 157). From this great flood a woman is

brought back to life because she had inserted raw fish into the cooked taro for the Tekiimelab

(heavenly messengers of the gods) who were searching for the eye of Temdokl (one-eyed guard to

the holy place where gods lived) stolen by the lawless people:

The seven Tekiimelab ...on their way found men fishing so they asked from them seven

meas (rabbitfish).... [They found] An old woman cooking there so they said to her,

"Mother, will you please roast our fish. We're going to the village to look for something

and when we come back, we'll take them." '" When they left to the village the old
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woman cooked her taro until they were done. Then she picked up seven of them and cut

each in half. She placed a rabbitfish inside each and tied them (Umetaro, 1974, p. 42).

The "meas being inserted into the cooked taro" in the story of Miladeldil is the first hint of a phallic

symbol, introducing the concept of man as a prerequisite to conception. From this point forward

we begin to see a progressive growth in the philosophical assumptions that articulate the

methods employed to solve the lawlessness and asexual reproduction of fishes and women.

Food cultivation alters the drift of the nomadic food gatherers, creating beluu, the nucleus of

specific socio-cultural activities and traditions.

When the Tekiimelab discovered the cooked fish nestled inside the taro, they were very

thankful and decided to warn the old woman that she will need to build a bamboo raft to save

herself from the impending flood. When the great flood came, Dirrabkau and her son got on raft

but it capsized and she fell in the water. Following the flood, the Tekiimelab went to search for

her and found her dead. They attempted to revive her several times until they finally succeeded

and she became Miladeldil, meaning she died and became alive again. It is from the polity of

Miladeldil that we get the framework of eual saus (four corner posts, stones) to organize a highly

structured knowledge system.

Aspects of the traditional beluu polity inform this study in significant ways. The eual saus

(four cornerstones) of Palau are the children of Miladeldil namely Ngeremlengui, Melekeok, Koror

and Aimeliik, the only girl. Further, each beluu is governed and organized under the polity of the

eual saus or four highest-ranking titles. Analogous to the eual saus (four cornerstones) of Palauan

polity, four meta-epistemological themes anchor the epistemological articulations of this

research. The four meta-epistemological themes of tekoi er Belau (language); blebaol (gift);

klomengelungel (organization to carry on shoulder); and, deleuil (relations and relationships).

From an educational standpoint, blebaol and klomengelungel represent two sides of the same coin

(gender). However, the narratives of the mentors recognized the disparity and the complexity of
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life conditions faced by each group and the methods utilized by each group to solve their

problems and acquire knowledge. Additionally, I have classified the notion of deleuil as a meta-

epistemological theme because it informs the epistemological concepts of blebaol and

klomengelungel. Top down it represents a meta-epistemological thread in which to ground other

epistemological themes. Lastly, two meta-epistmological themes woven throughout this work

and used to delineate other are notions of knowing are chollachitnger (proverbs) and rengul a tekoi

(heart of intelligence). Examined in the summary chapter these two meta-epistemological themes

swathe the complex, multilayered and intricate methods of knowing.

Similar to Meyer's (1998) division of ancient Hawaiian education, the

education and learning of ancient Palauans follow the quadripartite polity of the eual saus of

Milad:

1. A udoud ma kal a ochad...mesel bode bechiil eya rediil a kirel mengeluch ra bechiil me mo sebechel

olngeseu ra chad ra bliil (Dirababelblai Emesiochl, personal conversation, November 28,

1998).27 (relationship-related)

2. Traditionally, only the meteet (high-clan) knew a cheldecheduch (language, custom)...

Knowledge is classed. There is a specific place for everyone to know (K. Kesolei,

personal conversation, August 1,2000). (class-related)

3. Learning meant being immersed in the elements, exposure to the environment. .. it was

hard, but that is typically Palauan male orientation in which hardship and strictness are

the basis for learning (N. Idechong, personal conversation, November 30, 2000). (gender-

related)

27 Money and food are siblings ... so when a woman marries she needs to cater to her husbands whims so
she can help her family.
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4. Work, vocations, and occupations like making coconut sap (omelenges); wood carvings

and the building of boats, canoes, or houses (omelasch); and hunting (tekoi ra ked) (Adams

& Gibbons, 1997). (vocational-related)

The division of education shown here is an attempt to put some structure to a very complex

system of knowing. Further, these forms of education are found in the socio-cultural

organizations in this study. The socio-cultural rituals of blebaol and klomengelungel are subsets of

the cheldebechel (village organizations). Defined in accordance to class, gender, and the promise

of binding relationship(s) with other beluu, a mengol and an oeang are the peacekeepers and

warriors of a beluu respectively. As beluu envoys for the socio-cultural organizations that seek a

blebaol and carry the rituals of a klomengelungel, they undergo intensive physical and

psychological training. And, it is in these subsets of cheldebechel that methods of knowing are

constructed informed by complex socio-cultural values and beliefs.

Tekoi er a Cheldebechel: Fluidity of Village Organizations

Ancient Palauan education centered on elevating the quality of life for the cheldebechel

(society, organization, group, association) in each beluu and their members, based on the concept

of omengull (respect). A world of group, omengull is the landscape from which all ontological

truths emerge as defined by the uchetemel a klechad er Belau (Rechuodel, 1997).

Cheldebechel (groups, associations, organizations, clubs), from the noun delebechel (school

of fish) implies a club, society or association that moves fluidly like a school of fish, taking many

shapes and forms to become one with its environment. Breaking it down further, deleb means "to

interrupt, killed, ghost, spirit, and sou!." And like a school of fish, a cheldebechel in its beginning

stage is like a ghost. It is transparent in terms of its position in the community. The rites of

passage for young men, for example, into the gaze of the beluu are the ability of the members to

fish and hunt for a blebaol. These young men are often not married. But, like the delebechel from
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which it takes its name, they travel through life and go to war in the same group according to the

division of the village, just as fish form schools of the same kind. As a group, the size of an

cheldebechel is a formidable foe in the battlefield, similar to a school of fish that shadows the reef.

Like a school of fish, should something cause them to break formation, they return to formation

as soon as the danger passes.

Parmentier (1987, p. 117) positions the cheldebechel in Ngeremlengui into three levels

beginning with the less experienced group concentrating on fishing and warfare; the second

cheldebechel or middle club comprised of married men and "heads of independent households

who had not received chiefly titles." The last group, is that of the senior or retired elders, too

weak to participate actively in the matter of village affairs, and titled.

The formation and nature of the cheldebechel has left observers wondering about its

purpose. Because the members of the newly formed clubs engage in the rites of passage of head

hunting for a blebaol and klomengelungel, these activities have been identified as the most

important of the group:

The most important activities of such groups, however, are directed at the "stealing of

heads" from enemy villages in the case of the male clubs and the "concubinage" activities

in the case of the female clubs. These two kinds of activities, despite their notoriety in

Palauan literature, have been dealt with only fragmentary and from a descriptive point of

view (Ferreira, 1987, p. 85).

What is important to remember here about a cheldebechel in ancient Palau, is the fact that

a Palauan becomes a member of an cheldebechel and remained with the same cheldebechel until

she/he draws her/his last breath.

In spite of the bond of relationship that exists between the members of various

kaldebekels, they strive to maintain complete independence from each other, and often

emulation and quarrels of a purely formal nature are the order of things between them,
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this being especially fostered by the division of the land (the village) into two halves

(Kubary, 1885, p. 86).

To a Palauan, epistemological life begins and ends with relations and relationship,

building in the many worlds of groups that she/he is a member. How they know, what they

know and the truth in their lives is contingent on their relationships with others in their

telungalek, kebliil and beluu (family, clan, and village or community). Before they are born, truths

are constructed that shape how they meet and know the world (buuldiil, delsongel beluu,

choltngakl).28 During their life span they become part of that world that construct meaning and

truth in their lives (klechibelau). And finally, at the end of the day, others will come together to

construct the meaning and truth behind the essence of that life during an cheldecheduch.29

Mosub el rno rnetitur...

Belkul a tekoi ra rechad ra Modekngei

Learn to know less ...

Proverb from the Modekngei Religion

The epistemological articulations embedded in the proverb "learn to know less" allow

room for exploration and creativity. In acknowledging that not all knowledge is known, a person

begins by acknowledging her or his mortality and limitations. "Quieting down the noise allows a

person to listen and hear" other truths and knowledge (Yoichi K. Rengiil, personal conversation,

May 15, 2001, Honolulu, Hawai'i).

Everything we do, has a purpose, a utility. When I take a moment during a conversation

or a meeting at a Bai (men's meeting house) to fix my betelnut, that moment in time turns

a non-being (silence) into utility. I am able to break the flow, enabling everyone in the

28 Literally "rupturing of the womb"; "slicing open" and "child naming." This three terms will be covered
extensively in Chapter 4: Klumengelungel section. But, for the moment I will gloss over it as the events in
preparation for the birth of a child.
29 Settlement of the estate of the deceased.
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room to take a breath, enhancing the number and the quality of the responses, rather

than constantly trying to fill the space with noise (Yoichi K. Rengiil, personal

conversation, May 31,2000, Honolulu, Hawaii).

Utility and knowledge are not concepts that are taught at all times in a classroom, rather as in the

example above they are shown, speaking to a group's memory and specificity. Moreover, tokoi er

Belau is not only the words and the language spoken, but its absence as well that gives an

cheldebechel its strength, purpose, utility and fluidity.

Tekoi el Nzalek: Wor(l)ds of Children

A telooch30 a kuk mesisiich ra rasch.

-Belkul a Tekoi er a Belau

Pre-chewed food is stronger than blood.

-Palauan proverb

Telooch is masticated food that is conveyed from the mouth of an elder to the mouth of a

young child. Rasch is blood or genetic inheritance. Biological determination is important in the

thinking among Palauans. Often times however, the child's behavior is attributed to those that

reared her or him. When a child displays a positive behavior it is said to be a result of the

knowledge she or he received from the mouth of her or his teacher (parent); if on the other hand,

the child misbehaves, the negative behavior is attributed to the biological genes inherited at birth.

The underlying belief is that negative behavior is not taught or conveyed to the young but may

be attributed to genetic defect in the biological gene pool.

Although, genetic determination privileges the spirit of the chedam (father), the

upbringing of Palauan children is predominantly a woman's role. A chedil a di luuk31

30 When a child is weaned from breast milk, she or he is fed with adult food that is chewed by the mother or
a caregiver. The time used to feed a child in this matter fostered intimacy and the avenue to teach and
learn.
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(Dirrebabelblai Emesiochel, personal conversation, November 15, 2000, Koror, Palau). A mother

is a receptacle or vessel that temporarily houses the spirits of the father. It is through this belief

that potential spouses are chosen carefully from the klebliil who exhibit traits that are revered by

the beluu. When a child is old enough to eat telooch, usually around six months old, they are

"fed" social skills such as omengull (respect), omelengmes (share), oldanges (praise), and orrenges

(listen). Analogous to the Kwara'ae socialization of children to "adult levels of competence and

performance" at an early age (Watson-Gegeo & Gegeo, 1992), Palauan children are evaluated

daily regarding how well they perform their tasks. The relationship between Ngeluul and her

older sister Sheena, provides the means for assessment that articulates multiple methods of

knowing.

For generations, education for a ngalk (child) in Belau have echoed the ontological path

that values a never-ending commitment from the obliil and buai (community at large). Although

the spirit of these commitments has remained reasonably stable over the years, other elements

have ruptured and destabilized their integrity.

Discussed against the broad backdrop of the colonial influence of the 20th century we

catch a glimpse of the highly contextualized form of education of an earlier Belau. These socio

cultural values and beliefs of the oral traditions of Palau were part of a learning and knowledge

system that is gender specific, personalized, hierarchal and highly contextualized. Children learn

and emulate caregivers at home and gradually matriculate out into the community by shadowing

either a parent or an older sibling. In the community, each boy and girl are encouraged or

compelled into groups comprised of the same gender, or cheldebechel, appropriate to their

developmental skills (Brough, Olson, & Emesiochl, 1994a, 1994b; Rechuodel, 1995, 1996, 1997;

Stumpf,1970). Fundamental to the development of emerging identities, the mapped ontological

path includes socialization skills such as: omengull, blekongesenges, omelengmes, blekokeuii,

31 A mother is only a receptacle.
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ducherreng, osisecheklel a klengariourreng ma omelekoi, ngarachel.32 Boys learn these socialization

skills from an older brother, their father, an uncle, or a grandfather; while young girls, as in the

example of Ngeluul, take the lead from an older sister, a mother, an aunt or a grandmother.

Based on the premise, that learning is a two-way process, mentors and teachers learned by

teaching and interacting with their young charges. As illustrated by Sheena earlier, young

persons learn and hone their skills by teaching and caring for younger siblings. Teaching is a

way to internalize the deeper meanings of the cultural values and mores taught to them. In the

wider community, learning took place in multiple landscapes. Whether it was in a group setting

or a one-on-one activity, the site of learning was just as critical as the content and the

methodology, adding to the multiplicity and the complexity of the process.

Matriculation through the learning system is neither linear nor contingent on age.

Instead, each mentor or teacher doled out extremely contextualized lessons according to

individual abilities and potential. Like a cartographer with his apprentice, the obliil or ongalk

(home or family) explains the basic lay of the land with trees, grass, rivers, oceans, hills and the

sky-social skills. Then the cheldebechel (peers) come in and together they add their own layer, by

pooling their knowledge resources and plotting alternate routes to take-critical thinking skills.

Within this cheldebechel a leader emerges who will guide the travel and plotting of "roots and

routes" into the unknown -oratorical and political/leadership skills. Kathy Kesolei maintains that

these hierarchal oratorical and political/leadership skills are practiced in today's borrowed

system of meetings and conferences (Personal communication, July 18, 2001):

... te ngar ngii a ulterkokl el chad el kirir el mengedcheduch. Ma chul sel debo era meeting era

ikal meeting [sic] era community ke omes. Ti di ta, te teru el chad a mengedcheduch.

Although a rebek el chad a ngarngii a uldesuir ma ngerang, me selle close a meeting e be

32 Respect, obedience, kindness, perseverance, humility, techniques of speech, care, love, compassion and
responsibility.
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detobed er ikr eng mo er ngii cherrodech ma cherrodech. Ng diak el place er tir el ngar seikid el

mengedcheduch. "33

Skills that exhibit these behavioral patterns were expected and sought after in developing and

maintaining inter-village relationships. Further, developing and maintaining inter-village

relationships required that these future leaders honed their skills as warriors, and seduced young

women to enrich themselves in the fine art of being a matriarch.

The rubekul ma mechesil a beluu laid the final layer to this ontological path articulating

Palauan epistemology. Based on the tried and tested knowledge of those that came before,

political relationships both in the beluu (community, village) and that with the neighboring beluu,

the rubekul ma mechesil a beluu provide the legend to accompany the map-theoretical skills. This is

the North and South, East and West of the learner. This legend equips the learner with the

necessary information-the compass, scale, primary and secondary thoroughfares, boundaries,

and, depending on the map, sites of interest, hospitals, buildings, coastal reefs and the like-to

reach her/his destination. However, it is important to note that the rubekul ma mechesil a beluu

provide the legend during a person's journey through life and not before they embark on their

journey. This pedagogical sequence is distinctly different from that taught in the formal

educational system in Belau today. Critical thinking is not an explicit part of the fact and data

curriculum taught in the schools.

Tekoi el Sechal: Wor(l)ds of Men

Historically the social institutions and language of Palau are centered on the war

activities of men. Mekemad (warfare) dramatically shaped how language and truth were

33 " ..• there are designated persons to speak. That is why when we go to a meeting those meeting [sic] of
the community you will see. Only one, two people will speak. Although everyone has their thoughts or
opinions, and when the meeting is over and we go outside there is a commotion and commotion. It is not
their place in there to speak."
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constructed, articulated, and encoded. "Women had to shoulder the burden of society because

our men died prematurely at war and at sea," stated Kathy Kesolei (Personal conversation,

Honolulu, Hawai'i, 2003). Mekemad shaped tekai er a Belau by articulating the certainty in the loss

of a life. However, this world of the Palauan man was not quite as evident to the outsider

grappling with an emergent democracy and struggling to define the "nature of man," at the turn

of the 18th century Europe (Martin, 1980). Palauans were seen as "happy, unrestrained by the

duplicity and hypocrisy that plagued the Europeans at that time" (Rechebei & McPhetres, 1997,

p.84).

Human nature here shone in most amiable colours; men appeared as brethen (sic);

uninformed and unenlightened, they grasped at nothing more than competency and

health; linked together as one common cause, they mutually supported each other;

courteous, affable, gentle and humane, their little state was cemented in bonds of

harmony.34

This exoticism of the "noble savage"35 in Palau opened the floodgate to two categories of

Westerners: castaways and beachcombers who desired the way of life of "other;" and, those

"moved by an earnest desire to improve the way of life on Palau 'by enlightening the minds of

the noble islanders"' (Hezel, 1983). What eluded these accounts on Palau was the complex

political economy in which "intervillage hostility functioned as a primary means of political

integration," (Parmentier, 1987, p. 79) and defined the ontological truth in the many worlds of a

Palauan man.

Ar sechal a kelel a tengadik ra rael.

-Belkul a tekai er a Belau

34 Narrative ofthe Shipwreck afthe Antelope East-India Pacquet, on the Pelew Islands etc. (Perth: R.
Morison and son, 1788), p. 224 as quoted in Kenneth R. Martin, Naked and a Prisoner: Captain Edward C.
Barnard's Narrative of Shipwreck in Palau, 1832-1833, (1980, p. 3), Sharon: The Kendall Whaling
Museum.
35 Term coined by Jean Jacques Rosseau.
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Men are food for the collard kingfisher.

-Palauan proverb

The collard kingfisher in this proverb symbolizes that of a vulture that picks the insects

off a carcass. Because men carried the burden of establishing relations with other villages

through the dominance of inter-village warfare, the proverb suggests the foreboding threat of

death. The certainty of death afforded men the leverage not given to women. Whereas, mekemad

provided the means for political integration among the various beluu (Parmentier, 1987),

klumengelungel (the act of carrying) provided the means for women to carry the burden of and to

sustain their societies. Tekoi er a Belau articulated the social institutions of mekemad and

klumengelungel. As social institutions both mekemad and klumengelungel in turn rearticulated tekoi

er a Belau by defining the cultural values and beliefs that articulated how knowledge is theorized

to solve the intricacy of beluu relations. Both notions of mekemad and klumengelungel will be

discussed in depth in the next two chapters. It is however important to note here that mekemad

and klumengelungel formed the social institutions that segregated the specific roles men and

women executed. These acts formulated and transformed the language. Tekoi er a Belau

articulated the transformations made possible by the notions of mekemad and klumengelungel.

Political relations are primarily the domain of men that articulate the laws of the land.

Kelulau (whisper or confidential and important beluu matters) was obtained from the bersoech of

Ngeaur (snake of Angaur). Reminiscent of a snake which is "long, and but one head and one tail"

(Adams & Gibbons, 1997, p. 11) important beluu matters are "well maintained and systemized

from its head down to its tail in each beluu of Palau" (Ibid).
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Tekoi el Oil: Wor(l)ds of Women

In the peer club environment or kekerei cheldebechel ra redil/sechal ra buai36 learning is given

a utilitarian focus. Everyone is introduced to thinking beyond their immediate needs by

including subjects such as: odingel ra klauchad, ureor ma omengerker, and chelbulel a blai ma beluu37

(Rechuodel,1997). Critical thinking is encouraged and expected. Some, by virtue of their birth,

develop oratory and political/leadership skills taught at home and demonstration is encouraged

in a public forum. One of these spaces is reserved for the children of a select few in the

community. These are children in line to be the future chiefs and matriarchs of the community.

The peer club environment is the first rung into demonstrating these skills in a public forum.

At the turn of the 20th century, the door to matriarch-dam is the socio-cultural ritual of

klomengelungel. In a 1995 interview with a longtime titleholder and historian from the village of

Ngaremlengui, Ngiraklang Malsol, Lynn Wilson provides a sensitive account of a mengol:

...when he was very young, a young woman would not have been considered ready for

marriage until she participated as a mengol. ... a young woman would follow

arrangements made by her clan elders for her to go, either alone or with other women, to

stay at another village. There, she would live in one of the men's houses, a bai, and share

sexual relationship with a specific man who lived in that bai. At the end of her stay,

which could last for several months, the woman's relatives brought food to her male

companion and, in exchange, he would give them Palauan money. Following this

exchange, they would take their young relative home....being a mengol represented an

opportunity for a young woman to build a good reputation for herself by marking her

ability to bring money to her clan and by joining for the first time as an active participant

36 Young women's or men's organization.
37 Visiting among relatives, work and occupation, and concern for the needs and problems of the home and
the community.
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in her clan's efforts of strengthening ties with other clans and her village's efforts of

strengthening alliances with other villages (pp. 110-111).

This contemporary view is cultivated and remembered in the stories and narratives that delineate

genealogical lines of families and clans and documented in the written works of period

ethnographers. These written documents on the socio-cultural rituals of klomengelungel and the

capturing of a blebaol during inter-village warfare at the turn of the century convey strong

condemnatory statements that judge (Kramer, 1919, Kubary, 1888, Semper, 1873), and reiterate

the contemporary sentiments of some illuminating the complex philosophical framework that

exist today in Palau:

For us Palauans, if we want to say derogatory comments about people or individuals

who are doing something against our family or clan and we know they are in fact

descendents of mengols, we say, tengelkir ar mengol which has a negative implication.

(Yoichi K. Rengiil, email communication, June 2, 2004)

In an earlier version of this paper, I made a blanket statement stating that most "Palauans are

descendents of warriors (headhunters) and mengols," based on my literature review quoting older

Palauans interviewed by previous ethnographers and the stories shared by most of the mentors

in this study. However, the readers I asked to review the Palauan drafts for content responded

that the notion of mengol has both a negative and a positive lens to it. The positive aspect are the

sentiments held by the older men and women who lived at a time when headhunting and

klomengelungel were still active parts of the socio-cultural rituals of young men and women of

Belau. Most of these elders, such as Ngiraklang above, no longer walk among the living. The

only link this study has is their words captured in the ethnographic studies on Belau. On the

negative side, the knowledge that a person is a descendent of a mengol is used to regulate the

actions of the descendents to conform with the perceived norm of the speaker. It is the idea that

the knowledge can be an implement utilized to keep people in line, positing that there is only one
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universal truth, and, that a society can and should be built upon one set of empirical values and

truths. However, klomengelungel and mengol, as Chapter 4 will show, are hauntingly complex,

multi-layered and speak to a highly contextualized reality that ground a specific way of knowing

and agency for Palauan women.

Tulei and Surech: A Love Story of Obedience

I would like to close this chapter with a traditional love story that illustrates how cultural

values and beliefs are told and reconstructed over time to reflect the values of the day.

Beginning with the original story as told to the Palau Community Action Agency (PCAA) in

1971, the story depicts the three essential olangch (elements) of how knowledge is culled and

transmitted from generation to generation. First, the story has to have a venue, a landmark that

spatially and temporally locates the narrative in specific place and time. Second, to assist the

memory retention of the learner, pertinent details are mnemonically encased in an chesols (chant).

Lastly, the significance and applicability of the story is important. Pragmatic as Palauans are,

there has to be a purpose in everything that they do or learn. It has to have some practical use in

their day-to-day life to justify as a truth worth learning.

Tulei and Surech: A Love Story

Surech was [a] very beautiful woman who lives in a hamlet of Ngiual called

Ngercheluuk. All the young men of Ngiual were secretly yearning for her. Messages

and marriage proposals were constantly sent to Surech but Surech always turned them

down. All over Palau news of her maiden virtue spread. It reached Ngeraard, where

Tulei heard about her. He heard the news of this beautiful woman in Nigual (sic) and

decided to see for himself if what he heard was true. So he set out at dusk one evening

and trekked the windy, tricky, slippery, and swampy trail all the way from Ngeraard to
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Ngiual. When he arrived in Ngiual it was dark, so he went to "Bai-ra-belod" and spent

the night there. Early the next morning he woke up and sat beside the door to keep

watch on Surech when she would go on her morning walk on the beach. Surech woke

up that very morning and started her walk on the beach and right at that moment Tulei

recognized who she was. He admired her intensely and finally concluded that the

woman was truly very beautiful. Out of curiosity he asked some passers-by about her

and they confirmed that she was that famed Surech.

Unconsciously he started following her foot prints on the sand inspecting them

closely and he himself felt so overwhelmed by her beauty that suddenly a fierce feeling

pierced his heart. He knew right away that he was in love with this woman.

Surech was puzzled over Tulei's behaviour for as she watched him he was

kissing her footprints on the sand. So when Tulei finally approached her and told her

about his feelings toward her, she didn't refuse but talked with him for a while and they

finally agreed to meet secretly. They planned to bring as many provisions as they could

and meet at a high point of the village, stay there until they ran out of food and return to

the village and wait for their next meeting.

These secret meetings between Surech and Tulei went on and on until

Madrengebuked who was the chief of Ngeraard hear about it. He was baffled at the

thought that his "brother" had captured the heart of this famed woman. One day

Madrengebuked summoned Tulei to his side and asked if what he had heard was true.

Tulei humbly said, "Yes." Madrengebuked then replied, "The next time you visit Surech,

bring her for I want to see her "Face." This troubled Tulei, but out of traditional

obedience he agreed.

He waited for their meeting day to arrive with fright and forlorn hope. The day

finally arrived when Tulei, again prepared himself and embarked on his journey once
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again to see Surech. They met and stayed in their hiding place on the hill for many days

but Tulei could not bring himself to tell Surech what Madrengebuked had requested of

him. As days passed by, they ran out of food, so they began to eat the fruits of Ersachel,

(H. Palauanis Kanechira) a tree with fruits that bear nuts (nutmeg family). But still Tulei

could not bring himself to say what he had been ordered to do. Finally he gathered

enough courage and as they were sitting close together one morning, he finally told her

what was bothering him. He told Surech that his uncle Madrengebuked had ordered

him to bring Surech's face to him to see. After hearing this Surech replied, "Olekoi, it has

been many days that you have this in your mind, but you did not tell me until now. Go

and cut some fronds of demailei (Palauan Brava) and I will weave a basket, for you will

be all splattered with blood." Upon her urging, Tulei reluctantly obeyed her and

returned with fronds of demailei. She sat quickly and began weaving the basket, and

every time fit it over her head to try for its size. While she was weaving the basket she

began to chant:

Ngera komeral er ngii ar telingolel Ngiual, MeIechel choacher era medal a Belod.

E Tulei mekeroterii a renguk eng cheluib a tengetengel a klsau

ma kleald a to-ur ma kelekolt a duchar e kau'l tal chad. Ngdiak 'mchub a di

dongerem el bad era ked el dio'l sesechelaod a rdechel a chersachel, e Tulei ng chelebuul.

Translation:

Why are you pacing to and fro, fools of Ngiual making footprints in the sand of

Belod. E Tulei, you captured my heart, for the bond of love is like a turtle shell,

the heat softens and the cold strengthens. And you who do not have mercy for us

We slept among the hills, eating fruits of Ersachel Oh, Tulei, it's pitiful.
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After singing the chant, she laid down her head to rest on the root of the "Kelel a

Charm", (campnosperma brevipetiolata volk) Tulei after crying, took his ax and cut off

Surech's head and placed it in the basket which Surech had woven.

He left immediately with the head of Surech to Ngeraard to the house of Tublai.

It was dark and he left the basket hanging on the branch of the tree outside and he went

inside. Madrengebuked inquired where Surech was and Tulei replied that she was

outside. Madrengebuked told him to bring her in. Tulei obeyed and went out and

brought the basket with the head of Surech inside and placed it beside Madrengebuked.

Upon inspecting the content of the basket, Madrengebuked was so furious that he

scolded Tulei. He told him that what he meant was to bring the girl to him. Tulei was

overwhelmed with shame and pity that he ran out of the house and was never seen again

(PCAA, 1971, p. 4).

At a time when mekemad was the law of the land, young men were socialized to obey the

command of the chief to the letter. During a mekemad, bekongesenges (obedience) could mean a life

and death situation for a warrior. Consequently, it was imperative to orenges (listen) and to

olengesenges (obedience) the wishes of the chief even if it meant considerable sacrifice. There was

no room for clarification by asking the intent or motives of the chief. His position and title

commanded the utmost omengull (respect) because his words were the truths of the battlefield.

Reciprocal responsibilities of the chief to the chad ra mekemad (warriors) and the beluu will be

covered more in the Chapter 3.

In contemporary Palau, the language of mekemad is still instilled in the young. Although

omengull, bekongesenges and orenges of the titleholders are still practiced, the emphasis has shifted.

No longer is blind obedience an accepted truth. Titleholders are interrogated when the situation

merits doing so. Questioning, however, is done in a way that omengull and budech (harmony,

peace) are maintained. Personal pride for individual fulfillment has replaced blind obedience
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articulating a individualistic cultural value that differ dramatically from the traditional belief that

supported the welfare of the beluu. This is best seen in the words of a contemporary song

eulogizing the love between Surech and Tulei.

Surech rna Tullei: A Contemporary Love Song

Long ago, it was a spark of coconut oil on her skin,

With a fresh scent of yellow ginger on her grass skirt,

And a glimmering smile shining on her face,

She was the queen, the island beauty.

In her true heart, Tulei was the man of her dreams

More than romance, bravery and pride,

He stood by her side, sang a chant of love

Wherever you go, I shall go ...

Long ago-when the grass skirt was the curtain of love,

When tight thews were the symbols of pride-

romance became the legend of life.

My queen of hearts, all the trees have spoken,

And the birds are crying, your beauty has been revealed

Come forth my queen and walk along with me-

And let me take you to the spirit land.

The chanting of the chief are piercing through my heart

But as a local warrior I cannot share my love

Not my island chief or the chief of destiny

My love is my heart, my pride is my land.
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The song written by Roland Tangelbad (1999) is a contemporary interpretation of the

love relationship between Surech and Tulei. While both contained the dramatic lore of a life

given in the name of love, the motive behind the contemporary beheading is quite different from

the traditional rationale. Whereas, the traditional language of the tragic love story emphasized

bekongesenges, omengull and orenges for the benefit of the beluu, the contemporary version centered

on personal pride, an individualistic value introduced by Western influence. Both "warriors"

theorized the beheading from two opposing ideologies, yet both took the request of "seeing the

face" at face value articulating the temporal truths specific to place. These "writings" are both

represented in the language that reflect the ideologies of the time.

In Chapter 3, the beheading of warriors or villagers in the various methodology of inter

village warfare will further illuminate the cultural values and beliefs that form and are formed by

the philosophical assumptions of inter-relations between beluu and hauntingly articulated with

tekoi er a Belau.
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Chapter 3: Tekoi el Sechal: Realities in the Wor(l)ds of Men in Belau

Ignorant of the formalized competition among and between beluu, the Westerner became

an unwitting pawn in the internal politics of the day. Increasingly, Westerners were petitioned

to wield there mighty guns to "maintain loyalty and punish the enemy." The violence escalated

until in mid 19th century the Ibedul and the Reklai were forced by a British Captain Cyprian Bridge

to sign a peace treaty. This ended the bloody practice of formalized competition (Hezel & Berg,

1979), escalated by the guns introduced a century earlier, thus removing the "noble" and leaving

the "uninformed and unenlightened savage."

Ironically, the abolition of inter-village warfare and the blebaol system pitched Belau into

a century of colonial rule under nations wielding massive armament, for Palau, the 20th century

witnessed two world war, over a decade of political negotiations over nuclear arms, and, the

blebaol of two presidents and a pacifist.

The United States invaded Pelilieu and Angaur, two of the southern islands of the Palau

Islands ... the home islands of the two men who were to become the first elected

presidents of Palau: Remeliik from Pelelieu and Salii from Angaur.... The battle for

Palau would be the most brutal battle of the Pacific War. ...The combatants were as fine

as the Pacific would ever see (Leibowitz, 1996, p. 18).

Close to a century after the last blebaol was taken in Ngeraard (H. Senior, personal conversation,

December 13, 2000), President Haruo Remeliik was assassinated in front of his home; President

Lazarus Salii committed suicide in his home; and, pacifist Bedor Bins was mortally wounded in

his son's office in Meyuns. These three "blebaol" are Palau's offering to the intellectual "warfare"

of colonialism and modernity. Traditional warfare in Palau differed from that of armed

colonizing nations in terms of the degree of devastation, cost, scale, and purpose. Today, it can

be said that warfare comes in many forms. History is replete with blebaol or "casualties of war."
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Today, blebaol takes the form of a gift or offering between beluu organizations such as a

basket of food, moniey, or aid. This contextualization of blebaol helps to interpret the past and to

see the threads of continuity that link the present to the past. In part, the continuity that

characterizes the notion of blebaol is a consequence of the fact that cultural assumptions are

enacted or embodied (Turner, 1997, p. 381). Just as in other colonized islands, the elimination of

inter-village warfare has created other possibilities, as in the example of Fiji:

Prior to pacification, Fijian men kept their weapons near them at all times (Williams

1982). These habits of preparedness, as well as ideas about acceptable forms of

aggression, gender roles, the content of exchange relationship between the living and

their ancestors and ancestral gods (ie, human sacrifice and cannibalistic communion),

and the configuration of the social landscape (ie, the composition and placement of

villages), were all transformed by the elimination of warfare. The new possibilities for

travel and newly created institutions (eg, schools, the Great Council of Chiefs) facilitated

the diffusion of cultural forms throughout the islands and played important roles in the

formation of a pan-Fijian identity. But if colonial rule eliminated or transformed some

practices, it actively promoted others. There was general support for practices that

promoted effective (though circumscribed) chiefly rule. Those ritual and ceremonial

forms that reinforced hierarchic principles were valorized, and consequently an

important source of bodily memory was retained (Turner, 1997, pp. 371-2).

The politics of representation of the Palauan male identity are intricately linked to the production

of knowledge that informs the notion of blebaol. In spite of the undercurrents that have obscured

blebaol as a cheleotl, the ontological current that links it to Palauan epistemology continues to flow

and inform how a Palauan male acquires knowledge. It is by no means simple or static. Rather,

it is complex and fluid, anchored in a vortex of multiple representations that inform and is

informed by the notions of klomengelungel ma tekoi er Belau.
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The notion of blebaol is in a distinctly male sphere of influence that both discerns and

delineates male cultural identity. Blebaol is located in three very distinct and contradictory places

in the language and in the socio-cultural traditions of Palau. First, the fundamental task of a

blebaol was utilitarian in that it served to produce an cheleotl (decapitated, severed head). A

cheleotl served as an adornment or a trophy to verify a young man's rites of passage into being an

oeang (warrior, men's dub), and signaling the end of a mekemad (war, killings). Secondly, blebaol

is a gift or offering in the relationships between and among the beluu of Belau. Political

integration among and between the multiple isolate beluu originates from a desire to identify

methods that can be used to solve problems and acquire knowledge. There is a belief that human

misery comes from ignorance, so there has always been a drive to identify methods to solve

human suffering and acquire knowledge.

We Palauans have always been political, curious in that we love to go out and bring

something new in. We search and introduce new forms of knowledge to give us an edge

over someone else. We are competitive in that we speak first, we introduce newness, we

are always comparing ourselves with others so we compete to elavate our way of life.

We are competitive in that way...1 think it is engrained in us (Noah 1dechong, personal

conversation, December 5, 2000).

Lastly, in this sense blebaol inhabits a dialectic role as a tool for generating and maintaining

relations and relationships between isolate beluu, and by identifying and articulating ways of

knowing based on relationships, which produces a more farreaching effect. In the philosophical

assumptions identified in this dissertation, relationships and knowledge are the foremost of all

methods to identify, acquire, and articulate Palauan epistemology.
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Blebaol ma Cheldebechel: Gifts that Bind

Traditionally, inter-village hostility functioned as a means for sustaining political

integration among the beluu of Belau. The Ngaremlengui story below is an example of the

intricate relations that exist and supports inter-village hostility and integration through mekemad

(warfare). The previous chapter tekoi er Belau delineated relation and relationship building as the

primary cornerstone for constructing knowledge. The theme of relation and relationships

through language will continue to run through the epistemological articulations of blebaol. Blebaol

is both shaped and formed by the articulations of tekoi er Belau and deluill (relation building)

between beluu and chad er (people of) Belau. Blebaol serves a dialectic role in multiple levels, as a

gift that binds inter-village relationships and as an olangch in inter-village warfare.

Defending a Chief's Honor

When Ngirturong's38 wife went to the mesei (taro patch), the warriors of Ngerutechei took

her hostage in their abai (men's meeting house). The warriors each had their way with

her until they tired and released her at the end of the day. This continued until

Ngirturong found out what was happening. He sought the help from Ngeiungel in

Ngerchelong. The beluu of Imeong and Ngeiungel have a reciprocal relationship and

seek each other out when in time of need. Ngeiungel in turn asked Ngerdmau;

Ngerdmau asked help from Ngeraard; and, Ngeraard asked help from Ngiwal.

All four beluu-Ngeiungel, Ngerdmau, Ngeraard and Ngiwal came to help

Ngirturong of Imeong siege Ngerutechei to defend his honor. They entered Ngerutechei,

sieged the house of Ngerutechei and annihilated Ngerutechei so that no one was left.

38 Parmentier's version is that it was Ngiraklang's wife who was violated. In Parmentier's version the
house of Klang was the first house in Ngeremlengui during the siege ofNgerutechei. A member in the
house ofNgirturong confirmed Parmentier's version, stating that the present hierarchy in Ngeremlengui is a
result of an agreement entered into between Ngiraklang and Ngirturong: ifNgirturong helped Ngiraklang
defend his honor, Ngiraklang would step down and the house ofNgirturong would hold the first house in
Ngeremlengui as it is today. However, this agreement is not discussed in Parmentier's ethnographic work.
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That is why there is no one today living in Ngerutechei in the beluu of Ngeremlengui

because they all died from the assault of Rkerukm (from Ngeiungl).

Imeong repaid the favor by giving Ngeiungel the Bad ra Rutoi (stone pillar,

monolith of Rutoi). Although four beluu: Ngeiungel (Ngerchelong), Ngerdmau, Ulimang

(Ngeraard), and Ngiwal came to rescue Imeong, Imeong had a relationship with only

Ngeiungel, and thus was only obligated to Ngeiungel. If it was only between Ngeiungel

and Imeong the payment can be in the form of a branch of betelnut with a cut vine of

pepper leaf for their consumption and compensation. However, Ngirturong gave the

Bad ra Rutoi from Imeong as payment for Rimirch's (Ngeiungel) effort. Rimirch in turn

gave it to Beouch (Ngerdmau) as payment, Beouch gave it to Ngirairung (Ngeraard) as

payment, and Ngirairung gave it to Iromel (Ngiwal) as payment. Today the btangch

(monolith) sits in Ngellau in Ngiwal as a testament to Iromel and all the relationships of

the four beluu. It is IromeI's btangch (My translation).39

Traditionally, as discussed in Chapter 2, learning and knowledge acquisition begins at

home with the fundamental principles of morality. Children were fed social skills so that "they

were able to conduct themselves well, in an acceptable manner, and were a good reflection upon

their blai (home), kebliil (clan) and beluu (community)" (Adams & Gibbons, 1997, p. 69).

Relationships determined the methods in how children thought about knowledge. Principles of

morality played a key role in knowledge acquisition and speaks to the validity of the source.

Kired ellomeyob ra ungil chad...kladimk el chad el merail40• A contribution to world

civilization (FI. Felix Yoach, personal conversation, January 3D, 2002).

Omenguul informed the foundations of all behavior and grounded the teaching and

socialization of young children in the home. Parents, siblings and grandparents are the primary

39 See Appendix A for a fuller version in both Palauan and English.

40 We need to shape a virtuous child... a well-rounded human being.
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role models in the home. Children learned by close observation how their fathers and mothers

conduct themselves with each other.

A demak el rubak a chul eya chad. Kmal mle meringl a tekingel. Ng direk el mle betak a rechad a

alsisechakl er ngak el ma chad (Ngiraklang Blau Skebong, personal conversation, November

23,2001).41

They learned by listening to how parents talked to each other and others in the household.

Ontologically the phrase chelbulel a blai ma beluu (needs or shortcomings to be resolved at home

and in the community) disciplined children in the foundation of Palauan education in morality

and disciplinary principle of amengull (respect). By knowing where they come from, they will be

careful to lead lives that will speak well of their beluu and families.

Omengull a uchetemel a klechad er Belau (Dirrebabelblai Emesiochel, personal conversation,

October 28, 1998).42

Learning and teaching in the home is a life-long process, however, when children reach

pUberty they are encouraged to join village cheldebechel (organizations or clubs). A cheldebechel

socialized and educated its members about matters outside of the home. Grouped according to

gender, age, and class each cheldebechellearned from one another, contribute or exchange

knowledge and skills relating to work, occupations and responsibilities. A member was both a

teacher and a student. Traditionally, in each beluu the group is divided by gender into two large

groups. Then each group is further divided into three levels of cheldebechel according to age.

These groups are further organized hierarchically under the eual saus or the four cornerstones.

Each group typically "traveled" through life together. It was mekull (forbidden) for an

cheldebechel from one group to wander or cross over into another group-a breach of protocol.

41 My grandfather is the reason I am a person. He was very strict. I had many teachers who taught me to be
a person.
42 Respect is the foundation of being a Palauan (klechibelau).
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Mle mekull el diak el sebechemam el mora diang sellalechabl ar rubak. Mekull el diak el sebechem

ellarenges malchub ea ki ames er tir sellalechabl (Ngirchobeketang Wasisang, personal

conversation, June 11, 2002).43

During the evening when everyone is bathing in the river the old men usually

bath first and then those who will assume the seats of these old men will bath next, than

lastly those ordinary people who are still "meyau" (meau: naked, bare, young people,

untitled) is applied (Secharuleong Kitalong, July 22,1970: PCAA files located at UH

Manoa PACS collections).

The articulations of this chapter accentuate the aeang44 (group of warriors) club for men,

which is at the first level of the cheldebechel. The aeang is the traditional cultural milieu in which

men were socialized into the subculture of organized warfare with other groups for power,

economic and political integration on one level:

Warfare was ...an important instrument of chiefly political economy, since it brought the

necessary chelebucheb pieces and since the subsequent dancing and trip dramatized the

current state of intervillage alliance (Parmentier, 1987, p. 80).

and, food, money, women and status at another level:

Money was also involved in connection with head hunting. The heroes of a successful

war party returning with a trophy head (blebaal) were rewarded with money. The village

of the war party would inform a village in another district that they were coming over to

display the head. The host village would prepare for three days of feasting and dancing

during which time the trophy head was exhibited. The host villagers gave pieces of kldait

to the heroes of that expedition, never more than ten of the war party. This would often

43 It was forbidden for us to go to the bathing place when the elders were bathing. It was forbidden to hear
their conversation or to look at them as they bathed.
44 Oeang is the cluster of coconut as it hangs on the tree. A group of warriors are called oeang to sybolize
unity, cooperation, and roots.
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be repeated in several other districts before the head was thrown away (Ritzenthaler,

1954, p. 34).

This historical representation of blebaol establishes a teleology of violence and mekemad, that

predetermines the Palauan male identity-a cultural identity that is reified by the colonial arms

that have brought Palau into modernity. My focus in this dissertation is the methods that an

oeang used to develop life skills and acquire knowledge. It is therefore important to understand

the role of a blebaol within the context of mekemad a primary function of an oeang in building beluu

relationships. It is in this context of relations and relationships that additional ways of thinking

about knowledge are identified.

Mekemad ma Deluill: Inter-Village Warfare and Relationships

The purpose of the mekemad defines the function of blebaol-whether it will remain as an

cheleotl to be disposed, displayed or bartered as a gift or offering. Male or female, the cheleotl is

brought back to the raiding party's village to be exhibited. The exhibition calls for a celebration

and a feast celebrating the prowess of the oeang (group of warriors) for their bravery and their

acumen in the mekemad (Adams & Gibbons, 1997, p. 65). After the celebration, the cheleotl is either

discarded behind a village in a barren land or displayed atop a omeroel (large offering stone

dedicated to the village god).

As a blebaol, it is taken to the "neighboring, friendly, or allied villages, where at each stop

a group of warriors (the oeang) performed a ceremonial dance, and the local titleholders

purchased the head with a chelebucheb [Palauan uduod] valuable" (Parmentier, 1987, p. 80).

Should the titleholders refuse to give an chelbucheb for the blebaol, the thread of relations between

the two beluu a meloched (broken, severed). A bleboal that is not "purchased" is either discarded or

displayed as an offering to the village god.
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Cladistically the notion of blebaol is the raison d'etre of the three basic forms of mekemad

(warfare). It is an apparatus used by the chiefs to barter for political and economic gain. The

first form is benged el mekemad (put against, full scale war, an all out siege) as in the above

example between Ngeiungel and Ngerutechei in Ngeremlengui the aim is total destruction of the

beluu (Kramer, 1917; Kubary, 1885; Parmentier, 1987). Benged el mekemad is either executed by sea

or by land to avenge the honor of a chief, as a retaliation for a wrong against a beluu, to expand

geographical boundaries through building reciprocal relations, to force other beluu into alliance,

and to deter acts that are deemed disruptive to the stability of the governance of a beluu

(Rechuodel, 1996):

A mekemad er Belau a diak el olai a beluu, te di melai a blebaol el chad ma lechub eng bterrir a re

chad. A Ie klou el mekemad el ua benged el mekemad, e te di tmuu el ngmai a blebaol e sueseb a

rokui el bai ma diangel ma blai, e isei a dedu el kmo ngeiul a beluu (p. 55).45

The second form of mekemad is urrurt (dashed war expedition) or merechorech el mekemad

(war expedition conducted stealthily) carried out by a single warrior or a small party of warriors

in the hunt for a blebaol (Josephs, 1990, p. 348). The purpose is not total destruction of a beluu or

for economic gains, but rather for entertainmentjsport, the relief of tension, an offering to

Orrekim (god of war), rites of passage among cheldebechel (village club), and competition among

members of an cheldebechel. The number of blebaol taken is inconsequential and are either

discarded or displayed to rot after a celebration.

In a battle roused by the god Ngirailemai in the beluu of Ngebei, the warriors of

Ngerchelong engaged in a mekemad for entertainment or sport to see rasech (blood) as a means of

celebrating the arduous work of moving a btangch (stone pillar, monolith). The process of spilling

45 Warfare of Palau does not occupy land, they only take blebaol from men that is to say the head ofpeople.
If it is a big war like benged el mekemad, they enter and take a blebaol ravage all the men's meeting house,
boathouse, and home and that is what is meant by ngeiul a beluu (seize a village) (My translation).
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blood from a decapitation is a means to give vent to the unexpended energy from the arduous

work of moving the btangch.

People from Ngebei in Ngerchelong went to get a btangch (stone pillar, monolith) that is

at the Bai Rulchau....There is a god in Ngebei, Ngirailemaiis his name, this god

accompanied them to take the Btangch. So they all went, they pulled, they carried, they

dragged it through the beluu of Ngerchelong. And took it on and on to Ngebei. And

when they arrived in Ngebei the god asked them, now tell what type of celebration

should we observe? And some replied if we only can see blood... blood!46

Lastly, is the form of mekemad that focuses on the route taken to execute a mekemad.

Coming in from the sea, the last form is mekemad el chei (warfare from the sea). The purpose is

similar to the first two mentioned, however, the route is limited to canoes and requires

knowledge about the ocean. Sieges executed in the open sea require the warrior to know the

tides and the wind, the maneuvering of a canoe, and the types of weapons needed. Mekemad el

chei was a strategic move by a beluu in alliance with another to ensure total devastation of the

beluu of an enemy. Young warriors also took it as an opportunity to hunt a blebaol from a lone

fisherman in the open sea to test their seafaring war tactics and the art of decapitation.

Belkul a Tekoi: Epistemological Articulations

The life of an oeang in preparation for the hunt for and confiscation of a blebaol is the

cultural milieu which allows us to glimpse the philosophical assumptions that inform and

articulate Palauan epistemology. From the eual saus of meta-epistemology, literature review and

mentor interviews, six

46 See Appendix A for a complete text of " ... At Ko Tat Dues a Rasech ...Rasech!" in both Palauan and
English as told by Ngirchemat Trolii, personal conversation, November 29,2000, Koror, Palau.
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methods appear that Palauans engage to solve their problems and acquire knowledge. These six

epistemological themes mirror the Native Hawaiian epistemological themes identified by Meyer

in her 1998 dissertation, with slight differences in priority. This does not come as a surprise

considering that the epistemological themes contained in each island draw from the same

wellspring of knowledge called Oceania.

Epistemology Theme #1: Relationships and Knowledge

Tekoi el Beluu (Words of a Community)

Epistemology Theme #2: Cultural Senses and Knowledge

Olangch (Expanding Signs in Empiricism)

Epistemology Theme #3: Spirituality and Knowledge

Tekoi er a Chelid (Spirituality of Being)

Epistemology Theme #4: Causality of Language and Knowledge

Ngerel a Tekoi (Incantations and Other Utterance)

Epistemology Theme #5: That Which Feeds

Tekoi er a Kereker (Reservoir of Knowing); and,

Epistemology Theme #6: Utility and Knowledge

Tekoi el Chei (Words of the Lagoon).

Additionally, the methods men and women utilize to solve their problems and acquire

knowledge differed in accordance to their priorities. The mentors were clear that the cultural

beliefs, practices and values that informed knowing and what it meant to be chad er Belau (person,

woman, man from Palau) were distinctly separate because it is mekull (forbidden, taboo, off

limits). Knowledge has a certain aura of chedaol (sacredness) and commands a certain respect that

should not be tampered or altered.

Ak dirrek el omdasu el uasei a rolel a tekoi er Belau a chedaol. Ng soak el omdasu el uasei. ... A

experience er ngak a uasei ng chedaol. A knowledge a dirrke el ngar ngii seikid el certain aura
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er ngii el chedaol. Ng diak dil kora terrekakl el tekoi. Ma diak dil meterrekakl er oidel (Kathy

Kesolei, personal conversation, August 1, 2000).47

Out of respect for the narratives of the mentors in this project, this research is structured to

delineate the ontological view of male identity through the role of an oeang, and female as mengol

(carryon the shoulder; carry away; pick up; steal) or the social institution of klomengelungel

developed in Chapter 4.

Epistemology Theme #1: Relationships and Knowledg-e

Tekoi el beluu (words of a community).

This whole chapter is on relations and relationships and how one learns and knows

through relationships, specifically through inter-village warfare and the offering of a gift in the

form of a blebaol. Due to the absence of significant regional or national political identities,

traditional relations between beluu playa significant role in the political organization of Palau

today. In addition to beluu relations that emerged from village mekemad and the offering of a

blebaol, there are also respected beluu relations through mekekerei el rael (small paths) brought

together by kinships, marriage, and migrations. (Ngiraklang Blau Skebong, personal

conversation, Ngaremlengui, Palau, November 23, 2000).

My father used to say, 'sel kurail eng ngarngii a bok mechiuaiu er ngii ma kumengur er ngii ra

Melekeok, Ngchesar, Oreor, Belilieu el mora Ngeaur.' He was implying that he knew his

familial roots. That was an important knowledge in the ancient traditions of Belau, and

47 I also think that the language (culture) ofPalau is sacred. I want to think that way. My experience tells
me to think that it is sacred. Our knowledge has a certain aura that it is sacred. It should not be transferred
carelessly.
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he was proud of it (Noah Idechong, personal conversation, Koror, Palau, December 5,

2000).48

In addition to an offering made at the village level to sustain deluill between beluu, relationships

between members of the various beluu were just as critical. The concept of klaingeseu (mutual

assistance) from ngeseu (labor, help) encouraged interdependence and reciprocity. The statement

that Noah remembered his father telling him, "When I walk I know I have a place to sleep and a

place to eat from Melekeok, Ngchesar, Oreor, Belilieu to Ngeaur," is evidence of what was

important to Noah's father. Listening to Noah it was clear that he learned from his father that it

was important to learn about the family roots. The genealogy of Noah's family represents a line

of unbroken tradition in which knowledge follows a chain of custody from grandfather to father,

father to son, and so forth. Based on the value of the relationships sustained from years of

klaingeseu and oldingl (visit among relatives), the significance of the knowledge defined that he

knew something. He knew that he had a place to stay and eat whenever he traveled through

Palau. Today you can probably find rooms to let from Kayangel to Ngeaur, but a sterile bed and

breakfast does not offer the warmth that connecting with family provides signifying the

importance of relationships.

Kora delibuk lului el mimokl e kmes.

-Belkul a Tekoi er Belau

Like the knot on the vine of the ului plant loose and tight at the same time.

-Palauan Proverb

Like the knot on the vine of the ului plant, relationships are loose or occupy multiple spaces

throughout Palau. However, when there is a need the concept for klaingeseu lures everyone to

come and help, strengthening the relationships. The knowledge that you always have support

48 When I walk I know I have a place to sleep and a place to eat from Melekeok, Ngchesar, Oreor, Belilieu
to Ngeaur.
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when you need it in many places liberates the mind to continuously acquire other types of

knowledge.

Relationships generated in ancient times, such as those from mekemad and the offering of

a blebaol, those tied by the chelid (gods) also called cheledaol deluill (sacred relations), distinguished

from kuoll el deluill (respect for one another) relationships maintained for generations, provide a

model in which the young learn the concepts for omengull. The existence of these relationships is

testimony to meral tekoi (truth) and recognized as a source of knowledge commanding some form

of omengull. Respect for the relationships between beluu, grounded in the cosmological

genealogies of an earlier time, encourages a behavior of omengull in the young people for the

elders in the communities.

Sel mosiuekli a klou chad malchub eng rubak ra rael e kemo stob malchub eke mora tkul a rael, e

mecherei meng mo engelakl. Kired el mengul er a meklou el chad ra bekel time

(Ngirchobeketang Wasisang, personal conversation, November 26, 2000).49

The concept of duality (bitang ma bitang el taoch) represents another form of engagement

utilized to encourage and to challenge its membership to make every effort possible in

accomplishing traditional and political commitments within the beluu, thereby sustaining

relationships for its members. Examples are the challenge of purchasing a new bai (men's

meeting house), a diangel (boathouse) and in ancient Palau, mekemad. What may seem to the

observer as a friendly competition or rivalry reflects in reality a complex organization of beluu

relations woven together by birth, migration, and incessant political alliances these inform and

transform cultural values and beliefs of each member and represent a source of knowledge.

49 "When you meet an older man or a rubak on the path, you have to stop or step of the path and let him
pass to show your respect."
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Te kmal mle betok a sensei er ngak. A Maksang, ma Ngedikes, ma dmak el rubak, Malsol

Ngiraklang... te betok (Ngiraklang Blau Skebong, personal conversation, November 23,

2000).

Relationships formed in villages, and in other beluu were key sites of knowledge and

knowledge production. There were many teachers. It was no accident that the mentors

interviewed in this research talked about historical deluill that deferred knowing to the seat of the

eual saus as an olangch (sign, boundary, direction). Eual saus provides the imagery of strength

and the advantage that relationships can have in seeking ways to solve problems and acquire

knowledge.

Epistemology Theme #2: Cultural Senses and Knowled~e

Olangch (expandin~ signs in empiricism).

Olangch is the physical object that engages the sense to validate knowledge. The relation

of a culturally defined object to some sense further validates knowledge through relationships

and a critical aspect in defining the ontological truths of this beluu. A blebaol served is an olangch

in the philosophical world of an oeang.

From what I hear long time ago, the real cause of inter-village warfare and how they

were fought did not require beheading of the enemy. It was only cutting off each other's

arms. Later when the warfare progressed through the years the battle took place in

Ngeruchebtang an elderly lady sat in the house and when the warriors arrived they

asked her as to where was the pain coming from. When she replied from her neck, the

warriors chopped her neck off and later it became the tradition of inter-village warfare to

behead an enemy. The word "blebaol" doesn't refer to only male but the word itself

means the head of a person regardless of sex (Kemedaol Ngiruosech, PCAA, July 22, 1970

located in the Hamilton Library Micro-Film Holdings, University of Hawai'i at Manoa).
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A blebaol began as an arm to provide an olangch to verify the act. In time it became necessary to

produce a head as a gift. A head as a blebaol had more currency, particularly when it was the

head of a hostile enemy as in the sacred battle between Ngiraklang Ngirasumang of

Ngaremlengui and his avaricious brother Chemeruaol of Ngardmau:

Immediately after the battle, Ngiraklang Ngirasumang instructed the men's club of

Imeiong to throw the head of Chemeruaol out at Tabelngas, a spot behind Klang house.

When the flesh rotted away, Ngiraklang placed the skull of his younger brother below

the door opening of his house for use as a spittoon and urinal (Parmentier, 1987, p. 274).

The gift of a head is an olangch for an earlier life. It provided an engagement of the multiple

senses grounded in a socio-cultural perceptions drawn from the ontological truths of a Palauan

male.

Traditionally, young men were taught to experience the world through their senses.

Knowledge meant that a young man was immersed in the environment, smelling the wet earth,

seeing the change in the hue of the clouds, tasting the rain, hearing the wind whistle through the

trees, and, feeling the connectedness with other (in)animate entities in his environment.

I learned from my father's lap. When he would visit other rubaks (elderly men), I would

tag along learning by listening and observing him and the other elders. In the early

morning he would wake me up when it was still cold outside, before the night met the

morning sun and took me to the ocean...

I breathed the tide,

I saw the wind against my skin,

I heard the wetness of the sea,

I touched the sun against my face,

and I was one, one with the universe...

My senses taught me, humbled me,
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reminded me of who I was.

(Noah Idechong, personal conversation, November 30, 2000)

My first conversation with Noah took place in a small restaurant in the middle of the city

of Koror in Palau. Amidst the clatter and the buzzing of other Palauans and visitors taking in

breakfast, I took cryptic notes of our conversation. Later that evening in the confines of my dorm

room, I reviewed my notes and summarized our conversation. I am sharing part of this

conversation in its metaphorical form to illustrate the rootedness of knowledge in the senses. It

illustrates the cultural complexity of the senses that ruptures the edges of empiricism. How can

one breathe the tide? Unless, you are familiar with the ocean and know that the scent in the air

changes with each tide, you can't breathe the tide. Breathing the tide is in essence an analogy for

understanding and knowledge of what it is to know distinctive to this environment.

The utilization of methaphoricallanguage is an olangch or a socio-cultural phenomenon

that engages an object to some external senses (hearing, seeing, smelling, touching, and tasting)

with at least one internal sense (reng, heart) to create a perception or klemedengei (knowledge)

(Datta, 1967, p. 119). Olangch is a socio-cultural cognitive construct that validates the ontological

truth articulating Palauan epistemology. Explorations of knowing through the concept of reng

will be covered more in Chapter 5. It is a way of knowing that intersects both the spiritual senses

listed above and and the physical senses listed below:

Smell to smell melungel (verb)

melungel (verb)

beketungel (verb)

seketungel (verb)

bau (noun)

buul (state verb)

bekebau (state verb)
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turngur, tirrengur, tilungel

kiss with nose (breath in the essence)

have keen sense of smell

like to smell things

smell; odor; scent

have strong smell; odor

foul-smelling; smell of vagina



Sight to see/examine

Taste to taste

Touch to touch

Hear to hear

omes (verb)

menguiu (verb)

ngelem (verb)

semeriar (verb)

ues (noun)

sekoes (verb)

mengarm (verb)

mengarm (verb)

merutech (verb)

merutech (verb)

melteet (verb)

omtab (verb)

orrenges (verb)

oltirakl (verb)

mesang, mes, milsang

read, look at, examine

observant, attentive

anxious to see or do; interested in

vision, sight, view

seeing all the angles

chormii, chuarm, chilarm

to test out

rutechii, rirtechii, rirutech

to try out

to feel to find out something

grasp with the mind

rongesii, rmenges, rirengesii

listen to

The five body-centric senses that are listed above: smell, sight, taste, touch and hearing

are linked to a specific way of knowing anchored in tekoi era Belau:

smell melungel to breath in the essence

sight omes to know through seeing

taste mengarm to taste and test reality

touch omtab to touch/ grasp with the mind

hear orrenges to hear and to follow concepts

The five senses above are parallel to learning, understanding and klemedengei undertaken

by an oeang. Knowing is informed by the specificity of the place and of the culture.

When I was younger, part of my responsibility was to feed my two nephews with telooch.

Sometimes I would be out fishing and forget the time and when I came home
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Ngiramelengel rna Rengiil would be sitting by the door waiting for me to feed them. I

would rush in and take the food and begin chewing it. As soon as they saw me in the

kitchen they would come and wait quietly while I chewed the food. While I fed them,

sometimes we would make a game out of it and I would try to aim for their mouths

(Yoichi Rengiil, personal conversation, June 9, 2000, Honolulu, Hawai'i)

Yoichi was responsible for feeding his nephews and the sight of him taking the food

extended his nephew's perceptions of their world. Olangch as perceived by another, can be a

deliberate thought and action that focus on how the "other" perceives and understands his

world. In this instance olangch is a method not to acquire knowledge, but to validate the

perceptions of others.

We used to live in the beluu of Ngeremlengui. There were many children in our home.

At the end of the day, we would all sit on the floor eating quietly. We were not allowed

to talk. It was a sacred time, a time to quiet the mind, and to listen. It was also the time

when the elders and parents a melach (teach, discipline) us. We didn't only learn

knowledge, we ate knowledge (Demei Otobed, personal conversation, December 6, 2000,

Koror, Palau).

Reality was not only tasted, it is a cultural way of testing validity by absorbing the

knowledge. The food we eat is culturally specific to place and knowing and becomes part of who

and what we are, an olangch. We carry it with us and feed it to the next generation. Telooch

(masticated food) is conveyed from the mouth of an elder to the mouth of a child, and so is

knowledge.

Merutch is to touch, to give texture to knowledge. It is a way to differentiate from other

ways of knowing. It is how we contextualize knowledge mediated through place, experience and

expectations.
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Omtab is a way to grasp knowledge with the mind. From the word tab-to place on a

raised surface or to seat on the edge of something-implies a way of categorizing the various ways

of knowing that are culturally relevant to remembering and grasping concepts with the mind.

By categorically grasping knowledge with the mind articulates an expanding notion of knowing.

Omes, that is to see gives knowledge shape and form. By seeing we are actively

interacting with the environment and understanding. Knowledge is shaped and formed by past

experiences and seeing informs and transforms what it is we know.

Blebaol is a olangch of victory in a mekemad and ceremoniously displayed to honor the

victorious warriors.

After the victory celebration, the blebaol (single head, female or male, young or old) may

be used at the discretion of the chief of the beluu to meet his personal or political

obligations (Hambret Senior, personal conversation, December 13, 2000)

The usual price for a blebaol is an chelebucheb (Palauan uduod or valuable). An example of a

victorious beluu who used a blebaol to (re)build a lloched (severed) alliance is that witnessed by

Semper (1873) between Ngeremlengui and Ngeraard:

...Aituro (Ngirturong) broke the silence. "I want to speak," he said. "We've won a big

victory over Meligeok (Melekeok). Near Rablissa, one of our men killed an enemy chief.

According to old, good custom, he took his head home in triumph. Our young women

have just composed a new victory song, and now we're journeying all across the country

to celebrate with our victory state visits. We first went to Corore (Koror), where we

received coconuts, bonga nuts, and betel pepper as a sign of friendship. We stayed there

for three days, just as our custom prescribes. We celebrated over our dead with dancing

and singing victory. His head was placed in the main square of the village. Eirei (Airai)

and Eimelig (Aimeliik) also gave us a friendly reception and accepted our visits. From

here, we'll go to Aracalong (Ngerchelong). They haven't answered our invitation, not
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like you people of Aibukit (Ngeraard). We've sent three requests to ask whether you

desire to hear our victory song and to bring us peace offerings. But you've sent our

messengers away with no answer and with insults. But you know that it's been the

custom until now to make peace again after a victory. Now it appears you'd like to

continue the war. I'm interested to hear your opinion about this. I've spoken (p. 169).

Aituro's attempt to (re)build Ngeremlengui's alliance with Ngeraard failed.

Overconfident from the seizure of Melekeok, Aituro walked into a trap of his own making. As he

sat coercing Mad of Aibukit, to accept his"gift" the tide ebbed, trapping him and his men.

Consequently, rather than a victory celebration, he and his warriors were compelled to accept the

"hospitality of the detested foe" (Ibid, p. 174). Mekemad and blebaol articulates Palauan male

identity through deluill (relations between beluu) and deleongel (relationships between people).

Deluill and deleongel both forms and are formed by the cultural identity of Palauan men

articulated through the cosmologies of blebaol. As in Aituro's case beluu relations mattered in

profound ways. The offering of a blebaol to rebuild a severed deluill encourages interdependence

between beluu and provides Palauans with the"opportunities to practice reciprocity, exhibit

balance, develop harmony ... and generosity with others" (Meyer, 1998, p. 115).

In the exchange between Aituro (Ngirturong) and Ngeraard that is shared above where

he took a blebaol to force a relation between the two beluu but was thwarted due to the ebbing

tide, Semper (1873) describes the following scene:

A deep quiet reigned in the clubhouse, as well as in the village. The clicking of the small

geckos could be heard in the houses for some distance. With measured goose steps, a

long row of red-painted men approached the clubhouse. The one in front with the quite

small basket and the oversized vari-colored bamboo cane in his hand is Aituro, the first

chief of Armlimui (Ngeremlengui). He immediately headed for the door inside which

Mad and the others sat. Without any hesitation, he entered the house and, always silent,
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sat down on the opposite side of the entrance. But the other chiefs turned off to the side.

Some went over to the side entrances of the clubhouse and entered, where they quickly

squatted. Some stayed standing outside beside the house. This all happened in the

profoundest silence (p. 168).

The internal socio-cultural senses informed those that were congregated for this meeting.

The silence could be "heard" throughout the village; the red-painted warriors could be "seen" by

the villagers; you could "taste" the anger in the chiefs that turned to the side; you could "smell"

the fear in those who squatted quickly; and, you could "touch" the friction in the air as Aituro

entered the house. Empirical sources of knowing are informed by the specificity of culture that

may be literal or metaphorical in the acquisition of knowledge.

Epistemology Theme #3: Spirituality and Knowledge

Tekoi el chelid (spirituality of being).

Images of gods and ancestral spirits shaped traditional philosophical assumptions of

Palauans. Living very close to nature, intellectual activities of a Palauan depended on his or her

relationship with the natural environment. This spirituality substantiates a realm of experience

that is specific to Palau and is informed by the ontological sinew that reaches across time,

connecting the present to the past. Knowing and praying to the many spirits available in the

environment differ dramatically from religious practices outside Oceania. Spirituality offers a

door, an access for the living, an ontological passage to the knowledge of those that have lived

before:

When one speaks of the religions of the peoples here, one should not think of revealed

systems which have a moral or ethical effect on the inner man, in our sense of the word ...

Rather, the religion of the Oceanic peoples... is the result of passive and purely objective

intellectual activity. For this man had no opportunity nor probably any need to turn to
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abstract observations which had no apparent relationship to his daily life (Kubary, 1888,

p.1).

In her research on Hawaiian epistemology, Meyer (1998) reiterates the ontological

essence of spirituality as separate and distinct from religious practice. It is a path in which

knowledge is "bartered and passed on" between the past and the present; and, between the

present and the future.

Spiritual themes ran within and throughout all aspects of interviews. Because

spirituality in the interview context was seen as separate and distinct from religious

practice, it is brought up now as an ontological key to how knowledge is bartered and

passed on (Meyer, 1998, p. 100).

Spirituality figured predominantly in the ontological being of an oeang. In preparation

for war, an oeang "talks and ask permission of the spirits." Spirits come in many forms and

purposes. I will look at three that figure significantly in the life of an oeang: bladek (soul, essence,

or spirit of those relatives who have lived before) and deleb (soul or the essence of an interrupted

life); chilid (god, deity, spirit of a sacred object, center); and, reng (the spirit of the living).

First, is the notion of bladek or deleb. Bladek is differentiated from deleb in that the later is

a spirit from a death that is premature, sudden, or as a result of illness due to the wrath of the

chelid. After death, it is believed that the bladek or deleb sail in a diall (ship paid for at the

cheldecheduch) to the land of the spirits in Ngedelouch (after this world) located at the southern

most end of the island of Pelilieu. It is believed that Ngedelouch is a continuation of earthly life in

all its details, but it has no effect on a Palauan's way of living. Diall facilitates the journey to

Ngedelouch, but it is not a conditional entrance into the spirit world. Bladek are the natural

guardians of the house and are believed to mingle with the living. The bladek is believed to hover

over a person's head explaining the value of a blebaol as meang (sacred).
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The reference of blebaol or the head of someone as a gift is the ultimate and priceless gift

in terms of our customs and traditions. This gift pacifies the relationship between two

warring villages. There is nothing more valuable and priceless than a gift of life or in

Palauan, "blebaol." A ptelul a chad a meang, e chedaolleng kingellel a chelid. Sei a uchul meng

diak molaul ra btelul a chad meng di tolchoi el dirk ngalek ediak el meaul a btelul (Yoichi Rengiil,

personal conversation, April 22, 2003).50

Second, chelid is a deity that has to be evoked by the oeang and is embodied in the image

of a non-human. A stone idol or delasech (carved, to hack out with an ax, and taboo food)

symbolizes and embodies the image of a deity or god.

As you know, it is a common tradition and part of our ancestral belief that all things have

a spirit. Therefore, whenever or however you do anything to nature, you must ask

permission from the spirit or the god of that e.g. tree, event, person, stone works, bridge,

river, etc... (Kathy Kesolei, personal communication, April 21, 2003).

Devotees of a specific chelid are prohibited from harming, killing, or eating an animal in

its image. To do so will cause an illness or death to the perpetrator or kebliil. A blebaol signifies

mortality and the frailty of an oeang. Evoking the aid of the spirits and of the gods brings about

the knowledge that the oeang is part of something greater, outside of himself, of a bigger picture.

Aike kora tekoi ra chad a roleb el elid leng sebechir el obengkel ngkakl elid ra Ngebei el Ngirailemai

e remuul aikid el tekoi. Engii a mo remurt ra delongelir el ochoid a tekoi ra Ngerturong ma Klang

meng mo sebechel el kudmeklii a odimir leng mle sorir el omes a rasech ra bol merek tial ngeul tial

bad el mei etedilul uase ngera mo teletelel a ungil klebesei rekid. Metir uase alkol tal dues a rasech

50 The head of a person is precious and sacred as it is considered as the seat of our spirits. This is why it is
forbidden to walk over the head of a sleeping person and even a child who is asleep.
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ra uchei ral borngii a ungil klebesei. Aikeikid a mle tekingel sel time (Ngirchemat Trolii,

personal interview, November 29, 2000, Koror, Palau).51

Spirituality provides that thread that connects the present to the past for an oeang providing a

sense of continuity and the kinds of knowledge that endures. It is an epistemological point that

informs how an oeang knows. Spirituality articulates an understanding of humility and the need

to prepare, to listen for the signs that are necessary for the life of a warrior.

After the oeang has asked for the protection of the bladek, the oeang turns to the chelid to

ask for strength from Orrekim (rainbow) the god of war, and Melimrasech (to drink blood) in order

to take a blebaol home from the mekemad. An oeang listens or looks for signs in the environment

as confirmation such as the chirping of a sechesech (gecko) or a chemais (cricket), which are good

omens.

Orrekim (god of war)

In the land of Ngatmil (Ngetmel) in Arekolong (Ngerchelong), a man named Iraria went

into the interior to fell bamboo. It came to pass that as he was beginning to cut a reed a

voice from inside the reed called to him to take care. The started Iraria went away but he

wanted the reed and so he came back again. Now, Horgim (Orrekim) lived in the reed

and as the man began to chop further Horgim again called to him to be careful since he

was inside. The man ran away again but got the courage to come back and hewing

through the reed, he finally saw Horgim. The latter now informed him who he was and

taught him to be brave, promising him luck in war. He also taught him the proper way

to make a spear, etc. (Kubary, 1888, p. 29).

A positive sign from Orrekim, would mean that the warrior can go to the front line

knowing that he will accompanied by the spirits of the god of war. If the signs are negative he

51 This was at a time when men walked with the spirits of the gods, so this god ofNgebei, Ngirailmai was
able to accomplish this thing. He ran between Ngerturong and Klang to provoke them to war in a benged
with Ngebei. These are the language ofthat time, when the gods listened and came to aid mortal men.
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will bring up the rear of the omerirt er oeang (to put all of the knowledge and skills of the warriors

together as one) (Adams & Gibbons, 1997, p. 65). A warrior who is trained in the arts of warfare

is disciplined in the art of aggression, discipline, weapons, dress, and relies on the gods to guide

him. The gods or spirits provide many cues that are culturally and environmentally shaped

informing the complexity and diversity of knowledge structures specific to place and culture.

Chilid can also mean something that has been snapped, twisted or turned to one side as in

the phrase chelid a chiklel (twisted neck). In Josephs (1990), this usage of chelid is stated to come

from the verb mengid (turn or nod (neck) to one side). I speculate that it is a continuation, an

olangch for the essence of the oeang and his prize the blebaol. To severe a head requires that the

neck must be turned to one side, exposed for a clean cut. Chilid a chiklel is the ontological thread

that connects the present to the past and the past through the present through the spiritual notion

of chelid.

Lastly, in the realm of spiritual knowing is the reng (spirit, soul) of warrior. A complex

concept, reng covers a wide gamut of meanings from the internal organ of the heart that sustains

life to the more perplexing and often discounted way of knowing-intuition; awareness.

Characterized by a way of knowing that is informed by the visceral or the instinct it is closely

linked to cosmology and ontology informing Palauan epistemology.

Reng will be discussed in depth in Chapter 5 as one of the meta-epistemological methods

of knowing that questions the notion of mind over body. However, I would like to note here that

knowing through the spirits includes the spirit of the knower which leads us into the notion of

empiricism and knowing. Reng is the internal sense that engages the external senses in relation to

an object expanding on knowing that is culturally defined contradicting Kubary's (1888)

postulation that reng makes "no differentiation between the psychic and physiological

phenomena." It is a form of experiencing the world through empiricism or knowing through the

senses that is culturally specific and leads us into the epistemological articulations.
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Epistemology Theme #4: Causality of Language and Knowledge

Nzerel a tekoi (incantations and other utterances).

One of the corner-posts or meta-epistemological threads that informs this dissertation is

tekoi er a Belau or words of Palau, language of Palau, and so forth. Chapter 2 engaged tekoi er a

Belau in the various forms of knowledge production particularly in how it links to relations and

relationship building between beluu. But, the discussion was confined to tekoi er a Belau and

knowing in the here and now. It was also discussed that the words of Palau are limited in that

we recycle words to convey different meanings and understandings as our perception of the

world becomes increasingly multifaceted and complex. In this section we look at how

combining certain words, directed and conveyed in specific ways, acquire a method of

understanding. Causality of language is more often than not misunderstood as a knowledge of

the "dark-side," evil and delving in black magic. This chapter approaches causality of language

as another form of knowledge, a method of knowing that utilizes the energy of the mind.

Horgim ak olduruk er akan, horgey ak malai a bosel apagay!52

J. S. Kubary (1888)

Proclaimed by a warrior before beheading an enemy, the prayer to the god of war Horgim

(orrekim, rainbow) ensures the well-being and safe return of the warrior (Kubary, 1888, p. 30).

The enemy is said to be a surrogate of the apagay (large earthen container used to preserve ilaot

coconut syrup) whose bosel (neck, opening or end of a blowgun) is an opening in which the ilaot

(blood) is olduruk (sent, dedicated) to the god Horgim.

The prayer to the god of war is called ngerel (mouth) or incantations to evoke a perceived

action. By uttering these words the warrior will prevent any mishap from the blood splatter

resulting in the decapitation of an enemy. With this incantation to the god of war, no one is ever

52 Horgim (Orrekim), I proclaim to you, I take here from a fresh container.
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spared from decapitation when they are captured. Turning back would result in the words

retaliating on the person who evoked them. Words both influence and are influenced by thought

and action informing how one knows.

Kede locha kaodengei e kaurnerang. Me kid a dirrek el kired el rndedengei el usasei a rolel a

ornenguIl e ng kuk ua ngerang a dongedcheduch el rno era rua techa ma ua ngera dongedcheduchI

(Kathy Kesolei, personal conversation, December 11, 2000).53

Words shared by a group require a certain sense of trust in the power that it brings to

bear on other members of the group or culture. Respect requires that we carefully choose the

words we use and how we use them. The causality in language is a critical link to what people

believe and consider as knowledge. It is culturally specific in that it links the present to the

future and implies theoretical certainty based on words.

Always gazing into the future causality of language defies determinism in that it

suggests an ability to change a predetermined outcome. In a society where relations and

language are fundamental in defining and constructing knowledge, causality in language is

intimately tied to spirituality and knowing, and the cultural senses or olangch.

One of the more common conventions in the causality of language is in the concept of

olai, an instrument for removing, and sometimes glossed over as magic from the root word

melai.54 Olai is specific in its intent and relies on an incantation by a person who is "gifted" by the

chelid (gods) with the words. Examples of olai may be conveyed in the words alone; cast on food

and ingested; ointment as in love potion; or, money paid to a god who incants a death wish upon

the target:

temaIl damage or destruction cast onto any person or thing; to break,

53 We are familiar with each other (belong in the same culture) so there is a trust. We also know the path to
respect and how to talk to who and what words is said.
54 melai V.t. bring; take; get; receive; obtain; take (amount oftime); lay claim to; take away;
remove.
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tebal

okoduis

orreuaes

injure, destroy, cast spell (person) with the intent to harm or to kill.

cast spell on food with the intent to harm or to kill.

designed to have a person die or meet misfortune away from home; from

the root word meluis (verb) to pick apart; subtract; extract; or remove.

designed to make one inconspicuous as in a warrior hiding from the

enemy; or, burying a court case in litigation for years obligating a

dismissal.

delngasalk offering money to an chelid at its olsachel (shrine) to have some one killed;

of all the causality of words this is the most dreaded because it continues

to be in effect until the person dies or in some cases until all the

descendents die erasing the lineage.

Causality of language is a method of knowing that goes beyond the use language, it also

includes being able to read the cultural signs in the environment as a method of understanding

and acquiring knowledge. Two examples are ulaoch (prophecy; sign; omen); and, mengelil

(foretell or prophecize about someone). This way of knowing is built and refined over countless

generations, and the method of knowledge is the environment. A ulaoch is knowing that when

the spiders leave their web, there is going to be a strong wind or typhoon. Mengelil on the other

hand is being able to predict what will happen to someone. Culturally informed, this is similar to

a fortune-teller or a tarot card reader except the tools here are the environment.

Causality in language informs and articulates Palauan epistemology in very important

ways. Truths are constructed based on caution and the intrigue of self-fulfilling prophecies. In

principal, words and knowledge through the causality in language is multi-generational. It

informs and disciplines present behavior based on the past and the possibility of the future

through relationships.
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Other forms of causality of words centers on the fishing activities of men that informs the

male identity and the next epistemological articulation, and, the area of planting that is grounded

in knowing as a woman covered in Chapter 4.

Epistemology Theme #5: That Which Feeds

Tekoi er a kereker (reservoir of knowing).

The sea is the Palauans' highway, recreation area, and, above all, their

paramount source of odoim or animal food (protein)....The chief traditional

occupation of men is fishing, and there is no higher accolade than to be called a

"real fisherman" It is said jokingly by Palauans, but without exaggeration, that

the subject of women is the only one that Palauan men discuss as avidly as they

do fishing. Pride in fishing skill is matched by the pride in knowledge of the

ways of the fish (Johannes, 1981, p. 3).

The tactical strategies and skills that an oeang (warrior) exhibits in the hunt for a

blebaol is only matched by his ability as a chad er a chei (fisherman). In addition to the

ontological truths that inform an oeang, the ocean is the cosmological principle that

defines how a Palauan man behaves in the world. It is intimately linked to the

cosmological and ontological articulations of the fragile environment that is Palau.

Weaving through the cultural milieu of knowing as an chad er a chei the ocean infers the

origin for how space, time and change are viewed.

Not far from the arduous training of a oeang in preparation for hunting for a blebaol,

Palauan men go through the same physical and psychological training at sea at an early age

before they enter into cheldebechel. The ocean is their first training ground outside the home. A

young boy is introduced first to the ocean before he joins a cheldebechel and the life of an oeang.

The lessons learned in the ocean were also applicable on land. As we discussed earlier regarding
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life as a member of an cheldebechel, the concept originated from observing the survival behavior of

schools of fish.

When I was young, I really wanted to go with Maksang and Ngiraikelau el mora chei

[fishing]. But it was hard. They liked to push me into the water as we were going out.

So I will be wet and cold but I really liked to fish. They also made me do all the hard

work like carrying all the fishing equipments, cleaning after them and then cleaning the

fish while they took a shower, ate and relaxed (Yoichi Rengiil, May 15, 2001, Honolulu,

Hawai'i)

Place is a significant aspect of this epistemological theme. It is also looking at the horizon

and if the line where the sky meets the water is broken and not straight, you know the currents

are large and there are strong winds and that it is not a good time to fish. For the Palauan man

the ocean is the primary source of odiom (protein). As with most isolate island societies, the land

is utilized primarily for agricultural farming and dwellings. Men have to study and learn the

multiple characteristics of the currents, ocean, tides, moon, weather, and the habits of hundreds

of fish, in order to fish the ocean and feed his family. Purpose and function are tied to knowledge

production. Surrounded by the vast Pacific Ocean, how one learns is tied to the environment that

both informs and sustains a way of knowing and understanding the world. The ocean not only

provides the much needed sustenance of odoim (protein) it also provides a store of ontological

meanings.

Moral stories can also be found elsewhere in a oeangs life. In the disciplined life of an

oeang, the narratives are rich with epistemological articulations that speak of usefulness and

wealth. While a Palauan man lives to savor the spoils of war, he is immortalized in legends,

songs and chants that honor his prowess as a warrior. These tributes are meaningful if lessons

can be learned from them. Thus his function as a warrior is informed by morality, by history,
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and by belief in continuity. An oeang's purpose went beyond the seizure of a blebaol: it defined

what was worth passing on - the utility of the life of an oeang, of a man.

Oldanges (praise) and rebetii (love, admiration) are songs composed in honor of warriors

who master the art of mekemad and of securing a blebaol. These tributes to an oeang immortalize

the utility and wealth that extends over time.

A song for Ngiratumerang, a warrior from the Uchelkeukl clan in Aimeliik is an example

of odanges. A handsome young man, Ngiratumerang spent most of his days in the company of

women until one day the Ngarametal warriors of Koror captured him as a prisoner of war. The

Ibedul recognized that Ngiratumerang was from the first house of Aimeliik so he imprisoned

himw his courtesans until Ngiratumerang was returned to Aimeliik. Ngiratumerang's detention

was Ibedul's way of exerting his power over Aimeliik. An chelebucheb was sent to Aimeliik with

Ngiratumerang to maintain the relations between Koror and Aimeliik. Upon returning home he

stayed in the Abai with the mengol (women consorts). During a mekemad involving the warriors

of Aimeliik, the mengol kept him from going to war. Returning from battle the Aimeliik warriors

were so enraged with Ngiratumerang they used his arm as toilet tissue. This act brought great

disgrace to Ngiratumerang and he left Aimeliik to learn the art of mekemad from Ngiramoai in the

beluu of Ngersuul. Ngiramoai taught him so well that upon his return home he exhibited his new

prowess in mekemad. Women composed a rebetii to oldanges Ngiratumerang's bravery (Kesolei,

1971, p. 43):

A song for Ngiratumerang

From Okerduul I watched the battle at Ibangelei lagoon clutching the life in my hand I

scorned you with the rays of the sun, Ngiratumerang. You hold a club and kingfisher

spear darting across shallow water awkward when you left, agile upon your return, a

sight to behold!
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From Okerduul I watched the battle at Ibangelei lagoon clutching the life in my

hand I scorned you with the rays of the sun, Ngiratumerang. Flowing like coconut oil

down the center of your back parting at the mangrove passage, with your battle cries,

shouts, leaps, you are magnificently powerful!

From Okerduul I watched the battle at Ibangelei lagoon clutching the life in my

hand I scorned you with the rays of the sun, Ngiratumerang. A god arrived, chewing

and leaping in the middle of the shallow water, with your battle cries, shouts, leaps, you

are admirably courageous!

From Okerduul I watched the battle at Ibangelei lagoon clutching the life in my

hand I scorned you with the rays of the sun, Ngiratumerang. The spears of Ngermid

were like leaping mullet fish at your body. Stand and turn aside the spears of

Ngaramengai, come, take your drink! (My translation).55

Beluu names in the above example provide the specificity of place and how that shapes

how one experiences the world. In the context of mekemad, beluu provides the lens in which to

view cultural epistemology. Where a person is from shapes the experience from which to draw

on. Although Ngiratumerang is in line to the first title in Aimeliik, as a male in Aimeliik he is

expected to experience the experiences of the other warriors by taking part in the mekemad.

Mekemad as a cultural value in Aimeliik and Palau shapes how male validate their utility.

Epistemology Theme #6: Utility and Knowledge

Tekoi el chei (words of the lagoon).

Tekoi el chei is perhaps the only epistemological theme in this dissertation that

deliberately strips the Palauan male of his chiefly title, erases the balance of his bank account, and

deletes all other material knowledge and education he holds, except for what he knows about the

55 See Appendix A for the Palauan version.
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sea. It is the only time that "harsh criticism may be hurled by man or boy of any rank at anyone,

chief included, whose efforts do not measure up on the fishing grounds. No one, irrespective of

rank, may express offense at being scolded under such conditions (Johannes, 1981:3).

Tekoi el chei can be seen as a source of knowledge in that it ensures reliability in the

knowledge of the source. Much of Palauan knowledge is hinged on the words of authority"ar

dimla chad, ar chelid, and so forth.... "56

Sera kimekekerei e kimoilil, eya kaeri er kemam eng kiram el eltekil a ulach malchub eya kimeruu a

lius. Kirel ngarngii a chul a bekel tekoi (Fr. Felix Yaoch, personal conversation, February 9,

2002).57

In our conversation, Fr. Yoach mused that usefulness was a fundamental aspect of

playing. At the end of the day, it was necessary to have a sign that validated your existence. In

his case that meant gathering coconut fronds to build a fire or collecting ripe coconuts for

cooking. It did not matter if it was to be used that day or not. The idea that he was making a

practical contribution to the household was a necessary function tied to knowledge and how it

was constructed. It was also the reason that Ngeluul helped her mother and the other teachers at

school. Idle time was just not accepted on this island. But, the concept of utility and knowledge

rest on the word of authority. As we saw in the discussion of relationships and knowledge,

many of the methods employed to solve problems and acquire knowledge rested on the

relationships developed between two people and/or beluu. A blebaol served as an olangch in a

man's world that validated the relationship and thus the knowledge. The concept of tekoi el chei,

on the other hand, allows room to question if there is reason for doubt.

56 "those who came before us, the gods ... "
57 When we were young and we were out playing, when we returned home we were expected to gather the
dried sheaths of a coconut frond or mature coconut. Everything we did always had a practical purpose,
even playing.
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It was difficult to conduct this research, given my suspicions that the men in this society

controlled power and knowledge. The concept of tekoi el chei helped me understand this last

epistemological articulation of utility and knowledge. As a Palauan female, I am painfully aware

of the kinds of roles that most often get represented in the public and private domains of a

woman's life in Palau. Indeed, it would be easy to simplify the historical representation of

culture and beliefs as privileging the Palauan male, as evident in the types of task expected of

him. Only then will it be possible to oppose something if it is wholly "Other." However, this is

not as simple as it may seem, since the philosophical assumptions that inform this work are not

singular. The meta-epistemologies that have been proposed are intricately woven together and

inextricably linked. To remove a post or a saus would dismantle the cosmological foundation of

Palauan epistemology.

Tekoi er Belau as articulated forms and is informed by deluill (relations and relationships);

deluill (relations and relationships) reciprocally forms and is informed by tekoi er Belau; blebaol

(male domain) forms and is informed by klomengelungel (female domain); klomengelungel forms

and is informed by blebaol. Moreover, blebaol and klomengelungel can be understood as

representing the two functions of tekoi er Belau. As two sides of the same coin of language, blebaol

as a social institution is a metaphor for the relations people enter into in the act of being people;

and, klomengelungel as a social institution is a metaphor for a way of doing things that is explicitly

Palauan. Consequently, coming across a theme such as tokoi el chei, it is reassuring to know that

there is a check and balance system, which questions the methods in which knowledge is

theorized and constructed.

But it is like I said, when we are in groups...we help each other bring out knowledge

through humor. When someone says something, it triggers your mind to remember

other experiences that either confirm or expand on the knowledge at hand (Demei

Otobed, personal conversation, December 12, 2000, Koror, Palau).
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Here, Demei expands on the utility of humor in groups. Whereas, tekoi el chei is a direct

examination of a man's ability as a fisherman inferring the search for truth, the utility of humor,

on the other hand, reifies the collective truth held by a group. But, as with anything Palauan,

humor is sensitive to gender. And, here again we see another separation of the methods in which

knowledge is thought about and acquired. Demei continues:

There were certain humor that could not be told when a woman is in the room, otherwise

eng mo deleboes especially when there are a ruchedad malchub eng te bebir er a kid, eng diak el

sebeched el kaungelakl. 58

In the beginning it was suggested that in the absence of bleboal there exist a void, which is

inculcated by a myriad of foreign philosophical assumptions noticeable in places of klobak59, land

ownership, and inter-village disputes. However, this is an oversimplistic assumption that elides

the complexity, multiplicity and fluidity of the social institution of blebaol ensuring the survival of

the ontological and cosmological articulations that inform Palauan epistemology.

Chapter 4: Tekoi el Dil: Realities in the Wor(l)ds of Women continues the challenge of

illustrating this complexity, multiplicity and fluidity of knowing through various intersections of

tekoi er a Belau, deluill, and blebaol with the notion of klomengelungel.

58" it becomes vulgar.. .our sisters or female relatives [present], then we can't joke around."
59 Chiefly title.
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Chapter 4: Tekoi el Dil: Realities in the Wor(l)ds of Women

As a socio-cultural organization carried out predominantly by women in pre-western

Palau, klomengelungel had captivated the gaze of the Western writer for close to three hundred

years. Where the writer attempts an objective approach to delineate the ideologies that support

the notion of klomengelungel, she or he utilizes language couched in the cultural values and

ideologies that she or he brings to the field of research. The body of the Palauan woman thus

becomes historically exotic, erotic and amoral based on her behavior (mengol) (Barnett, 1949;

Hisakatsu, 1995, 1996; Josephs, 1990; Kramer, 1919, 1929; Kubary, 1885; McManus, 1955; Semper,

1873). Other attempts where the line of reasoning emphasizes the essence of the woman, she is

represented as a commodity, a pawn to be bartered, exchanged, and owned (blolobel)

(Ritzenthaler, 1954; Shuster, 1982; Vidich, 1980). In a more judicious egalitarian approach, the

woman is victimized, an artifact of the political and economic endeavors of society and men

(klomengelungel) (Nero, 1987; Ramarui & Temael, 2000; Rechebei & McPhetres, 1997; Parmentier,

1987; Wilson, 1995). The judgemental eyes of the Spanish priests and the German missionaries

relegated the corporeal practices of klomengelungel to the margins at the beginning of the 20th

century. Based on their moral and Christian convictions, these men of the cloak condemned

klomengelungel as an immoral cultural practice that bartered the female body for economic gain

and not a way of /I civilized society./I What is obscure, and rarely discerned, are the methods that

women utilized to solve their problems and acquire knowledge as mengol (to carry on shoulder or

back). Intimately linked to the socio-cultural rituals of klomengelungel, a mengol is a vital

component of the identity of a female ochell in modern day Belau. As an oche1l60 she is her

mother's daughter first and before all else. As a redil er a Belau, she is informed of the many

responsibilities and duties she has to her family of origin before she takes her first step. Obscure

60 Relationship to a family through birth mother. Children of the women in a kebliil (clan). Matrilineal
descent.
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in practice for over a century, the notion of klomengelungel continues to influence the socio

cultural identity of redil er a Belau (women of Palau).

Klomengelungel is located in three very distinct and contradictory places in the language

and in the socio-cultural values and beliefs of Palauan women today. First, for all practical

purposes, klomengelungel is a quaint socio-cultural practice of pre-western Palau. Secondly,

klomengelungel is a mengol in contemporary Palau during a funeral and at the cheldecheduch.

Lastly, the ontological values and beliefs that had informed the life of a mengol in pre-western

Palau continue to inform the identity of a redil er a Belau today in her complex roles as daughter,

sister, wife, and mother.

First, in its corporeal form, klomengelungel is narrowly defined as primarily a sexual

encounter for some form of remuneration. The gaze tends to be on the act itself, the woman's

body, and the payment she earns. As an cheldebechel representing a beluu or community,

klomengelungel is institutionalized, but the eye continues to focus on the act, the body, and the

renumeration. This narrow concept of klomegelungel is no longer practiced except in the

memories and historical narratives of contemporary redil er a Belau.

Second, in its traditional interpretation klomengelungel explicates the burden of society

placed on the Palauan woman's shoulder, through strength, unity, interdependence, and

cooperation that is rooted in blai, kebliil, and buai (family, clan and community). It is at this level

that we begin to acquire a sense of klomengelungel through the eyes of a mengol.

Klomengelungel is patriarchally defined according to the moral covenants of men that

place her body as a commodity to be bartered and sold. Utilized among Palauans in this context,

klomengelungel represents a "complex strategical stituation" (Foucault, 1990, p. 93) in Palau. The

traditional ritual talks about a woman or a group of women, who travel to a specific beluu, live in

a men's abai for a prearranged time, and, at the end of their stay are honored with a Palauan

uduod (money, valuable). Additionally, the relationship between the mengol's village and the
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men's beluu defines the type and size of uduod that is presented to the beluu,61 classifying

klomengelungel in its institutional capacity as institutional prostitution.

The mechanisms that support the movement of the body of a contemporary woman in

Palau is not far from those that supported the traditional socio-cultural ritual of klomengelungel. It

has however, become more complex and costly. Today, the union of a man and woman is not

only a traditionally family matter dictated by the father or the maternal uncle, it is also an issue

for the state, the law, and the clergymen where she is legally labeled the personal property of the

man by discarding her name for his. On top of "channeling her sexual passion" for him,

marriage infers a natural purpose that of procreation and ensuring his (society) preservation

(Winston & Bane, 1993, p. 2).62 The union also incorporates traditional Palauan requirements

that commodify the woman's body. Traditionally a clan affair, today's marriage still requires the

father or the maternal uncle to provide the ngader (gift of food accompanying the bride when she

is brought to the prospective husband's family). Beyond the ngader the practice of gifting food

continues throughout the duration of the marriage up to the death of the husband, and obligates

the husband's family to provide uduod for the many social responsibility that the wife has to her

family of origin.63 The difference in today's practice from that of ancient Palau is logistical. The

mengol's body has moved from a visit to the abai for the benefit of the blai and beluu, to a more

permanent station in the uum (cookhouse, kitchen) for the benefit of the blai. In her station in the

uum she is subjected to the discretion of her husband's family and community. As a mengol in

61 The uduod is presented to the mengol's maternal uncle during the ketkad (closing ceremony) in which the
mengol's family bring food to the abaito pave the way home for her. If the men's beluu is wealthy, a
larger piece of valuable called olsechekiil is given to the chief of the mengol's beluu to be kept in trust and
to pay for future visiting mengol from other beluu (Ngirchemat Trolii, personal conversation, November
29,2000).
62 Winston and Bane (1993, p. 2) expands on sexual conduct in this sense, as "just a step" away from the
view of "having natural (moral) and unnatural (immoral) forms ... " and it is the right of society and man to
nurture the former and prohibit the latter (ibid). This moral high ground opposes same sex marriage and
annihilated klomengelungel at the turn of the 20th century.
63 Please see Smith's (1977) The Ties That Bind: Exchange and Transactions in Kinsmen in Palau for a
comprehensive look at the exchange system among kinsmen in Palau.
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contemporary Palau, there is no guarantee that she will be rewarded a Palauan uduod or valuable.

There is however an unstated agreement that if the woman fulfills all cultural expectations, she

will receive an chelebechiil (money given as payment to wife's family after death of husband).

"Cheldecheduch ma chelebechiil a social security er a redil er Belau. 64 That is why it is important for a

wife to try her best to make her husband and his family comfortable and like you"

(Dirrebabelblai Emesiochel, personal conversation, November 28,1998, Koror, Palau). The

rewards have changed over time to include foreign currency as in the German mark, the Japanese

yen and today, the U.s. dollar. In fact, after World War II, yardage of fabric, plastic or tin basins,

laundry detergent, salt, sugar, coffee, and other household supplies were acceptable rewards for

women. As a measure of her productivity and self-worth, the novelty of the products elevated

her status in her family of origin.

Lastly, the ontological values and beliefs that informed the life of a mengol in pre-western

Palau continue to inform the socio-cultural values and beliefs of a redil er a Belau today. The role

of being her mother's daughter is only one aspect of the cultural identity of redil er a Belau. In her

matrilineal line she is also a sister, niece, mother, and woman. The order of these roles is not

necessarily linear, but they inform how she carries herself as a wife and sister-in-law in her

husband's uum. Complex and multilayered, these roles are indicative of the methods she utilizes

to solve and meet the challenges in her life and acquire knowledge. In the narrative of

Ngirabaliau (below), the mengol saw the utility in the fishing net that promised of future earnings

rather than being rewarded a Palauan uduod. Similar to the adage"give a man a fish today and

he will be hungry tomorrow, but, teach him to fish and he will never go hungry," Ngirabaliau's

narrative gives us a glimpse into the forethought that a mengol utilizes to anticipate the future.

Function and purpose is an important thread that informs a mengol's knowledge. The socio-

64 "The meeting settle the estate of a deceased spouse and the money paid to a wife's family after the death
of a husband is the social security of the women of Palau."
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cultural organization of klamengelungel of traditional Belau grounds the contemporary

experiences of a redil er a Belau. And, it is this third function of klamengelungel in the contemporary

experiences of redil er a Belau that is at the center of this chapter and helps to the answer the

overarching question of defining methods that Palauans use to solve their problems and acquire

knowledge.

Menzelngel a Ngirabaliau (menzal of Ngirabaliau)

Before in a time when klamengelungel was still practiced, the women of Elechui hamlet in

Aimeliik went to Imul. A man from Elechui, Rebeluud is his name had a daughter who

became Ngirabaliau's companion. They lived in the bai at Imul for a time and then it was

time for the mengal to leave, the end is called kedkad. That is when the mengal sends word

to either her father or uncle to bring food or chemalchl (betel chew in bags) to exchange

for Palauan udaud or valuable and pick up their daughter.

Rebeluud brought food and came to the bai anticipating to pick up his daughter

and a Palauan udaud or valuable. All the women left until only Rebeluud and his

daughter remained. She told her father not to take any udaud, instead to take the fishing

net that is hanging at the entrance to the bai. Her father was taken back and asked her,

"What are we going to do with a net?" She told him, it is okay that is what I want. So he

turned to Ngirabaliau and told him, my daughter wants the net. Ngirabaliau said yes, it

is okay she can have the net. Rebeluud went outside and picked up the net and headed

for their canoe. His daughter followed close behind into the canoe.

They sailed around the channel of Ollei, and came in front of Ermang channel.

Then his daughter asked him to spread the net in front of the channel of Ermang so he

did. After a short time the net began to move and inside was a huge turtle. Rebeluud

captured the turtle and pulled it up on the canoe. They paddled into the Tked channel
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and sold the turtle to Erreomel. Then they stopped and spread the net in front of

Ngermetong channel. Another turtle was caught and so they sold it to Riungel of

Ngermetong for another Palauan udoud. Then they spread the net in front of Ngeiungl

and again another turtle was caught. They sold it to Rimirch of Ngeiungl making it a

total of three Palauan uduod. Rebeluud turned to his daughter and thanked her. What a

wonderful thing this fishnet is, I have earned more money than what I had anticipated.

They continued to stop at each channel and by they time they reached home, his money

purse would not close.

It was dark so his wife asked them, what happened all the mengal came home

before the sunset. Where were you? Rebeluud explained to his wife that his daughter

was very smart. Instead of taking money she took the fishnet. Then he took his money

purse and showed all the money to her. Rebeluud's daughter was able to think ahead

and took the fishnet to ensure continuous earning for her and her family (Ngirchemat

Trolii, personal conversation, November 1, 2000).

The life of a mengal compliments the life of an aeang. The life of aeang struggle with the

questions of mortality and the hereafter; the life of a mengal grapple with notions of existence and

the here and now. In other words, village warfare and the notion of blebaal gave the Palauan

woman the power and the knowledge through klamengelungel to take responsibility and control

over her life processes in her family of origin. Where blebaal is a noun, klamengelungel is an action

verb in transition. Spatial relationship is also a critical aspect in both the aeang and the

klamengelungel. While the aeang battled to maintain beluu relations, klamengelungel wove

relationships that concentrated on sustaining her family of origin. Informed by the ontological

truths of a particular time and place, klamengelungel is a specific way of knowing that supports

and is intimately linked to the socia-cultural values and belief of a matriarchal society. The

threads of knowing and experiencing the world are made plain from a specific location that is
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uniquely female and Palauan. Paralleling the six themes articulated in Chapter 3 on the notion of

blebaol, klomengelungel differ in the priority. The methods the klomengelungel employ to solve her

problems and acquire knowledge differ from that of the men who hunt for a blebaol, specifically

as it relates to place. Place is a significant thread that informs this dissertation in critical ways.

But, just as with the other concepts introduced here, the notion of place is thick, thick with the

layers of time, taking flesh and filtered through the eyes of the men and women who live these

realities.

Klomengelungel represent a complex layer of ontological truths that inform a Palauan

woman's identity. Whereas, the men of this society hone their skills in specific matters of the

beluu and engage in the art of warfare and blebaol, women engage in decisions of general public

interest or tekoi el buai, and the first epistemological theme. The olangch of this difference is the

fact that men have the abai (men's meeting house) and women do not. Except for going out for

occasional warfare, or on a fishing expedition, men of traditional Belau held residence in their

maternal beluu of origin unless they were adopted out. Men who happened to make their home

in their wife's beluu were disparaged and discredited as less than men. The practice of kiei er a

medual (to sit or live on his testicles) is perhaps the most abysmal, ghastly act a man can commit

in his lifetime. Klomengelungel, on the other hand, requires that women migrate to another beluu

to either hold temporary residence as a mengol or on a more permanent arrangement as a wife.

As a migrant, she is always in transit. She will never be a permanent member of the beluu.

Should she marry, her place in her husband's home is the uum (cookhouse) and the focus centers

around epistemology theme number two. To ensure that her status and position in the uum

meets the approval of her in-laws, she relies on her skills and knowledge gained from tekoi er a

mesei and epistemology theme number three. Epistemology theme number four, causality of

language and epistemology number five on olangch helps her expand and sustain epistemology

theme number two. Lastly, epistemology theme number six on spirituality keeps her centered as
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she travels from one beluu to next. The balance of this chapter will discuss the following

epistemological themes through the lens of a woman. It is presented in accordance to the

ontological priorities of a mengol who is a ngalek ra blil (child of her family):

Epistemology Theme #1: Relationships and Knowledge

Tekoi er a Buai (Words of the General Public)

Epistemology Theme #2: Utility and Knowledge

Tekoi er a Uum (Words of the Cookhouse)

Epistemology Theme #3: That Which Feeds

Tekoi er aMesei (Words of the Taro Patch)

Epistemology Theme #4: Causality of Language and Knowledge

Ngerel a Tekoi (Incantations and Other Utterance)

Epistemology Theme #5: Cultural Senses and Knowledge

Olangch (Expanding Signs of Empiricism)

Epistemology Theme #6: Spirituality and Knowledge

Tekoi el Chelid (Spirituality of Being)

Chapter 3 delineated blebaol as a meta-epistemological cornerstone of the eual saus that

support Palauan epistemology informed by the socio-cultural values of death and mortality. For

death to occur, life must exist delineating the cosmological thread that informs the notion of

klomengelungel and intimately linked to blebaol. For life to have meaning one must acknowledge

and accept mortality an ontological thread that informs the notion of blebaol and intimately linked

to klomengelungel. Klomengelungel is that meta-epistemological cornerstone of the eual saus that

forms and is informed by the ontological breath of life and intimately linked to the

epistemological articulations of blebaol, tekoi er Belau and deluill. The multiplicity of layers that

articulated the identity of an oeang explicated the life of a warrior and informed by the notion of

blebaol. The threads that inform the socio-cultural practice of klomengelungel are based on the
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narratives of the mentors and the many written accounts of Palau. The six epistemological

themes of knowing and experiencing the world that follow informs the ontological view plain of

knowing as a redil er a Belau. At times it will be important to contrast the methods that inform the

life of an oeang in the offering of a blebaol to build beluu relationships, with that of a klomengelungel

in developing generalized relationships.

Epistemology Theme #1: Relationships and Knowledge

Tekoi er a buai (words of the general public).

If Palau had but one philosophy to guide its society it would be the notion of omengull er

a deluill ma deleongel (respect for village relations and relationships). As an oral society, the

primary source or method for theorizing about knowledge is in the word(s) of an authority

and/or verbal testimony from a reliable source or person. It is knowledge inferred based on the

reliability of the relations and relationship and grounded in the notion of omengull.

In contemporary Palau, a female ochell is a mengol during an cheldecheduch. An

cheldecheduch is a primary obligation of a Palauan (Adams & Gibbons, 1997). As discussed in

Chapter 2 and in Chapter 3, an cheldecheduch is the final rites of passage wherein the estate of a

deceased married Palauan male is settled through his matrilineal line of origin. Tracing its

origins to a mengol in pre-western Palau, the female kin of the blai (house, home, family) of the

deceased is expected to mengol or carry baskets of uncooked food (taro, tapioca, yam, sacks of

rice, etc.), a source of protein (traditionally a live pig), which will be distributed as ukerael.

Ukerael is uncooked food distributed to the kltom el but (literally flattened buttocks of female

mourners from prolonged sitting at funerals and the mourning period) the night before the

deceased is buried in return for the difficulty and inconvenience they are subjected to as

mourners. The literal meaning of ukerael is "to tie or strengthen the path" of relationships by way

of food and a primary responsibility of the ochell female children of the house or the mengol.
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In as much as the resources available for a Palauan woman to maintain relationships

have undergone dramatic changes over the years, the philosophical assumptions that inform the

cultural values and beliefs that ground her identity in the Palauan society are palpable.

Moreover, women's sexuality was so critical in ancient Palau, that schools were available for

young women to learn the different arts of pleasure and, more importantly, the method's by

which to solve problems and acquire knowledge.

... at an early age they were given instructions in the art oflove and indeed there exist

real schools, so-called teginger ardil [tekingir a redil] (word's of women). Diratkelgang of

Goikul [Oikuul] was a well-known teacher in this field (Kramer, 1926, p. 273).

Paralleled to the notion of blebaol in which beluu relations are the value of a "decapitated

head offering or gift," where the frailty and mortality of man is defined and manipulated;

relationships within each beluu is informed by the notion of klomengelungel and the mengol who

"carries her family on her shoulder." In other words, the notion of klomengelungel gives the

Palauan woman the power and the knowledge to assume responsibility for the life processes and

control over how it is modified. This is in direct contrast to the Western man who was still

grappling with these notions in the 18th century:

Western man was gradually learning what it meant to be a liVing species in a living

world, to have a body, conditions of existence, probabilities of life, and individual and

collective welfare, forces that could be modified, and a space in which they could be

distributed in an optimal manner (Foucault, 1990, p. 142).

The Palauan society had already allocated the meaning of life in the "body" of the nurturer, the

luuk, the nest, the Palauan woman who through the forces of klomengelungel insured individual

and collective welfare through spatial relationships. A direct upfront to the "great technology of

power and capitalism" of the 19th century-where the body needed to be controlled and adjusted

to regulate production and economic processes (Ibid, p. 140) that compelled new ideologies of
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morality. This new morality centered on "sex as a means of access to both life of the body and

the life of the species" which imprisoned the body and sexuality of a woman "in the name of the

responsibility she owed to the health of their children, the solidity of the family institution, and

the safeguarding of society" (Ibid, p. 147).

Klomengelungel is a path that defined migrations and movements of people from beluu to

beluu informing spatial and temporal relations to other members of the klebliil (clan) and notions

of place. Wilson (1995) tells the story of a mechas (elderly lady) from Pelilieu who migrated to

Koror:

She said her mother was a mengol from Peleliu. People from certain houses in Peleliu

would be a mengol here in Ngerbeched (hamlet in Koror). Women of Peleliu would come

to Ngerbeched to be mengol. And her mother came and was mengol to the chief there.

And then when her relatives came to pick her up, the chief paid money to them and they

took her home again. She went back to her relatives to Peleliu and then came back here

and married the man. Oredimch, that's the name for the payment to the family for mengol.

She's saying that it is good because it is - rolel a udoud - a way of bringing money for the

family, and for the entire village (p. 111).

In addition, in pre-western Palau klomengelungel is a rite of passage for women before they were

considered marriageable. In a society in which truth was intricately linked to language and

relationship, klomengelungel was a form of education for the young woman in the etiquette of

relationships between a man and a woman, a compulsory skill for a mengol. The men in the bai

were consequently teachers, who were established men in their own rights and were considered

knowledgeable and skillful in the art of sexuality. Moreover, they paid for the privilege and the

opportunity to "deflower" young maidens into adulthood.
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In Chapter 2, Ngiraklang Malsol, quoted from Wilson's (1995) interview, discussed the

significance of a mengol's experience in defining her role within her mother's clan, with other

clans, and her "village's efforts of strengthening alliances with other villages."

The girls stays in the bai for about three months and lives with the male members of the

club, she listens to reports of their activities and exploits, wars, politics, etc ... and if

possible shows understanding and interest in everything (Kramer, 1926, p. 275).

" .sel tekoi er Belau el uase sel bo lullebongel era mengol eked uase kedkad. Sei a ullebongel

erar mengol. Ete mesumch el merail a rechad mar a bUrir; ma rechad ra blirir a meruul a kall

malchub e tosiik a emachel e olab el mong mete remous ertirkel sechelirir. Etir a ngoititerir emei

meng di demerir ma rukdemelir ar ngalek a tir a mo melai a ouai a keikid el tekoi. Tir keikid a mo

melai a uduod (Ngirchemat Trolii, personal conversation, November 29, 2000).65

The mengol also learn from each other during the day at the bai, while the men were out fishing or

taking care of beluu matters. The women of the village and the wives of the men bring food for

the mengol, but they were not allowed to stay at the bai, so the girls are left to their own devices

during the day:

Together with the other girls in the same bai, she keeps it clean, gets water, dry coconut

leaves for the fire, takes care of the lamps, etc. Food is brought in by the women of the

village, who in the past have lead the same kind of life (Kramer, 1926, p. 275).

Klomengelungel was predominantly a socialization function for young women in a beluu.

Other opportunities for older or married women of the village to participate as mengols were also

possible. The prime purpose for the older groups was to take ownership of a particular Palauan

65 The Palauan word for the end ofa mengol's stay is called kedkad. That is the end. That is when they
send word to their family and their family, either bring food or they gather betel nut and pepper leave to be
shared with their companions at the bai. Only their father or maternal uncle will get them from the bai,
because they are the one's to receive the Palauan money. That was the way at that time.
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udoud or valuable, or as a means for village relations in which they acted in the capacities of

envoys or ambassadors. The multiple forms of klomengelungel are:

blolobel

klemat el mengol

kaumengol

mengelngel

a group of women sent out by a village to another mengol, hierarchal in

structure; the status of the women were matched by the status of the men

i.e. woman belonging to the 151 clan in her village was coupled with a

man from the 151 house. May include married women.

one or two women who go to a beluu with the primary purpose of

obtaining a particular Palauan udoud or valuable. Klemat from a sailing

term implies that the mengol do not necessarily have to follow the path

of beluu relationships, rather they may cross over or build their own

paths.

when two beluu have a mutual agreement in which they exchange

mengols at specified intervals.

male companion of a mengol.

mengoIer a cheldebechel a group of women belonging to the same club visit another village in

which the men belong to the same club of that village.

mengol a udoud

bechiil a udoud

kedkad

mengolotaor

a mengol who takes a Palauan udoud for her village.

a woman who marries for money. May marry several times in her

lifetime.

the end of a klomengelungel, where food and mondy are exchanged.

homosexual. Gtaor is a type of compost used by women in the mesei

(taro patch). Because it is heavy and men are not allowed in the mesei,

and, because homosexuals were not considered a threat, they were the

only ones allowed to help the women carry the compost. Gtaor is also a

drifting log or a driftwood.
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uulech discarded grass skirt used for rag or footmat. Women who are taken by

warriors after a mekemad as spoils of war or prisoners to be used, defiled

and discarded. No money is exchanged.

Klomengelungel is a complex social institution that is used to educate young women with

the intricacies of sexuality, a means for obtaining Palauan money, promoting village relations,

political maneuvering of the beluu, and for meeting possible mates. As one of the primary means

in which women met their social obligations in their kebliil, klomengelungel had its drawbacks.

First, the men at the abai were most often already married. And, while it was not uncommon for

a man to leave his wife for a mengol, his wallet was the deciding factor. He would have to pay his

social obligation to his first wife and if there were children, he would also have to provide for

them. Of course, even though his sisters and the women of his clan ultimately covered these

expenses, it was evaluated as a business prospect with all grounds covered by all parties

concerned rather than a matter of the heart. Secondly, there were incidents in which the women

became pregnant. If the woman was already married, it puts a strain on the marriage even

though the male was obligated to raise the child as an obligation to the village relations.

However, if the woman was not married she had to find a man to give her child a name. For

even though klomengelungel was a society sponsored and condoned socio-cultural institution it

treated aberrations very harshly. A child out of wedlock was considered an aberration because

she or he did not have the potential of being a contributing citizen of the beluu. A contributing

citizen required the assistance of the family of the father, and since the child was a ngalk ra

oreomel (child of the woods) there was no potential in her or his future. This is one of the reasons

that adoption and family genealogies in Smith's (1977) research are not openly discussed in

families. Smith speculates that adoption and family lines were kept in the strictest of confidence

as means to manipulate and control resources (Foucault, 1980). I argue that it is also a way to

protect children of klomengelungel relationships.
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The social institution of klomengelungel is a tapestry of complexity where lives are woven

into a rich landscape of contradictions and intrigue. Third, while klomengelungel was supposedly

an equal access institution as alluded to by Ngiraklang Malsol above, it was extremely hierarchal

and exhibited tremendous intolerance. It was a social institution in which women who met the

qualifying characteristics of the society as to what qualified as beauty, what clan the woman was

from, and if the young lady had the proper upbringing only then was she able to or allowed to

participate as a mengol. Being a titled man and holding the second title of Ngeremlengui, it is

natural for Ngiraklang to make a sweeping statement such as that quoted. However, it was an

institution that was extremely discriminatory and unforgiving. Just as the organization of an

cheldebechel of the beluu discussed in the earlier chapters, klomengelungel represent women in the

first rung of the cheldebechel and, more often than not, were titled members of a beluu. Except in

instances where a blolobel was needed, a woman from each of the clans is chosen to represent the

beluu corresponding to the titles of the men's cheldebechel in the receiving beluu. Klemat el mengol,

or individual mengols are not as common as beluu sponsored klomengelungel. Lastly, contrary to

the literature in which klomengelungel is institutional concubinage, the money received for the

time spent in a bai cannot be spent to purchase commodities. There is a finite number of Palauan

money. Consequently, the temporality of klomengelungel follows specific paths that ensure

circulation of the wealth and beluu relations.

Epistemology Theme #2: Utility and Knowledge

Tekoi er a uum (words of the cookhouse).

Ideologies of morality arrived in Palau with the Spanish missionaries in the late 19th

century. Up to this point the intrusion of foreigners was still manageable for the Palauans. The

ships came and went and the Ibedul played each nation as they pulled into port by flying the flag

of the ship in Palau's waters. However, when the Roman Catholic Spanish missionaries arrived,
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their permanent presence was felt for two reasons: first, they were not in Palau to trade;

secondly, they "challenged the way Palauans lived and viewed their universe" (Rechebei &

McPhetres, 1997, p. 120). At the point of contact with these missionaries, the socio-cultural

values and beliefs of Palauans centered on an intricate layer of interdependence between men

and women. Women in particular had the obligation to maintain and sustain their beluu of origin

or lineage. This was done in two ways. The first is for the welfare of the buai or the general

public through the socio-cultural organization of klamengelungel; and the other, was through

marriage. As a mengal she was required to leave her katel (home of origin, lineage) and live in the

abai with men of the host beluu. As a wife, she was also required to leave her home of origin, but

her place is in the uum or the cookhouse ofher husband's home. Her role is utilitarian because in

both cases her blai (family of origin), keblil (clan) and beluu ultimately benefit from her efforts.

Kara bekai el ma iikrii a angiang e mengiis.

-Belkul a tekai er a Belau

Like a megapod with your back to the nest you dig.

-Palauan proverb

The megapod is a small bird that buries her eggs underneath a nest made from piles of

sand and leaves in the rock islands of Palau. She does this by facing away from the nest and with

her legs sweeps dead leaves and sand over her eggs. The proverb above reminds young people

as they prepare to go out into the world, that even though they have their back to the beluu, they

have to remember to bring praise, and wealth to family and community. These responsibilities

and roles in the community were a target for missionaries and men who held different

worldviews including conceptions of the roles of men and women from far away places and

societies.

The first order of the day was to "cleanse" the heathens of its "un-Christian" ways (Ibid,

p. 120) in particular the social institution of klamengelungel. Consequently, the social institution of
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klomengelungel, an integral socio-cultural institution of the tapestry of Palau went underground.

But, it was not only the social institution of klomengelungel that concerned the missionaries and

the Western man, in fact the society and its cultural values and beliefs were also scrutinized.

Aside from the fundamental utility of being an ambassador for her beluu of origin, the

activities of the klomengelungel, which predominantly took place in the abai (men's meeting house)

provide a more utilitarian purpose by being historical markers in the memories of a beluu that are

intricately carved on gables of the beluu. In this sense, the gables served as an incentive for

historians to keep the memories of the beluu alive for future generations. The etchings

symbolized the activities that occurred in the beluu, but according to Kramer (1926) who

professed to know little of the practice of the klomengelungel, the body of a woman was carved on

a gable in sprawling position "in order to entice man... the Palau islander who have no scruples

of modesty in our sense, to imitate it..." (p. 278). Earlier Semper (1873) had made an observation,

" There is no report that informs me how they (mengol) deal with such a large number of men, in

which order, or where they do things ..." (p. 51). To which Hijikata Hisakatsu (1929, p. 134)

responded, "Of course, among these native people, who have hardly any concept of chastity ... it

was not lewdness ... there was no need to worry about the order of consenting partners to deal

with a large number of men."

Perceiving the proclivity of the western man to judge the socio-cultural values and beliefs

that informed klomengelungel, the Palauans appeared on the surface to conform to the demands of

the missionaries by converting while at the same time they preserved their values and beliefs.

However, it was with the assistance of Palauan converts who assisted the Spanish missionaries in

their desire to eliminate the social institution of klomengelungel.

The momentum to eliminate klomengelungel was accomplished by the German Capuchin

missionaries when Germany bought the Carolines, Palau and the Marianas north of Guam for a

mere sum of $4 million from Spain in the later part of the 19th century (Rechebei & McPhetres,
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1997). Aside from eliminating the practice of klomengelungel, Germany introduced other

significant changes into the social structure of Palau, including a cash economy, foreign laborers,

forced land acquisition, jails, and schools (vocational and missionary). While the consequence of

these changes to the social institutions of Palau have been significant, it is important to note the

cosmological and ontological threads that inform the notion of klomengelungel are intimately

linked to the cultural values and beliefs that inform the contemporary Palauan woman identity of

today.

In Chapter 3, utility and knowledge was part of all facets of a young man's life beyond

the blebaol including the usefulness of stripping the titles of men while out at sea turning a non

being (titles, positions in societies, money in the bank, ... ) into utility and knowledge. Because

women migrated and made their homes in the uum of other beluu, it was just as natural for men

to see the utility of that migration and expected women to remember and keep track of the lines

of genealogy in the kebliil and beluu.

Women knew who they are related to. Men were not expected to know. Because of the

many different kind relationships in each beluu, if we were attracted to a woman, we

know to ask around about her and her family to make sure that we are not related. There

is a saying in Palauan "a rasech a mengurs" (blood attracts) so that was more reason to ask

(Ngiraklang Blau Skebong, personal conversation, November 23, 2000).

Having a sense of who you are

played a significant aspect of utility and knowledge linked to knowing through self and others.

It was important to know who you are related to. Morality plays a significant role in defining

what is considered knowledge. To avoid the probability of incest, it was important that women

teach young girls the complexity of beluu and buai relationships. In Ibobang, one of the task that

Ngeluul was expected to do was bring betelnut to her grandmother's home when her
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grandmother had guests. Even though the betelnut served a purpose, the function of Ngeluul as

the messenger is utilitarian in that she was being introduced to her genealogy.

I am always amazed when I think back to when I was young. When there

is some work that needs to be done in the village for example when we had to build a

causeway, everyone would show up with one stone. I do not know where they get those

stones, but somehow when it was necessary everyone had a stone. The causeway was

finished in one day because everyone brought a stone. There was a sense of ngerachel

(responsibility for duties) among everyone in the village. Everyone was kauchad (related)

and they came when they heard there was work to be done (Sosoad Wasisang, personal

conversation, November 26, 2000).

In her observations, Sosoad was sharing how in today's time everyone is too busy with their lives

and relationships are usually lost. When she was younger, the cheldebechel in her beluu always

had a ngerachel that involved giving something back to place. Being aware of your surroundings

played a significant aspect of knowing something and utility. When it was necessary, everyone

knew where to get a stone that would be useful in building a causeway. This meant taking time

to read your environment as you walked from point A to point B. By being observant, another

function is introduced in addition to walking from point A to point B. If it did not have a

purpose or function in solving problems it could not become knowledge.

Epistemology Theme #3: That Which Feeds

Tekoi er a mesei (words of the taro patch).

A Mesei a Delal a Telid

-Belkul a Tekoi er a Belau

The Taro Patch is the Mother ofLife

-Palauan Proverb
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While the oeang drank the nectar of the ocean for knowledge, the mengol breathed the life

of the taro patch. Taro was the first ongraol (source of starch) that was cultivated putting an end

to omelngot (gathering and movement to find food.) It feeds and is fed by the notion of

klomengelungel and is linked to the cosmological and ontological threads of Palauan epistemology.

The taro patch articulates spatial and temporal wisdom that both informs and is formed by the

cultural values and beliefs of a mengol. How she plants, where she plants, and what she plants

informs the ontological currents that feeds epistemological articulations.

Mekull el diak moker ra chad el wasei techang a delal. A delal a chad is the most

precious thing in life, she gave you life. If you ask"a delam ngar ker a kotel?" You are

implying that someone is misbehaving and did not get a proper training from their

mother or at home. It implies that someone is misbehaving. It is a bad reflection on the

mother and her home village (Yoichi Rengiil, personal conversation, September 3,2001,

Honolulu, Hawai'i).66

During the initial phase of this research, I had asked, "Where are you from?" I quickly became

aware that it had a derogatory implication to ask such a question. It was a direct affront to a

person's upbringing. The first lesson a child is taught as we had discussed in earlier chapters is

the importance of place and where one is from. As I had indicated, the question was deleted and

replaced with a more indirect and generalized question.

There is an old saying in Palau that admonishes: "When leaving home, go

and stand at the edge of the yard and take a good look at your house. When

leaving town, go to the klmedaol (landing and departure dock) and take a

good look at your beluu. Anywhere you go, hide your kederaol (shore)"

(Adams & Gibbons, 1997, p. 73).

66 "It is forbidden to ask someone who is their mother. A person's mother... 'where is your mother's home
village?"
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It is important for children to know their roots. It helped them to conduct themselves in

acceptable ways and perform in a manner that brought praise to their beluu and blai (home). You

knew when you did not know something when someone publicly asked you where your mother

is from. So it is something you carry in you wherever you go.

At the end of Chapter 2, one of the mentors in this paper had made the point that not all

families and clans embraced children of mengols (see page 54), especially if they misbehave or go

against the traditions of the family. Notions of place was an important aspect in shaping who

you are and what you know.

Lastly, a sense of place gives you an appreciation and a respect in the places you visit. In

knowing where you are from, you know the value of someone else's land and you can see it in

their eyes. It is similar to the same pride my mother showed in her appreciation for her green

card. Knowing her roots, planted in her realm of knowing that she had to respect the people and

the land (Guam) she temporarily called home.

"Words of the taro patch" is literal in that the taro patch not only gives sustenance it also

grounds knowledge with a sense of moral values with regard to one's genealogy. It was a place

where mothers whispered and trained their daughters of the many knowledge that could not be

taught in the uum, a tremendously public place.

Epistemology Theme #4: Causality of Language and Knowledge

N~erel a tekoi (incantations and other utterance).

Causality of language informs the notion of klomengelungel in very important ways.

Truths are constructed based on the possible outcome of words. In the notion of blebaol, words

and knowledge through the causality in language informed and disciplined behavior that linked

how one knows and construct knowledge through relationships. Causality of language informs
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the notion of klomengelungel in continuity and stability. Truth is based on a causal factor that

connects all living things.

Aika mad elchad er kid. Ngokedeldaul e diak dil terrekakl. A rechad ra rechuodel a mle meringl el

mengeluolu meng kirel meketmokl el mor sel ngii a teletelel (Dirrebabelblai Emesiochel,

personal conversation, October 14, 1998).67

Feeling at one with the spirits of those who have come before us and inheriting the

knowledge culled over time is our lifetime of treasures. What you know is given to you for a

reason. There is a reason you have inherited knowledge that have traveled over time and it is

incumbent that you treasure the wealth of information.

Words are sacred. When someone shares their knowledge with you, they are sharing

centuries and layers of lives with you. They are warm with the breath that brought them

to life. As such it is important to listen, e momtab (understand the implications of the

words), and recognize it as a gift (Kathy Kesolei, personal conversation, December 12,

2000, Koror, Palau).

It would be impudent and disrespectful to our ancestors to take their knowledge and

alter it. Palauan epistemology is a path to those who have come before us, that is a sacred path

and must be accorded appropriate respect. You share knowledge with someone because you

care about that person and want to gift them with knowledge. As a valuable commodity in

Palau, sharing words of knowledge is a precious gift. Each word uttered have felt the warmth of

many before they reach your ears, thus the waves they create elicit some form of action. To know

something is constructive, to teach someone is to discover new meanings and understandings.

You know you know something, when what you share yields more knowledge.

67 These (knowledge) is our inheritance. They are fragile and should not be abused. Our ancestors took
great pains to preserve it so we need to respect that.
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Lastly, as we saw in the last chapter, causality of words are critical in the life of an oeang

about to partake in an inter-village warfare for a blebaol. It is also a critical aspect in the life of

mengol in the area of planting. The fruits of her labor feed and promise the potentiality in the

continuity of life both for herself and her family. The efficacy of a mengol relies on her ability to

produce food. Before she goes to the mesei (taro patch), she invokes the spirits with the words

(Kubary, 1888, p. 159):

Mother, mother, women gods, my mother,

open the door so I can enter my mesei.

This ensures that she is in harmony with the environment and the spirits provide guidance

ensuring a productive harvest. She then evokes the spirits to ensure that her planting is in

harmony with the land, the air and the place to yield a bountiful harvest. Causality of language

is critical in the role of a mengol in that it links the spirits to the living yielding a productive

harvest critical to her place in the uum.

Epistemological Theme #5: Cultural Senses and Knowledge

Olanzch (expanding signs of empiricism).

These last two epistemological themes are similar to those expressed in Chapter 3.

Where it differs from the olangch of an oeang is the order of it's function and importance. To an

oeang, olangch occupies the second rung in terms of significance. A blebaol provide an oeang with

the physical truth of that validated his existence. To a mengol on the other hand, olangch comes in

the form of the Palauan uduod (valuable) that she brings home to her family of origin. It is the

first sign that she has acquired the knowledge to solve her problems. Tangible and visible the

uduod or other Palauan valuables are empirically specific to her world and validates her

existence. Just as significant as utility and knowledge, expanding signs of empiricism validates
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not only her place in the uum/ it guarantees her a position and a voice in the socio-cultural

practice of her matrilineal lineage.

Traditionally/ young women were taught to learn and experience the world through their

senses. Children were taught to look/ observe/ listen and learn. Most of the mentors shared that

they learned by shadowing older siblings or their parents. They listened/ observed/ and then

they tried or experimented on their own.

Ma lsekum a ngelekem a di okera tekoi/ IIOlekoi!1I Bo mluk. Bo mluk e momes e morrenges. E di

momtab. (Kathy Kesolei/ personal conversation/ July 18/ 2001).68

As in the example of Ngeluul/ young girls are taught from a very young age to use their

senses. By observing their environment they are able to articulate their world. Senses are very

important in knowing. Not different from the blebaol articulations/ the notion of klomengelungel

articulates a way of knowing that informs how she knows the world in relation to others.

This is particuarly important in a woman/s role as a migrant. She needs to be able to read

her environment and interpret it for survival. Similar to an oeang/s survival during a mekemad/ a

mengol relies on her senses to navigate the socio-cultural environment of her husband's home.

Epistemology Theme #6: Spirituality and Knowledge

Tekoi el chelid (spirituality of being).

As noted in the section on the notion of blebaol, images of gods and ancestral spirits

shaped the traditionally philosophical assumptions of Palauans. It was articulated spirituality

substantiates a realm of experience that is specific to Palau and is informed by the ontological

sinew that reaches across time/ connecting the present to the past. The notion of klomengelungel

delineates a spirituality that is anchored in the present. It is a place where the bladedk/ chelid and

reng come together to provide balance and harmony in the universe.

68 So if your child constantly ask questions, Oh! Shut your mouth. Shut your mouth, watch and listen.
Focus on the implications.
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To collect medicine, one look for signs on the plants, its surrounding area and the path to

it. If signs are bad, medicines are not collected and will be collected at a good time

(Gordon, n.d., Palauan belief, p. 27).

Spirituality is being able to connect to the spirits that embrace the breath of life that is in the

present. Being able to respect the order of the universe in its entirety. While the klomengelungel

embraces the same spirituality delineated under the notion of blebaol, spirituality through the

notion of klomengelungel is concerned with the present. The spirituality of life, birth, and the

ontological thread that eventuates continued replication of the species is at the heart of the

cultural values that inform the notion of klomengelungel.

A baby is not supposed to go away from the house until he is old enough

to be given a special bath to protect him from the spirits.

-Palauan belief

A person is born with the coming tide and dies with the ebbing tide.

-Palauan belief

The part of the umbilical cord that was cut and tied to the baby's navel falls off in about

three to seven days. When it does so, it is put away. If the baby is a boy, the umbilical

cord is firmly placed in the deep spot at base of two coconut fronds (chesuchuchal), which

signifies that he will be good, skillful and courageous in all the arts of men. If the baby is

a girl, the cord is placed in the place between the leaves of a taro plant (chesuchuchal),

which signifies she will be lucky and diligent in her womanly arts (Adams & Gibbons,

1997, p. 32).

It is important that the spirits in life be in harmony. Harmony with the spirits in the

environment is the cosmological thread that weaves all living things in the universe together and

provides balance and intimately linked to Palauan epistemology.
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To conclude this chapter, I would like to discuss the many competing concepts of

klomengelungel to in order to provide a context, and end on a harmonious note. Up to this point

we have viewed the socio-cultural organization of klomengelungel and the life of a mengol through

a very structured and utilitarian lens. It is through these lens that we have articulated six

epistemological themes. Throughout this work, I have chosen to consistently spell klomengelungel

with an "0" due to my socio-cultural values, beliefs and understandings of its implications.

These beliefs and understandings are not always shared in the writings of both non-Palauans and

Palauans. To this end, I would like to bring more clarity to a socio-cultural ritual that may not

only seem bizarre and foreign to the reader, but puts her or his values to the test.

Disarticulating and Rearticulating the Notion of Klomenzelunzel

Klomengelungel in the literature and in my interviews has been spelled in two different

ways: klomengelungel and klumengelungel. At first glance it seems to be a matter of predilection

(between an "0" or a "u") considering that in the written language of Palau the use of the

alphabet is less than a century old (Rechebei & McPhetres, 1997, p. 123), and, attempts to

standardize the Palauan orthography began in earnest less than 30 years ago (Josephs, 1990, p.

liN2). However, after careful scrutiny, under the thin layer of prescriptivism of an emerging

orthography flows a current of complex philosophical assumptions. The socio-cultural values

and beliefs of the writer or speaker determines the usage and spelling of klomengelungel.

By breaking down the word klomengelungel into units or joints, I argue that the

(re)articulation of klomengelungel is inextricably linked to the philosophical assumptions that

forms and is informed by the notion of blebaol. Complex and fluid, klomengelungel articulates a

multiplicity of cosmological and ontological layers that are intimately linked to the cultural

values of tekoi er Belau and deluill.
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In The Palauan-English Dictionary which began as a word list in 1955 by Fr. Edwin

McManus (1969) and later, completed and published by Lewis Josephs (1977, p. 127)

klomengelungel is spelled and defined as follows:

klumengelungel (noun) (institutionalized) concubinage. See mengol.

mengol (verb)

(noun)

1. carryon shoulder; carry away; pick up; steal.

2. woma(e)n living in bai as concubines (sent by neighboring

village to earn money, or carried on shoulders of captors as war

hostages). mengelngel (n. poss.) -chol(e)ngii, chemol, chilelngii, chilol

v.pf.-chelol1. v.r.s. 2. n.r.s. money paid to village for services of

concubines. -chellungel v.a.s. also, carrying someone or

something on the shoulders. -chelungel v.a.s-ongelungel (noun)

shoulder; pole for shoulder carrying. -klumengelungel (noun)

(institutionalized) concubinage. -klemat el mengol concubines

brought as hostages. -blolobel el mengol institutionalized

concubines. -mengol a otaor be homosexual (p. 186).

In Kerresel A Klechibelau (1999, p. 185) it is spelled out klomengelungel. Written in Palauan

"klomengelungel a omengol; blolobel, cheldebechel el dil el mo mengol er ta er a beluu el melai a udoud el

mei er a belurir; mengol a kekkad."69

In a review of the literature, The Palauan-English Dictionary is the only source that spells

klomengelungel with a "u." AU other written accounts about Palau (See Appendix C) that has

made reference to klomengelungel have spelled it with an "0."

Additionally, at the onset of this writing, I spelled it according to The Palauan-English

Dictionary with a "u." However, in this final writing, after several readings and review from the

69 "Klomengelungel is to carry; blolobel is a club or group of women that goes to another beluu to take or
bring money back to their beluu of origin; to carry the final payment."
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Palauan mentors involved in this project, I have been corrected, and that it should be written

with an "0 " instead of the "u." This section will briefly begin the discussion to help our

understandings into the significance between the "0" and the "u" in klomengelungel. The

difference in spelling drew my attention to three things: First, What are the implications between

using an "0" or, using a "u?" Does the meaning change? Is it a matter of prescriptivism or is it

an ontological question? Second, interestingly in the literature review, while it was reliably

spelled with an "0" in all cases, the author's delineated in one form or another a meaning that

was consistent with Joseph's definition with a "u" (institutional concubinage or prostitution).

Does the correct spelling imply authenticity? Is klomengelungel in fact institutionalized

concubinage and prostitution as demonstrated by the written text? Moreover, and my last point

of contention is in the introduction to The Palauan-English Dictionary (1990) where Josephs

summarized Fr. McManus' legacy to Palauans:

" .Fr. McManus takes pains to explain to his Palauan readers that he has prepared his

word lists not only for Westerners wishing to study Palauan but also for Palauans who

want to know English as a lingua franca for communication with other island groups in

Micronesia, or as a means of introducing themselves to Western and Christian thought

(p. xv).

Is there a correlation between the intent-"introducing themselves to Western and Christian

thought" -of a Jesuit priest and the preferred "u" in klomengelungel? If so, what are the

implications of using a reference material that is produced by "others"? If not, are there

epistemological inferences that can be drawn and learned in Palau's historical route to literacy?

To answer these questions we must disarticulate the main word by breaking it down to

its essential components. By recombining the segments or clusters with the section in question

we will be able to rearticulate the cultural values and beliefs that inform the ontological

articulations that define klomengelungel that is intimately linked to Palauan epistemology.
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2.e

1. klum

Broken down into its essential components, klomengelungel would be:

klom or klum + e + ng + elungel

The root word is elungel which is derived from the anticipating state verb (ch)elungel (carrying

someone or something on the shoulder) that describes the state or condition that someone or

something is expected to be in. "Ng" implies third person pronoun (he, she, it, or they) and in this

instance it would either be either "she or they." Further, lie" is the connecting word "and".

Lastly, the critical word in question, either, "klom" a resulting state verb that describes the state or

condition someone or something is in as the result of a particular action that: 1. cut off (branch of

a tree, betel nut). 2. n.r.s. broken branch of tree submerged in water. Or, "klum" also a resulting

state verb that describes the state or condition someone or something is in as the result of a

particular action that: 1. baked in the ground. 2. n.r.s. hole in the ground for baking.

I will begin by listing the segments and their literal meaning along with the literal

meaning of the segment in question. Next, I will explore the metaphorical image of the segment

in question and its implication when it is connected to the rest of the clusters. The segment

"klum" and the individual segments are listed below with its literal meaning:

klum + e + ng + elungel

baked in the ground; (noun) hole in the ground for baking

and

3.ng

4. elungel

she, they

carrying someone or something on the shoulder

The literal meaning would be: "baked in the ground or hole in the ground for baking and she,

they carrying someone or something on the shoulder." Additionally, the Palauan metaphorically

implications of "klum" can either imply"death or a sacrifice", or, in the context of our discussion,

the "womb or vagina." By inference then, klumengelungel with a "u" is either a woman who

"sacrifices herself (dies) for someone or something she carries on her shoulder"; or, through the
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1. klom

"womb or vagina she carries someone or something on her shoulder". If we continue and further

combine these inferences, klumengelungel is rearticulated as a woman who "sacrifices herself

through her womb or vagina to satisfy the obligations that she carries on her shoulder," or

prostitution, institutional prostitution, concubinage, and institutional concubinage.

On the other hand, "klom" is illustrated as:

klom + e + ng + elungel

cut off or submerged as in a tree branch or betel nut (cluster)

2.e

3.ng

4. elungel

and

she, they

carrying someone or something on the shoulder

Joining the parts together, you have "cut off or submerged in water as in a tree branch or betel

nut (cluster) and she, they carrying someone or something on the shoulder." Metaphorically

speaking in Palauan, water is life; cut off tree branch or betel nut cluster is similar to the inference

of that of the oeang (see Chapter 3). A "cut-off cluster of betel nut or tree branch" infers unity,

interdependence, cooperation and roots. If we were then to connect the parts we would have

"life that she carries on her shoulder," or, "strength, unity, interdependence, cooperation and

roots that she carries on her shoulder."

Connecting all concepts, klomengelungel with an "0" would implicate a cosmological

definition of "life through the strength, unity, interdependence, cooperation and roots that she

carries on her shoulder." A contradiction to the "normativity and control" of modernity that

endorses "materialism of the flesh" exhibited in the written accounts on klomengelungel with a "u"

(Braidotti, 1994). This comparative exercise is an example of what was covered in the

introduction about the theory of naming and translation in which the nuances and sometimes the

meanings get lost and supplanted by the ideologies of the translator and the namer.
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The Palauan-English Dictionary (1990) and Kerresel A Klechibelau (1999) are the two main

source of reference used in defining and translating the Palauan language in this work.

Understandably, the language of Palau or tekoi er Belau is an orthography that is still a work in

progress, but while the two sources offer unique qualities marking Palau's entry into a literate

world of the alphabet, both fall short in meeting the needs of this project. The Dictionary offers

the grammatical usage and the definition of the word, whereas Kerresel offers meaning and usage.

Kerresel is uniquely written in Palauan from cover to cover, while The Dictionary has a section in

Palauan with English definitions; and, an English section with the Palauan corresponding word.

What is of concern is the inconsistency in meanings and omission of words and terms that are

critical to this project. A preliminary review of the literature and interviews with the mentors

uncovered critical terms that are inherent to the notion of klomengelungellisted below:

Word

klomengelungel

klumengelungel

blolobel

bolobel

mengol

The Dictionary

institutional concubinage

institutional concubinage

mullet Gumping fish)

institutional concubinage

carryon shoulder, carry away

institutional concubinage
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Kerresel

mengol

klomengelungel,

cheldebechel rediil (club)

tara bedengel a ngikl (fish)

1. olab ra ongelngelel (carryon

shoulders)

obengkel a sechal e melai a udoud

(to be with a man for money);

2. mengol a ta er a ulekerreuil a

kemeldiil; chellungel, ngalek er a

blai a mengol. (a way the female



children show respect and care

at a funeral.)

klemat el mengal

kaumengoFO

mengal er a cheldebechel71

mengol a otaor

mengol a udoud

bechiil a udoud72

kedkad

uulech

concubines as hostage

be homosexual

rag for cleaning feet

teletelel a klamengelungel; di ngii el

ta me lechub e te terung el di tir el

ma er a bai el ma mengol (type of

klomengelungel; one or two

women that go to the bai to be

with a man for money).

char er a remengol; ullebongel ma

rubak a mengedkad er a remongol;

amesterir a kedkad. (Payment for

mengol. Payment given by the

rubaks at the end of mengol.)

This is a cursory view of the two reference books that are currently available for tekoi er

Belau. Clearly, not all utterances are included in either The Dictionary or in Kerresel. Is this an

70 Mutual concubinage between villages (Parmentier, 1987).
71 Concubines of the men's club (Parmentier, 1987).
72 Wife of money (Wilson, 1995).
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oversight on the part of the authors? Or, is it a reflection of the ideological transformations that

provides a new way of looking at the world and at themselves?
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Chapter 5: Tekoi er a Klechad: Wor(l)ds of Earthly Understandings

The genius of omelau is its ability to flow from the complexity of human relations. It

knows no boundaries or limitations. It is the ebb and flow of knowing found in each generation

and culled for the next. To name it is to contain it, to contain it is to invite myopia; this is the

main idea presented in this dissertation.

I learned this word not too long ago. The word is ulekdubs [being and knowing as a

Palauan; the essence of being a Palauan; words from the before]. I sat and wondered

how can something so precious be called a ulekdubs. But, like the meaning, it is an old

word and no one could give me a satisfactory answer. Breaking the word to its critical

component yields: ulek from the root word ulak meaning to anchor, secure, or fasten;

and, dubs another name for a tree stump, mound or hump at base of a tree. From these

root words, I surmised that ulekdubs like a tree is used by each generation for all that it

needs to shape identity and knowledge. Each branch is used, each leave removed, and

the trunk whittled until only the stump remains. The stump represents the core values

and beliefs that we want to teach and pass on to our children. From this stump, new

growth sprouts for the next generation to inherit and gain knowledge from earlier

experiences. Then the cycle repeats itself (Demei Gtobed, personal conversation,

December 12, 2000, Koror, Palau).

I came across this segment while listening to the recorded conversations I had with

Demei Gtobed and his wife Takaka. I felt exhilarated because his words so eloquently

summarized the essence of this dissertation. I feel like I have whittled away at the knowledge

base of Palau and what is contained in this dissertation are epistemological themes that I hope

will be used by others to generate more knowledge and understanding.
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I began this research with a relatively simple quest. It was the spring of 1998, and I

thought it would be a relatively simple piece of empirical research into the ways of knowing and

experiencing the world through the lens of a chad er Belau. I wanted to answer the question:

What methods did the Palauans use to solve the challenges in their lives and acquire knowledge?

Equipped with models of other indigenous scholars73 who have conducted research on

indigenous epistemology in their respective communities I set out on my journey. I began by

identifying-from family, friends, and educational organizations-mentors (elders) in the

community who agreed to be interviewed and be part of this research. It took a series of

meetings and introductions before I was able to get ten elders to agree to help me in this research.

Four of the elders have been interviewed by previous researchers on Palau so they agreed at the

onset. The remainder needed considerable time, not to familiarize them with the purpose of the

research, but to develop a personal relationship based on trust. They needed to be reassured that

the knowledge they conveyed to me would be used in the future education of children in Palau. I

was also able to test my questions, and some were revised to make them culturally and politically

appropriate. And, so it seemed, I was all set. It was also the year I met Ngeluul.

The mentors (elders) were elucidating ontological and cosmological currents that drew

from a milieu of complex socio-cultural values and beliefs that were centuries old. Ngeluul in

her innocence questioned the cultural values and beliefs that she was learning at school. As

noted in the beginning, Ngeluul is living two lives. In the formal educational system she is

learning a foreign language that is buttressed by a set of cultural values that eclipse the language

and the cultural values and beliefs that are instilled in her at home. She was being educated in a

system that is foreign to the world she was living in. Through her eyes I saw a world that was

distinctly separate from the educational system. Her experiences provided the focus from which

to begin to think through this project.

73 See dissertations written by Linda Tehaiwa Smith and Manulani Aluli Meyer (1998).
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With the enthusiastic response from the mentors, I had hoped to find a way to connect

the way of knowing at home into the educational system. However, the mentors were sharing

narratives that did not address the problems that Ngeluul faced. Instead, their narratives were

couched in a world that no longer exists (or so, I believed), a world in which men were warriors,

and women carried the weight of ensuring the survival of their species. The task is not too

different today. The only difference is that the two socio-cultural practice of blebaol and

klomengelungel no longer exist, in practice at least. However, the ontological truths that inform

these two socio-cultural issues are still very much alive. The narratives that informed this

dissertation sometimes bordered on the erotic, seductive, and exotic, but I tried to concentrate on

their complexity.

I was aware of personal family stories and genealogies of klomengelungel and oeang, but

they were spatially and temporally removed from my more immediate history, so I had

dismissed them as quaint stories of long ago. However, in the field most of the narratives from

the elders focused on the notions of knowing as a man, and as a woman, linking to a time when a

man was a warrior in search for a blebaol, and a woman was mengol to sustain beluu relations and

family unity. I found this curious, and to a point problematic. Why would knowing be any

different for a girl or a boy? I asked myself. More importantly, how would knowing and being

socialized into a specific gender role help connect school and home for Ngeluul? This is when I

went into a serious tailspin. When I returned to Honolulu from Palau, I had all these narratives,

hours and hours of interviews, stories, some poignant, others more spurts of chronological data

of migration, thoughts and anecdotes. There did not seem to be a connection or a way to merge

the two worlds so that they would make sense to Ngeluul, or myself for that matter. Had I been

properly trained to decipher the data and narratives in front of me? What lens was I looking

through? I was a total basket case! I felt lost, bewildered and confused. It took over a year

before I was finally comfortable and able to go through my notes, listen to the tapes, and make
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some sense of them. To date I continue to struggle with the ideologies and socio-cultural values

encountered in the field.

I had always believed that I lived in two distinct worlds. When I was in Palau or in the

company of other Palauans, I lived and spoke as a Palauan. When I was in Honolulu, Guam or

any other place in the world I switched codes and adopted what I believed was the expected

behavior of a specific place and of its cultures, most often that of chad ra ngebard or English and

western. Growing up it did not seem to be significant. I believed that I just happened to live in

two distinct spaces that I had to negotiate everyday between Palauan and chad ra ngebard whether

it was physical distance or cultural spaces. It was not until I began this research that it became

clear to me that I was negotiating other spaces besides the obvious physical or cultural spaces. I

was also negotiating a way of knowing that is older than my grandmother, her grandmother and

those that came before them. And as I have argued in this thesis, these spaces are not lucid or

transparent. Instead, they are complex, multi-layered and fluid, continuously competing with a

multiplicity of "other" spaces and ways of knowing.

I chose in this thesis to foreground the social institutions of blebaol and klomengelungel not

because of their seductiveness or the eroticism they may seem to convey. Rather, as shown in the

previous chapters they are points of departure to discuss the ontological and cosmological

currents that are linked to Palauan epistemology as delineated by the elders. Gender roles have

and continue to play an important role in the social institutions of Palau, and are at the center of

the dissertation. They have helped me think through and give reasons for how and why this

work is influential in one setting and may not be significant in another. Observations of Ngeluul

are presented as examples of the difficulty and potential problematic ways it would be to

integrate them culturally.
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Uchelel a Tekoi: Words from the Beginning

Colonialism and imperialism74 have left an indelible stain on the environment, economic,

political and social institutions of Belau. The "impact [of colonialism and imperialism] on

people's minds, particularly on their ways of knowing, their views of who and what they are,

and what they consider worthwhile to teach and learn" (Thaman, 2003, p. 2) has received

minimal attention.

This paper began with a critical analysis of the hegemonic ideologies of the written word

found in the concept of naming. The significance of tekoi er a Belau as a tool in communicating

and formulating relations includes the proverbial task as a carrier of culture and plays a "pivotal

role in determining" our identity in the world (Delpit and Dowdy, 2002, p. XVII):

Our language embraces us long before we are defined by any other medium of

identity. In our mother's womb we hear and feel the sounds, the rythms, the cadences of

our "mother tongue." We learn to associate contentment with certain qualities of voice

and physical disequilibrium with others. Our home language is as viscerally tied to our

beings as existence itself-as the sweet sounds of love accompany our first milk, as our

father's pride permeates our bones and flesh when he shows us off to his friends, as a

gentle lullaby or soft murmurs signal release into restful sleep. It is no wonder that our

first language becomes intimately connected to our identity.

Just as our skin provides us with a means to negotiate our interactions with the

world - both in how we perceive our surroundings and in how those around us perceive

us - our language plays an equally pivotal role in determing who we are: it is The Skin

That We Speak.

74 See Smith (1999), and Loomba (1998) for a more critical definition of colonialism and imperialism.
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Further, the role that tekoi er a Belau has in articulating Palauan epistemology is unavoidably

gendered ensuing from the socio-cultural practices of mekemad for a blebaol and klomengelungel.

Tekoi er a Belau informs the traditional practices of mekemad and klomengelungel and is in the

process transformed.

In a society in which knowledge and how one knows is as personal as a fingerprint,

knowledge is continuously examined, expanded, (re)constructed and articulated in the language

of oral traditions. This makes writing about Palauan epistemology not only dangerous, but

messy as well. "Messy" in that this work is by no means the definitive work of a single person.

Rather it is an example of Palauan epistemology articulated through the voices of many. Further,

these voices are thick, multi-voiced narratives shaped over time, places, experiences, movements,

and"others" .

The foundation of Palauan epistemology is the articulation of knowledge and

relationships. Knowing yourself through others is one way that truth is constructed and encoded

for future generations. It is not an analysis of the narratives, but rather a sharing of meanings.

This work lies not in what the "other" may hear or understand, nor is it a meta-narrative of

"what is" Palauan epistemology. Rather, it is an articulation of a way of knowing found in the

language that is both gendered and shaped by experiences of Palauans over time. Culled and

internalized for generations, personal and private, and sometimes shaped by "other" forces the

epistemological articulations of Palau is not static, but socially constructed to allow each

generation room to find their own truth.

This constant drive to identify methods to elevate the standard of living among Palauans

and acquire knowledge is at times attributed to colonial influence or a "cultural inclination

towards competition and status seeking."
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Palauans continually showed a strong desire for further education, which may have been

a reflection of their extensive exposure to Japanese culture and development, as well as

their cultural inclination towards competition and status seeking (Peacock, 1990, p.17).

I would like to believe it is also intimately linked to their epistemological desire to seek methods

to solve the challenges in their lives and acquire knowledge.

Blebaol, Klomengelungel ma Tekoi er a Belau Articulations

This dissertation identified six epistemological themes that Palauans use to solve their

daily challenges and acquire knowledge. The lens utilized to filter these themes drew from a

gendered way of knowing to meet the wishes of the ten mentors who informed this dissertation

in important ways. At one level, it was a way to organize a very unwieldy collection of

information and narratives. On another level, it provided a glimpse into how men and women of

contemporary Palau prioritized the methods they utilize to acquire knowledge.

This has been a difficult paper for me to write. On one hand, I see and feel the

hegemonic power of men in this society, their ability to abuse the power and use women to their

benefits in a Gramscian sense. However I am struck also by the way in which the klomengelungel

has the authority over her body to do as she wishes with the consent of the society.

Antonio Gramsci 1/ argued that there existed a close relationship between linguistic

stratification and social hierarchization, in that the various dialects and accents found

within a given society are always rank-ordered as to their perceived legitimacy,

appropriateness, and, so on. Accordingly, concrete language usage reflects underlying,

asymmetrical power relations, and it registers profound changes which occur in the

cultural, moral, and political worlds (Gardiner as cited in McLaren, 1995, p. 121)

This uneasiness that I bring into the field are from my own understandings and

grounding in the language of Western philosophy. And, while I twitch at the thought of fathers
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and uncles being part of the body trade, I admire the strength that a Palauan woman exhibits as a

klomengelungel in the most adverse of situations.

Not too far from the notion of klomengelungel is the notion of blebaol. I somehow do not

feel the same ambiguity for the notion of blebaol as I do with klomengelungel. Perhaps it is because

I am a woman and personally affected by the complexity and multiplicity of layers that inform

the notion of klomengelungel. I suspect my tolerance for the socio-cultural practice of head hunting

for a blebaol stems from the mass destruction and devastation left in the wake of the many wars

waged by more"civilized and advanced" societies in this century. My mind remains at loss for

words to describe, much less grasp the depth of strength and emotional surety that the

klomengelungel must have have afforded society.

There are four categories of education in ancient Palau. The socio-cultural rituals of

blebaol and klomengelungel represent the two most significant categories: relationship and gender.

The other two categories while important were not salient in the narratives of the mentors: class

related and vocation related. In addition to the six epistemological themes, two meta

epistemologies permeated the narratives of the mentors. These are chollachitnger (stories with a

moral lesson) and rengul a tekoi (words of the heart) or the body and mind question and discussed

in this final chapter.

The eual saus (four cornerstones) or the ontological foundations by which to explicate the

epistemological themes of knowing in Palau are tekoi er a Belau (words of Palau); deluill

(relationships); blebaol (gifts that bind); and, klomengelungel (to carry on back). Intricately woven

together and inextricably linked, to remove a post or a saus would dismantle the cosmological

foundation of Palauan epistemology. Tekoi er a Belau as articulated forms and is informed by

deluill (relations and relationships); deluill (relations and relationships) reciprocally forms and is

informed by tekoi er Belau; blebaol (male domain) forms and is informed by klomengelungel (female

domain); klomengelungel forms and is informed by blebaol. Moreover, blebaol and klomengelungel
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can be understood as representing the two functions of tekoi er Belau. As two sides of the same

coin of language, blebaol as a social institution is a metaphor for the relations people enter into in

the act of being people; and, klomengelungel as a social institution is a metaphor for a way of doing

things that is explicitly Palauan or the carrier of culture.

I am humbled by the ingenuity in which the notion of klomengelungel, articulates a way of

knowing for the Palauan woman as a mengol, and the notion of blebaol as a site for knowledge

production for the ancient Palauan male. Both draw on socio-cultural values and beliefs that

have passed through the test of time and articulate the six epistemological themes woven into

the tapestry of knowledge of contemporary Palau. While the themes are similar in content the

presentation, the priorities differ according to the purpose of each organizations, affirming the

importance of culture.

Blebaol Articulations

Epistemology Theme #1: Relationships and Knowledge

Tekoi el Beluu (Words of a Community)

Epistemology Theme #2: Cultural Senses and Knowledge

Olangch (Expanding Signs in Empiricism)

Epistemology Theme #3: Spirituality and Knowledge

Tekoi er a Chelid (Spirituality of Being)

Epistemology Theme #4: Causality of Language and Knowledge

Ngerel a Tekoi (Incantations and Other Utterance)

Epistemology Theme #5: That Which Feeds

Tekoi er a Kereker (Reservoir of Knowing)

Epistemology Theme #6: Utility and Knowledge

Tekoi el Chei (Words of the Lagoon)
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Klomengelungel Articulations

Epistemology Theme #1: Relationships and Knowledge

Tekoi er a Buai (Words of the General Public)

Epistemology Theme #2: Utility and Knowledge

Tekoi er a Uum (Words of the Cookhouse)

Epistemology Theme #3: That Which Feeds

Tekoi er aMesei (Words of the Taro Patch)

Epistemology Theme #4: Causality of Language and Knowledge

Ngerel a Tekoi (Incantations and Other Utterance)

Epistemology Theme #5: Cultural Senses and Knowledge

Olangch (Expanding Signs of Empiricism)

Epistemology Theme #6: Spirituality and Knowledge

Tekoi el Chelid (Spirituality of Being)

Chollachitnger: Moral Currents of Knowing

Chollachitnger (stories with a moral lesson) elucidates on several olangch (signs) that

convey Palauan knowledge and how that knowledge is theorized out of historical experiences.

The term chollachitnger derives from the principles of sailing (Adams & Gibbons, 1997, p. 81).

Tnger is the name of the sand dune that is collected by strong ocean currents. Waves break on

both sides of the sand dune. When it is high tide it is hard to gauge the depth of the ocean.

Crossing a tnger with a canoe is unpredictable, sometimes it appears safe when it is actually not.

Chollachitnger is a cultural expression to depict the behavior of a person or group of people who

ignore the laws of seafaring and only learn when something drastic happens to them.

Chollachitnger are stories that are used to illustrate a moral lesson.
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Belkul a tekoi or Palauan proverb is one way that truths are articulated and encoded.

Short phrases provide commonsense truths that are incorporated into oratory skills to clarify or

give understanding. Belkul a tekoi are ancient in origin and transmit a wider meaning than the

literal meaning of the words. Unless one knows the history or the lore behind the phrase, he or

she would be lost and would be "unable to comprehend the whole thought following the initial

phrase or the full meaning and application of the words" (Obak & McKnight, 1966, p. preface).

Belkul a tekoi is a succinct and colorful way to phrase a thought based on a cultural belief. It is

also a means to separate the members of the group who share the same knowledge from those

less knowledgeable. Using proverbs from obscure episodes in history or lore, belkul a tekoi is

learned and accumulated through years of interacting and bUilding of relations in the beluu.

Traditionally a Palauan child is socialized to know her or his place in the world from a

very early age. In the previous chapter, we explored the various ways of knowing through the

language in the social relations among Palauans. Chollachitnger are used to teach children the

utility of specific cultural and moral values. Although, chollachitnger originates from a male

activity that is specifically located, it is used to discipline the behavior of all children.

Rengul a Tekoi (The Heart of Intelligence); The Body and Mind Question

Ng kmal mlarngi a belkul a tekoi er Belau era ngara mong el uasei...ng menga lIel a kesuk, el mo

meau, el mo chad, el mocha rubak, ng mechas. E sel bocha Ie uai seikid e te mocha mellomes ele te

mla assimilate e accumulate a ikel rokui el teletelel a klechibelau er kid me ng te mla mo sebechir el

ngara ngerachel (Kathy Kesolei, personal communication, December 11, 2000).75

75 "Traditionally, there was a Palauan proverb, that said... they eat the leaves of the kesuk, then they are
naked, then they become alive, then they become an old man or woman. It is through that matriculation
that they learn to assimilate and accumulate all the essence of knowing as a Palauan and thus are ready to
take their place in society as a well-rounded individuals."
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To know as an oeang who seeks a blebaol and a woman in the art of klomengelungel, one

has to have a strong sense of self. On one hand, a mengol required that she is in touch with her

emotions, her feelings and that she exhibited them in a harmonious manner. She has to be able to

see other people's views and be able to empathize. Personal relationships are critical for a

klomengelungel, so being aware and knowing through the soul and heart is the ontological

foundation of her knowing. Truths are measured in the quality of the relationships she builds

and maintains over time. Emotional intelligence provides the philosophical foundation in which

to define and construct truths.

Similar to blebaol, klomengelungel has been eliminated by outside forces that require a

woman to have a strong sense of truth about her world. Although she may not be a practicing

mengol, emotional intelligence is the path to the cultural values and beliefs that inform Palauan

epistemology. The same five examples of the cultural values used to determine the intellectual

skills or emotional intelligence of an oeang articulated in the last chapter also informs how the

klomengelungel knows. Intelligence is based on knowing in the core of the body system-the

viscera-the reng. Located somewhere in the"depth of your guts" it articulates the notion that

knowledge is gained through the mind and the heart. Emotional intelligence is a way of

knowing that is intimately tied to relationships that are informed by the ontological and

cosmological specificity of culture and place and linked to epistemology.

Headhunting is not unique to Pacific island communities. An ironic twist to a word that

expresses calm and tranquility. The Ilongot in the Philippines and the Asmats of New Guinea are

two examples of headhunters in the 20th century. In the Philippines among the Ilongot in

Northern Luzon, headhunting is an activity to carry anger and rage from the finality of death

(Rosaldo, 1993). It is an act carried out by the grieving person to alleviate the pain and the rage

felt from the loss of a loved one. For the Asmats of the southern part of West New Guinea,

headhunting is "the rite of passage, the initiation... revenge, acquisition of social position through
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conscientious; perservering

prestige, and attainment of the ideal of perfect manliness" (Zegwaard, 1959). Intricately

connected to cannibalism, headhunting for the Asmats initiates its young men into headhunting

as a rite of passage into adulthood.

The notion of blebaol however is a byproduct of inter-village warfare that pushes the

pendulum on the scale of emotional intelligence. Mortality is the ontological avowal as the truths

of all truths articulating the life of the oeang (group of warriors). Disciplined and trained in the

aggression of being a warrior, other epistemological articulations also inform his cultural values

that inform and shape his awareness. And that is the notion of reng and its many forms that is

intricately linked to ontology and cosmology that informs epistemology and how one knows:

heart, spirit; feeling; soul; seat of emotions; will; desire; decision

do strongly or with force; make strong effort; to try hard

I thought (mistakenly); I had the wrong idea

undecided about something

diligent; eagar; attentive; interested in

sincere; open-minded

dull-witted; slow in understanding

inconsiderate; lacking common sense

stick to one's conviction; not change one's mind

wise; careful in planning

indecisive; prone to changing one's mind

stubborn; aggressive; arrogant

impatient

stupid; ignorant

unmotivated

reng (noun) soul

me rengul

a renguk

bebeot a rengul

blak a rengul

bliochel a rengul

cheldeng a rengul

diak a rengul

diak lemesim arengul

dmolch a rengul

doach a rengul

kedidai a rengul

kedeb a rengul

keremerem a rengul

mechitechut a rengul

meduch a rengul
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melekoi a rengul

mellomes a rengul

mengedecheduch er a rengul

mesbeda a rengul

meses arengul

mesmesim a rengul

mesubed a rengul

milkolk a rengul

mimokl a rengul

ngelem a rengul

tmuu ra rengul

ulsarech a rengul

medengei (verb)

medengei

klemedengei

determined; well-motivated

smart; intelligent

think

realize or accept (fact, etc ... )

industrious; diligent

changing one's mind easily

accept; learn from experience; learn a lesson

stupid; dumb

broad-minded

smart; clever; having a retentive memory

enter into one's mind; occur

hold in emotions

to know medengelii, medengei

know (person or thing); be acquainted; have sexual knowledge

of; understand; memorize

knowledge

Judging from the number of ways that reng can be used to describe intelligence and the

various stages of knowing only confirms the general consensus of the mentors of this project. To

know which implicates the mind is the word medengei and its derivative. As shown, this is

limited in the number of ways it describes knowing and ways of knowing.

Clearly, intelligence is not separate from emotions or feelings. Reng as indicated earlier is

that knowing somewhere in the inner core of your body, the viscera, it is that knowing that

makes you feel that you have butterflies in your stomach when you are nervous, scared or
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excited. It is about awareness and intelligence-emotional intelligence. It is a way of knowing

that is far removed from the notion that the mind is separate from the body.

You think with your head ...kemedengei, engdi, you know with your soul. A rengum a

omesiulel a ptelum (your soul is the mentor of your mind) (Fr. Felix Yoach, personal

conversation, February 9, 2002, Honolulu, Hawai'i).

A medengei a tekoi el chad a mellomes a rengul (Rengesuul Rengiil, personal

conversation, November 30, 2000, Koror, Palau).76

.. .mellomes arenguul. .. blak a renguul. ..ungil a ulekurulel. ..medengei a tekoi ...e

sekutab e osisiu el time eng kedung, a sebechel remuul a rokui (Kathy Kesolei, personal

conversation, July 29, 2000, Koror, Palau).77

Although blebaol has been eliminated through the discontinuation of mekemad, the

cultural values used to melangch (access) a person is still valued today. Five examples of the

cultural values used to determine the intellectual skills or emotional intelligence of an oeang and a

mengol are articulated below. Intelligence is based on knowing in the core of the body system-the

viscera - the reng. Located somewhere in the /I depth of your guts" it articulates the notion that

knowledge is gained through the mind and the heart. Emotional intelligence is a way of

knowing that is intimately tied to relationships that are informed by the ontological and

cosmological specificity of culture and place and linked to epistemology.

Medengelii a rengul

(knows herIhis soul)

(self-awareness) attuned to their inner signals and

can see the big picture in a complex situation; know

limitations and strengths with the ability to exhibit a

sense of humor about themselves; welcome difficult

assignments.

76 A person who knows (culture) is an intelligent person.
77 (an) intelligent person... that is persistent...with breeding...knows the culture ...observant and at the same
time is well mannered can accomplish anything.
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Kedung

(well-behaved)

Sekutab

(understands implication

of social relationships)

Medengei a tekoi

(knows culture)

(self-management) manage disturbing emotions

and impulses and channel them in useful ways;

integrity; adaptability; pragmatic; sense of efficacy;

optimism.

(social-awareness) empathy; detect networks and

unspoken rules; know what is needed and is

available without being told.

(relationship management) embody what they ask

of others; know how to network; genuine interest in

other's abilities; find practical ways to overcome

barriers; understand differing perspectives; model of

respect, helpfulness and cooperation.78

The assessment tools that Palauans use to gauge emotional intelligence of a person is an

example of knowing through relationships. How one conducts them and handles their

relationships defines knowledge about groups and individuals within this community in the

Pacific.

...we look toward leadership. Kid a bebil era rechad el society er kid a look for leadership.

... Ng diak el sal critical el uasei ngika meduch e medengei a tekoi ere Merikel. Ng critical el

uasei ng techa sebechel el mo rsei e odak a uldesued e sebechel el melebodeb a ikal tekoi el dolekoi.

.. .Iseikid el part era leadership seikid a domes er ngii era rebek el chad (K. Kesolei, personal

conversation, August 1, 2002).79

78 Concepts are parallel to the model developed by Goleman, et al (2002) in Primal Leadership: Realizing
the Power ofEmotional Intelligence.
79 '" we look toward leadership. We are a society that look for leadership ... It is not so critical that they
know how to speak English. What is critical is who can bring our thoughts together, weight our thoughts
together....That is the part of leadership that we look for in a person.
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Palau is a society that looks to leaders, and leadership requires a person who is emotionally

intelligent. In a society that is traditionally hierarchal, a leader is looked upon for" assurance and

clarity when facing uncertainty or threat," (Coleman, Boyatzis & McKee, 2002, p. 149). The leader

is the group's emotional thermometer.

Pedagogical Articulations

Ngeluul's mother did not complete her formal high school education. As the only

daughter with six brothers, she remained at home to help her mother care for her younger

siblings. Her sacrifice allowed her oldest brother to graduate from high school and obtain a

graduate degree as an East-West Fellow attending the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. Access to

formal education beyond high school in Guam and Hawai'i that began under the US Trusteeship

was a privilege afforded to Palauan men. Most women with a few exceptions remained at home

to learn the skills of homemaking and sustaining the family unit. They received a more informal

education.

The extended family as an interdependent unit is seen as rupturing at the seams, as

young men were encouraged to go abroad and obtain a formal education to someday become

"breadwinners" for their "nuclear families." The language of individualism is both patriarchal

and in one sense reaffirms the gender roles of traditional education in Palau-men were sent out

to conquer the unknown and build beluu relations.

Although this has changed dramatically today and Palauan women match men in their

formal educational competence, Ngeluul's mother continues to teach her daughters the

fundamental roles of young women and responsibilities in the home. There are four primary life

events that determines a woman's identity in Palauan society: chebechiil (marriage); cheroll (birth);
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ocheraol (purchasing a home of a brother); and, cheldecheduch (death). Glossed over as siukang80 in

today's language, these four events define the intensity and the depth of relations that are as old

as the notions of blebaol and klomengelungel. In as much as blebaol and klomengelungel are no longer

practiced the epistemological articulations that sustained them sustain a Palauan's way of

knowing in contemporary Palau. In some ways with the availability of the western dollar and

purchasable commodities, these events have intensified. While the escalating scale of duty they

demand from Palauan women is profound, there is uncertainty as to the importance and

significance of these events. Migration, marriage to foreigners and the presence of lending

institutions have contributed to this sense of ambiguity. And, even though the educational

system has provided vast possibilities for learned members of the society, I would argue that by

supplanting the ideologies that can be drawn from the social institutions of blebaol and

klomengelungel, the educational system has not kept its promise for a better life. Ratherk, it has

created insurmountable hurdles that young Palauans are finding difficult to overcome. The

language of Palau is superseded by a foreign language, which defines relationships through a

legal or court system. Marriages are consummated and dissolved by the same court system with

minimal if any compensation to the woman. Yet the woman is continuously expected to meet her

cultural responsibilities particularly in the four areas listed above. Increasingly imported

foreigners are raising the ceiling for the future needs of this country because the extended family

system has been redefined by the terminologies of modernity in areas of work, cash valuation of

that work and production. It is an economy that relies on governmentalized social institutions

that do not meet their social obligation to society.

Empiricism as a cultural phenomena or construct informs epistemology in important

ways. Klomengelungel and blebaol while seductive and perhaps erotic were chosen as a focal point

in which to begin the journey into Palauan epistemology for several reasons. First, they mark the

80 Japanese for "custom."
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transition in which Palauans made decisions for themselves based on their own worldviews and

cultural beliefs, without outside intrusion or censoring into a world driven by consumerism and

technology. Second, it was the beginning of and the introduction of a plethora of worldviews

that complemented and at times contradicted or were at odds with those cultural values, which

have continued to rupture the borders of knowing as a Palauan. Lastly and perhaps of major

import, it was a time in which other social institutions added a layer of complexity to the Palauan

identity, informing how a man or woman knows and processes knowledge. This thesis attempts

to clarify the specific processes or ways of knowing as a Palauan. Included were ideas of

language as a carrier of culture that conveyed a certain kind of knowing specific to a group of

peoples.

The elders presented here discussed a specific worldview that was carried in the

language or tekoi er Belau. It conveyed an experience that connected them to those that have lived

before. As Ngirchobeketang Wasisang so adamantly stated, "Aikang a mle loyak ar dimla chad, mar

chelid."81 Language was not only a carrier of knowledge, it was the main carrier of culture.

"Culture defines culture" (Meyer, 1998, p. 141) is another epistemological notion that has been

noted by other researchers on indigenous epistemology and in this thesis. It offers a way to

understand and make sense of a specific worldview. Specific to a cultural group, language

embodies nuances and meanings understandable to those that speak and own the language.

Intimately linked to relations and relationships, language is one of the cornerstones of Palauan

epistemology. As a concept tekoi er Belau is more than mere words. It represents an ontological

landscape that embraces a certain way of viewing, understanding and engaging the world

beyond the shores of Belau. It is a tool that Ngeluul and her sister Sheena use everyday to define

their world and how they understand that world. It is not arbitrary, but rich with the color and

hues of a life that is theirs. And while this dissertation does not discount the fact that tekoi er

81 This came from those who lived before, and the gods.
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Belau also represents a way of communicating and interacting, its importance is as a fine thread

that weaves the lives of those who speak and live it with those who have gone before and the

ones yet to come. Tekoi er Belau is an integral part of relationships that both anchors and liberates

it to continue to inform, be formed and articulate Palauan epistemology.

Tekoi er Belau provides the space to know through relationships with others. This

research was made possible by the stories and the sharing of the elders who spoke tekoi er Belau.

And while I speak the language, it revealed a way of knowing that was imbued with the scents

and visions of grass skirts and warriors who traipsed through the terraces and waters of Palau in

the not so distant past. The oraIey of tekoi er Belau keeps the knowledge "fresh" and alive. Culled

and internalized for generations, personal and private, and sometimes shaped by "other" forces

the epistemological articulations of Palau is not static, but socially constructed to define the truth

for each generation. It is complex, multi-layered and fluid.

The notion of blebaol and klomengelungel continue to inform Palauan ways of knowing,

although warfare and groups of women no longer frequent men's abai, the cultural structures of

knowing from these social institutions extend to the present withstanding and sometimes

incorporating tools of modernity to delineate their epistemological articulations. The meta

epistemologies that have been put forth as the cornerstones or the ontological foundations by

which to explicate the epistemological threads of knowing in Palau are intricately woven together

and inextricably linked. To remove a post or a saus would dismantle the cosmological

foundation of Palauan epistemology.

The traditional educational system promoted a system that knew it could not provide all

the answers for those that followed, so it relied on the genus of each generation to learn from the

past, live in the present, and nurture the future. This has been replaced by a knowledge system

that rapes the present without any forethought of the consequence for those to follow. This is

best seen by the generous loans made against the future earnings of time deposits for immediate
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needs; government operating deficits; foreign investors needing foreign laborers; major

infrastructure development destabilizing the environment for the comfort of today; accumulation

rather than sustainability; fragmented facts rather than holistic knowledge; etc, etc, etc ... that all

point to the main idea of this thesis that empiricism is a cultural phenomena or construct.

Implications for Future Research

Specific epistemological articulations generated from the eual saus, locates Ngeluul in a

contradictory place. The school she attended at the time of this research represented a different

form of learning from the one she was receiving at home. In school, she was learning facts and

conceptual data that had very little relevance to her world. It was an epistemology embedded in

a different space, time and context. It lacked utility and usefulness in Ngeluul's immediate

environment.

At home, Ngeluullearns from her mother and older sister in the context of her

environment, her mom going to the mesei to plant taro, a daily staple, her sister cooks for the

family and takes care of household chores that also included laundry and weeding the sers. On

occasion Sheena also scales and fillets fish for their evening meals. On Friday nights the children

in the village meet in the village bai to socialize. Ibobang is a small community, and most homes

are never latched except when they are ready to turn in for the evening. Children are free to

come and go as they please. They are children of the whole community, disciplined and lauded

by the adults. The beluu of Ibobang is their personal space, walls is a concept that protects one

from the rain and other elements. Time is structured around the planting seasons, the tide, and

major events. Everyone pitches in when a person needs help, during a birthday celebration, a

funeral, or the schools need structural maintenance. When I met Ngeluul, it was her aunt's

ngasch. The whole village was also there to lend a helping hand, and this is Ngeluul's informal

education.
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At school, she learns that she has to be there at a specific time. She also learns that it

takes a certain time frame to learn a specific subject. She has to remain seated at all times when

class is in session. Whether she is ready or not, she is expected to matriculate to the next grade

level every year. She even has a class that teaches Palauan language and culture for 45 minutes

every day. Within the walls of the school-space, time, and context-are completely at odds with

what Ngeluul is learning at home. At home she learns specifics in terms of her behavior, her

relationships with others, morality, and gender specific ontological aspects of human experience.

At school she learns abstract ideas from manufactured situations at an accelerated pace. The

class she takes to learn the Palauan language and culture is framed within the context of the

educational system in that it defines specific aspects of the culture that learned members of the

community feels are important.

Which brings us to a central question in this thesis. Can Palauan epistemology be

learned in an environment where information is gathered and disseminated? As seen in the

earlier chapters, Palauan epistemology is learned through relationships within the context of the

community and the environment. To learn Palauan epistemology, one would have to live the

culture in the sites where it is practiced. The process and context are important aspects in

synthesizing information and practice. I am thinking of Noah's reflection on learning the tides

and the wind, of reading the plants before picking medicinal herbs, of carving stories on the abai

gables, and of planting taro. Should this knowledge be incorporated into the current educational

system to better ground the students in Palauan epistemology? Would segregating the students

into gender clubs rather than coed classes within the educational system aid in making the

connection between the school and home for Ngeluul?

Clearly, these are questions that would require additional research. However, if culture

defines culture, what are the implications of the culture of the current educational system?

Should we develop separate schools that address the epistemological specificity of Palauan
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cultural values and beliefs? Over the course of this research, I was able to disentangle some of

the notions I had that you can learn anything in the current educational system. My experience

in disentangling the notions of knowing clearly indicated that I was seeing through a lens

clouded with the values and beliefs of another culture. It was by no means a testament that it

was good or bad. It just inhibited me from understanding my own cultural roots. It

disconnected me from the histories and the validations of my genealogies. This was problematic

in my mind as I tried to grasp what the elders were trying to teach and convey to me.

How do the notions of blebaol and klomengelungel affect pedagogy? How specifically does

understanding Palauan epistemology affect teaching and learning? Collapsing this dissertation

into specific articulations of learning styles, approaches to teaching and evaluations is important

but it misses the focus of this research. Earlier we had discussed how the significance of the

Palauan language is being diminished by the constitution and the educational policies of Palau. I

argued that the recognition of another language devalued a way of knowing that is specific to

Palau. This devaluation carried a hidden message that negated the values and beliefs that are

inherent to the Palauan cultural identity. And, it is that identity that students such as Ngeluul

risk in their day-to-day activities in school. She and her sister have learned to separate the two

worlds.

In October, 1974, the Palau Modekngei School opened with the intention of grounding its

students in Palauan cultural values and beliefs while at the same time teaching the new

educational values of the West. Unfortunately, the vision of the American who assisted the

school get off the ground and the elders of the Modekngei diverged, causing the American to

resign. The school has had a turbulent history and enrollment has dropped to about 40 students

a year compared to the 200 students when it first opened its doors. According to Shuster (1982)

the failure of the school was due to a number of reasons namely:
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'" teachers at the school did not understand how knowledge could possibly flow from

work activities ...Palauans generally do not analyze or theorize about everyday

events...To speculate on theoretical problems, problems that concern the nature of some

item in the world, is not the Palauan way... the best way to understand the Modekngei

village-school situation is to think of it as a variation of a cargo cult realized.

This is an example of a school that opened with the intent of merging the two worlds

together. On one hand there was the push from the Modekngei elders for a school that taught the

students to be global citizens, and on the other hand, there was a push to have the students learn

the knowledge of sustainability that is at one with the environment. Clearly, it delineates an

atmosphere of competing realities that at the time could not be realized.

I think what is important to note in this summary is that both systems exist. There is a

need to offer equal time and space to those cultural values and belief that strengthens and

develops the language, family, culture and community that makes a Palauan, Palauan.

Contrary to Shuster's analysis, I have argued that Palauans do contemplate their navels

and the ten elders in this research who have shared their narratives and their voices wove the

four meta-epistemological threads around the notions of blebaol and klomengelungel. From these

four cornerstones or eual saus six epistemological themes were articulated.

Thus, this is the end of this particular journey. Hopefully it will be the beginning of a

journey for another Palauan to expand on other philosophical assumptions that inform Palauan

epistemology. And I will continue to follow the Modekngei proverb-mesuub el mo metitur82-learn

to know less. For it is only then that I will be aware of other articulations and how best to learn.

At the end of the day, this dissertation began as a quest to discover what it means to

know as a Palauan. The narratives of the ten mentors who informed this work made it

82 Comes from the term ulsemuul which is a person who is learned, well-rounded, and is respected by the
members of the community. Usually a person who does not have to compete for space to speak, says very
few words, but is usually meaningful and well-informed.
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apparently clear that knowledge is complex, multi-layered, and comprehensive. Informed by the

ontological values and beliefs that is organic to Belau and her people, knowledge and how one

acquires knowledge is specific to place, time, and relationships. The concept of omengull guides

how Palauans define methods to solve their problems and acquire knowledge. This is one layer

in the epistemological language of Belau waiting for another to set the sail to continue into the

uncharted waters of knowing anchored in the words and the voices of hope from those who have

come before us.

Al tang eng diak el sebechem el ngodechii auchul a yolt,

Engdi ng sebechem el sumecheklii a resem el omekall el mor sel bor ng.ii

-Belkul a tekoi er a Belau

We may not be able to change the direction of the wind,

But we can set our sails so that we can reach our destination.

-Palauan Proverb
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Appendix A:

List of Mentors Interviewed for this Dissertation

Mentors Interviewed for Dissertation

Dirrebabelblai Isaol Emesiochel

Noah Idechong

Katherine Kesolei

Demei Otobed

Malabeluu Willhelm Rengesuul Rengiil

Yoichi K. Rengiil

Ngiraklang Blau Skebong

Ngirchemat Trolii

Ngirchobeketang Wasisang

Fr. Felix Yoach

Original Place of Interview

Ibobang, Ngatpang

Madalaii, Oreor

Madalaii, Oreor

Ngerbeched, Oreor

Madalaii, Oreor

Agana,Guam

Ngermetengel, Ngaremlengui

Shiksha, Oreor

Ibobang, Ngatpang

Honolulu, Hawai'i

Mentors Who Helped Clarify Questionaires

Takako Otobed Ngerbeched, Oreor

Hambret/Maria Senior Iyebukel, Oreor

Sosoad Wasisang Ibobang,Ngatpang
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AppendixB:

Selected Naratives in Palauan and English

lA. Klauchad ra Ngeiungl ma Imeong ra Ngeremlengui (Palauan Version)

Elchae ngarngii a chad ra Ngeiungel el ulbengkel a Ngirturong el kiei ra Ngeremlengui. Meng

ngulbengkel el kiei esel bol kebesengei e tirkel chad ra Ngerutechei a mle mesisiich el beluu. Mesel el bechil

Ngirturong ellebora mesei etir angara bai e otucheklii. Meng tuobed ra tutau el mora mesei etir a

otucheklii enguu el mera bai metebad el obenterir el mol mol mo turka a rengrir emecherei meng merael el

mormei. Mesellebora mesei elorael el mei ete dirk orreched a kelir ra bek el kebesengei.

Ma Ngirturong a dula a bechil uase, "Errang kid el di orreched a keled ral kebesengei eldi orreched

ral kebesengei, e ngerang me keduasei? Ngkuk diak el tara sils ebo moureor eya tara sils kuk debong el di

momelai a keeled? /I

Eng eya bechil a dulal uase, "Olekoi, errang tia sel kot el meringel el tekoi el blak betik rengii. A

rengum sel ktobed e kurael el mora mesei, esel kurael el mong ete ngoikak lotungak ra bai e obekak el mol

mo kebesengei e oitak. Mesel kurael el mora mesei eya kmong mak dengchokl diak kudengei el kmo akmo

ngera rekau. Ak bekrei eya kmul kmo ngera rekau. Kam kora omdasue ertial klou el elbuul el kungard

rengii./1 Mengka kora di merkol erellakl.

Me tiakid engkaikid el chad ra Ngeiungel el ngklel a Rkerukem, ngka dula ra Ngirturong el uase

ngarngii a rolel.

Meng uase, "Ngera rolel?/1

"Kedi odkikak./1

Ma Ngirturong a uase, "Errang, mekeral oldik erkau?"

"Akmo kodkikak engii a morngii a rolel mekemo medengei./1

Meng mecherei meng di uasei ma luut e di uaisei eng dula, "Errang, tiang dirk uaisei el tekoi?"

Meng kmo, "Ochoif"

Ma Rkerukem a dirrek el dulal rengii (Ngirturong) el kmo, "Kame modkikak./1
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Meng okor e odkikii. "Ngdiak mada merko mtobed er tial blai."

Mal tobed eng di tilobed e merael e mora Ngerutechei. Mong meng llmangel edular tirkal rubak er

Ngerutechei el uase, "Ngak a bla lodkikak a obekuk. MIa odkikak a obekuk eng oltelechakl rengak el uase ak

mengesengsang ra bechil."

"Meng ngera uldesuem?"

"Ngsoak al mengai a Imeong."

"Meng soam al oingerang el mengai a Imeong?"

"Ngsoak a orakiru."

Abo lomes eya orakiru a dirk eroid. Meng ka merael el mei el remiid ra Ngerchelong el mora

Ngeiungel el mong meng mocha mengedecheduch ra Rimirch el uase, "Momdasue eya Ngerutechei a kmal

mla obulii a beluu ra Imeong. Kmal sowak a denguu a Ngerutechei era chelchal mei el orakiruu." Eya

Ngeiungl a dirrek el kauchad ngii ma beluu ra Ngerdmau. Meseikid ra lolkoi ar Rkerukem ra Rimirch, eya

Rimirch a mocha mesumech el mor Ngerdmau ra Beouch el olngit a ngeseu erngii. E ouchais er tiaikid el

teletael el uase, "Ngsoak a orakiru el mengai a Ngerutechei."

Me tiaikid eya Beouch a melekoi el mor Ngerard ra Ulimang. Leng kuk a Beouch ma beluu ra

Ulimang er Ngeraard a kuk kauchad. Meng mol mo melekoi ra Ngirairrung el uase mengusukak er tiakid

el tekoi. Ma lolekoi el mong eya Ngirairrung a mocha melkoi el mor Ngiwal el mor Ngellau ra Ngiwal el

melekoi ra Iromel er Ngellau el uase mngesukak er tiakid el tekoi. Mete mocha kaodengei ra urreor e ketib

eya orakiruu ekid a melai ra Ngerutechei. Meng tiakid ete mocha kaodengei ra urreor e ketib ra tia ra

Ulluang er Ngeremlengui mo melai ra beluu ra Imeong.

Etemo ketib er seikid el rokui e merael el mel ngmasech er sel ike ra Umad. E metial ngasech etedi

ngilasech eokor e remurt el mora Ngerutechei. Eya lbo eya rechad ra Ngerutechei a dirrek el rrul el me

melai ra Imeong. Mekora ltobed etir a soisb ra Ngerutechei el suesb a blai ra Ngerutechei e odecheklii a

Ngerutechei el dimlo diak a rechad rengii. Aldu ma Ngerutechei er elchal sils a beluu e diak a rechad rengii

el beluu ra Ngeremlengui era irechar el mei a mlad ra mekemedil a Rkerukm. Tengilemd ra mekemedil a
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Rkerukem. Ra bololai er Ngerutechei el kirel a tial elbulel a Ngirturong eya rechad ra Ngerutechei a ua

loutingaol ra bechil a Ngirturong.

Meseikid ral bocha ikal kleuang beluu a Ngeiungl (NgerchelongJ, ma Ngerdmau, ma Ulimang

(NgeraardJ, ma Ngiwal eya rechad ra Imeong a uleliakl ra Ngeiunglloba Bad ra Rutoi ngua lulmchar ra

rechad er Ngeiungel. E okor er rechad er Ngeiungel ma rechad ra Imeong ra Ngeremlengui al ketiakl

aikaikid el klaingeseu er tir al kaiuechar. Sel ua lkaiuechar a klaingeseu er tiro Metedi a rechad ra

Ngeiungel ma Imeong etedi mo souchi a buuch e dortii a kebui el mei enguu el mesterir meng emelir.

Mesikid a ual kuk engarngii a Bad ra Rutoi el bad ra Imeong el seikid al ngiluu a Ngirturong el meliakl ra

Rimirch. Ngiluu el omchar ertial, leng diak lodengelii e Beouch, ediak lodengelii a Ngirairrung, el diak

lodengelii a Iromel meng ngiluu seikid el Bad ra Rutoi el nguu el meliakl ra ngkale Rimirch. Eya Rimirch a

nguu seikid el bad el nguu el mtiklii a Beouch, nguu el tiiklii a Beouch, ngua lenguu el mecherar a Beouch.

Ma Beouch a kuk nguu el meherar a Ngirairung leng kuk di medengelii a Ngirairrung engdi diak

lodengelii a Iromel. Ma Ngirairrung a okor e kuk nguu el msa Iromel. Mechelchang eng btangch el ngara

beluu er Ngiwal el ngara tiara Ngellau el btengchel a Iromel. Sei a btangch el ngar Ngiwal er Ngellau. Ng

btengchel a Iromel (Ngirchemat Trolii, personal conversation, November 29, 2000, Koror, Palau).

2A. Relationship between Ngeiungl and Imeong in Ngeremlengui (English Version)

Now there was a man from Ngeiungel who lived with Ngirturong in Ngeremlengui. So

they lived together and in the evenings, the people of Ngerutechei were a very strong beluu.

When Ngirturong's wife went to the mesei (taro patch) from the abai they took her hostage. She

left early in the morning to the mesei and they took her hostage and they took turns being with

her until they tired of her, then they would release her to go home. After she left the bai she

would go to the mesei and upon her return home she hurriedly cooked their dinner.
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This continued for a while so Ngirturong finally asked his wife, "My dear, why is it that

we always hastily cook our food every evening, why is that? Can't you work one day and

another day simply gather our food?"

So his wife replied, "Oh, my dear this is one of the hardest thing that I have ever

experienced. Do you know when I leave to the mesei, they force me into the abai and have their

way with me until the late afternoon before they release me. So when I go to the mesei, I sit and

think of what I am going to say to you. When I come home what do I say to you. Can you think

of a more wretched affair than that that I have had to endure?" He became very still and quiet.

The man from Ngeiungel whose name is Rkerukem, told Ngirturong I know of a way. "

Ngirturong asked, "What is the way?"

"Just kick me out."

Ngirturong said, "What, what do you mean kick you out?" Then he left it that. But the

abduction of his wife continued. So one day he asked his wife, "My dear, is this thing still going

on?" and she replied, "Yes!"

Again Rkerukem said, "Why not kick me out."

So he kicked him out. "No, get out of this house."

When left he went directly to Ngerutechei. Wailing he advised the rubak of Ngerutechei,

"My uncle has kicked me out. He kicked me out because he is accusing me of having an affair

with his wife."

"What do you think(want)?"

"I want to take over Imeong."

"When do you want to take over Imeong?"

"I want it done when the moon is full."

When they looked the full moon was still far away. He left to Ngerchelong back to

Ngeiungel to see Rimirch and told him, "Ngerutechi is endangering the beluu of Imeong. I
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would like to overtake Ngerutechei this coming fullmoon." Ngeiungl had a reciprocal

relationship with the beluu of Ngerdmau. So Rkerukem sent a message to Rimirch asking for his

help; Rimirch in turn sent a message to Beouch of Ngerdmau asking for his help. Explaining the

circumstances he said, "This coming full moon I want Ngerutechei seized."

Beouch sent word to Ulimang in Ngerard because he has a relationship with them. He

asked Ngirairrung to support him. When he received Beouch's request, Ngirairrung sent word

to Ngellau in Ngiwal asking lromel to help him. So they were all alerted to the work that needed

to be accomplished during the full moon at Ngerutechei. They also knew of the plan in Ulluang

in Ngeremlengui to siege the beluu of Imeong.

The strategy was to climb Umad and charge into Ngerutechei. At Ngerutechei they met

up with the warriors prepared to take Imeong. They entered Ngerutechei, seized the house of

Ngerutechei and annihilated Ngerutechei so that no one was left. That is why there is no one

today living in Ngerutechei in the beluu of Ngeremlengui because they all died from the assault

of Rkerukm.

Imeong repaid the favor by giving Ngeiungel the Bad ra Rutoi (monolith of Rutoi).

Although four beluu: Ngeiungel (Ngerchelong), Ngerdmau, Ulimang (Ngeraard), and Ngiwal

came to rescue Imeong, Imeong only had a relationship with Ngeiungel, and thus was only

obligated to Ngeiungel. If it was only between Ngeiungel and Imeong the payment can be in the

form of a branch of betenut with a cut vine of peper leave for their consumption. However,

Ngirturong gave the Bad ra Rutoi from Imeong as payment for Rimirch's effort. Rimirch in turn

gave it to Beouch as payment, Beouch gave it to Ngirairung as payment, and Ngirairung gave it

to lromel as payment. Today the btangch (monolith) sits in Ngellau in Ngiwal as a testament to

lromel and all the relationships of the four beluu. It is !romel's btangch (My translation).
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3A. Al Ko Tal Deues a Rasech...Rasech! (Palauan Version)

Elcha a rechad re Ngerchelong er Ngebei a mlo melai ra imo ra Btangch el ngara bad... Bai

Rulchau. Elcha se dedidul kmo ng Bad Rulchau engdi seaikel bad el kirel el mlo bai. Mle kirel mo bai...ruul

el blai. Sel chutem se Ngeruchau a ngklel. Meng Bai Rulchau. E okor eyar chad ra Ngebei amo sorir el mo

melai ra imora ikel Btangch erngii el mera beluu er Ngebei. Ngarngii aelid ra Ngebei el Ngirailemai a

ngklel, ngkei able lobengkel e melai rengii. Me temlo mete nguu e mlengurs rengii e mengol rengii e

mengurs rengii el beluu er Ngerchelong. El nguu el mol mo mar Ngebei. Mal nguu el mor Ngebei engkal

elid a aker retir el uasei kabong ngeral teletelel a ungil klebesei a doruul rengii. Eyar bebil a uasei al ko tal

deues a rasech ...a rasech!

Me ngokor e merael el mar Ngeremlengui. Meng mol mar Ngirturong meng remuul a uldesuel el

ochoid a delongelel a Ngirturong ma rechad ra Klang. A Ngirturong a oderchii a Dengilius ra Ngirturong

el mora Klang elmo kmul uase dekaisuekl era Ulluang eya kmora Ngerchelong eng ngarngii a urreor el

mora Ngerchelong. Ekuk mora Klang, mora Klang e oderchii a Dengilius ra Klang el kor osiu a delongelir

el mol mo tobeda ar beluu ra Ngeremlengui. Mal tobed et rirurt el mel mera Ngerchelong eyal mei etemel

me mekaud ra Uet Rengchui.

Eyal bekiis ra tutau eng koseks. Sel debekiis eng blengkangk a chei e meoud a keriik. Engii a mo

moseterir lkmo temlamei met kleuidel ra Uet Rengchui e okor emei el kmura rechad ra beluu el uasei a

tutau eko momkokl el di milkolk e kmomkokl elme olngii ausek el buut el ngar Ngchui. Usek el buut.

Me tokor e ulemkokl eyal bong eya mlil a Ngeremlengui a meseked ra Uet Rengchui me tetuobed el

oldechelakl ertir. Me tirka di mlo mengol aikal mlirir el mo tuobed el mora rsaol. Me toltoir er tir el mo

oleong er tial tara kabekl ra Ngeremlengui el Ercheroi a ngklel el kabekl. A loltoir rengii eya rechad ra

Ngeiungel eng kmoll. Mal koll el mo chebecheb eyar chad er Ngeiungel a mol nguu a mlirir el nguu el

mestirir lkmo tia mlimiu ekemam ki molchob er tial mlai. Me tolchob er tial mlai etir a tirreka tirkal kuk

chad ra Ngerchelong el altair er tir. Mete kmo ngera ised me tekmo eya akik mal kmedang eokor eng kmoll
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a mlimam meng mod diak el sebecham. Me tochebngii tial kabekl el Ercheroi a ngklel enguu el osisbii er

Ngeiungel meng medechel.

E tir a mora beluu, tirkal chad el ulmekeuad ertir al ngititerir el mora beluu. Mong meng merael a

ngloik ra beluu er Ngebei el mol momerek e okor e tengoititerir tirkaikid el bleboal el ulkeuad el chad el mo

oititerir ra telkib el chutem. Me tial blo longoit ertir el chutem aelchal sils eng Ngeremlengui a ngklel.

Rebai ra Ngeruliull. A Ngeruliull a blil a Swei engii sel rebai rengii ersel moriou, sei a lulngoit rengii a

blebaol rengii el tirkal chad ra Ngeremlengui el mlad. (Ngirchemat Trolii, personal conversation,

November 29, 2000, Koror, Palau).

4A. If We Only Can See Blood...Blood! (English Version)

People from Ngebei in Ngerchelong went to get a Btangch (monolith) that is at the

stone...Bai Rulchau. When we say Bad Ruchau it is because those stones are supposed to be a

bai. It was supposed to be a baL .. that was built like house. The land Ngeruchau is its name. So it

is called Bai Rulchau. And so, the people of Ngebei wanted to take one of the Btangch to their

beluu of Ngebei. There is a god in Ngebei, Ngirailemai is his name, this god accompanied them

to take the Btangch. So they all went, they pulled, they carried, they dragged it through the beluu

of Ngerchelong. And took it on and on to Ngebei. And when they arrived in Ngebei the god

asked them, now tell what type of celebration should we observe? And some replied if we only

can see blood... blood!

So Ngirailemai left to Ngeremlengui. He went to Ngirturong (Chief of Ngeremlengui)

and provoked him so he sent his messenger Dengilus (ear of the crocodile) to Klang (second title

of Ngeremlengui) asking him to meet at Ulluang because he is going to Ngerchelong, there is

project to be done in Ngerchelong. And Ngirailemai continued on to the house of Klang and had

the messenger of Klang, Dengilus (in Ngeremlengui, both messengers of Ngirturong and

Ngiraklang are called Dingilius, but the distinction is that there is a Dingilius ra Ngirturong and
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Dingilius ra Klang) to go and cause disunity between the people of Ngeremlengui and

Ngerchelong. When the war expedition of Ngeremlengui charged towards Ngerchelong, their

their war canoes ran aground the Vet Rengchui (Vet refers to an area by a mangrove where

during low tide would still have water).

When they woke up, it was ebb tide. That is when you wake up and the tide is lying

down low, it will take a long time before it rises again. The god, Ngirailemai, went to Ngebei and

told them "they" have arrived but are immobilized at Vet Rengui so tell the people of the beluu

to wake up early in the morning, before the sun rise and go haul my canoe from Ngchui. Vsek el

buut.

Before the sun rose, the warriors from Ngebei went to the Vet and found scores of canoes

from Ngeremlengui stretched across the Vet Rengchui so they engaged them in battIe. The

warriors from Ngeremlengui retreated and some carried their canoes towards the breakwater. So

the warriors from Ngebei charged after them. One war canoe from Ngeremlengui called

Ercheroi lurched and started to go under. Seeing the distressed warriors, the people from

Ngeiungel came and gave them their war canoe and told the warriors to flee and they will try to

turn over the submerged Ercheroi. As the warriors from Ngeiungellabored to float the

submerged canoe the warriors from Ngerchelong arrived. What is going on they asked. The

Ngeiungel warriors responded, we were pursuing the people from Ngeremlengui and we were

coming very close but our canoe lurched so we could not catch them. So the Ngerchelong

warriors helped Ngeiungel save the Ercheroi and brought it to the shore.

Then they brought the blebaol in to Ngebei and a celebration began with dances. After

the celebration, they deposited the blebaol in a piece of barren land behind Ngeruliull.

Ngeruliull is the land where Swei's house is standing. Today this piece of barren land that the

blebaol was deposited is called Ngeremlengui (My translation).
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SA. Rebetii er a Ngiratumerang (Palauan Version)

Telbenged el mekemad a kibis el ngara Ilengele me Chokerduul ak meremch a

kar er a chimak e melumk er kau er a rangel a cheas e Ngiratumerang. E

koba bratach rna tengadik e llild el merirt er ngii er a kerker e klasekl er

a lebong a kladikm er a lemei e lungil bisaol.

Telbenged el mekemad a kibis el ngara Ilengele me Chokerduul ak meremch a

kar er a chimak e melumk er kau er a rongel a cheos e Ngiratumerang.

Ngdos el cheluch a mechebelang ea belngel a ulkem er a temlengel a

taoch, a kirekir rna diu rna blotk er kau a beke keuai mesiich.

Telbenged el mekemad a kibis el ngara Ilengele me Chokerduul ak meremch a

kar er a chimak e melumk er kau er a rongel a cheos e Ngiratumerang.

Ngdas ngchelid a merma metel melamuch e merderd er kau er a belngel

a kerker, a kire kir rna diu rna blotk er kau ebike keuai merikl.

Telbenged el mekemad a kibis el ngara Ilengele me Chakerduul ak meremch a

kar er a chimak e melumk er kau er a rangel a cheos e Ngiratumerang.

Ngdas milngakl el kelat a lidel Ngermid er a bedegem rna kmo bike

bamdechor lokokau loiu loiit a lidir ar ngara Mengai e bemngai aile

limelem (Kesolei, 1975, p. 43).
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Author (Year)

AppendixB:

English usage of klu/klomengelungel in the literature

Word Definition (Meaning)

Barnett, Homer (1949)

Hisakatsu, Hijikata (1993, p. 134-38)

mengol prostitutes

mengol concubine (udoud family)

(1929-31, p. 220-2)

Josephs, Lewis (1990:127)

Kramer, Augustin (1926, p. 274)

See 2:92 and

3:274-76)

Kubary, Johannes (1885:51/3; 91-98)

(quoted by Kramer)

McManus, Edwin (1977:24-5)

Nero, Karen (1987:320)

Parmentier, Richard (1987:93)

mengelngel

blolobel

klumengelungel

blolobel

bolobel

mongol

mongoruakl

kaumengol

Armengol

blolobel

bolobel

mengol

klomengelungel

ullech

blolobel

mengol

kaumengol
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companion to a specific man

concubine (udoud beluu)

excessive promiscuity

institutionalized concubinage

institutionalized concubinage

institutionalized concubinage

from jumping mullet

to carry

more than one wife

mutual/ reciprocal

to carry

institutionalized concubinage

jumping mullet

concubine

institutionalized prostitution

captured women cucubines(rag)

institutionalized concubinage

concubines

mutual cuncubinage



mengol er a cheldebechelconcubines of the men's club

Ramarui, A. and Temael, M. (2000)

klemat el mengol

mengol a uduod

uulech

klomengelungel

mengol

blolobel

sail rope concubine

sail rope concubine (udoudbeluu)

captured women (doormat)

omengol

obengkel a sechal (udoud)

cheldebel el dil el mo mengol

Rechebei, E. and McPhetres, S. (1997)

Ritzenthaler, Robert (1954)

Shuster, Donald (1982:149)

Semper, Karl (1873:51)

Vidich, Arthur (1980:99)

Wilson, Lynn (1995:110-112)

klomengelungel institutionalized concubinage

blolobel prostitution/concubinage

blolobel entertainment and sex hostess

armungul (remengol) concubines/prostitution

blolobo institutionalized concubinage

klomengelungel circulate wealth; alliance;

better marriages

blolobel

uulech
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married women

captured women (rag)
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